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The angular distribution for the rotationally elastic or inelastic scattering of 
an electron from a diatomic molecule can be written as (Arthurs and Dalgarno 
1960) 
da. IC2. co 
d j2 j Ij2- (ALlJ2)(E) PL(cos 0).dM 4(2j, + 1)T L 
L=O 
Here j I and j 2 are, respectively, the initial and the final rotational states of 
the target molecule and E is the impact energy of the incident electron. 
PL (cos 0) is a Legendre polynomial of order L with angle 6 defining the 
direction of scattering measured with respect to the incident beam direction 
as polar axis. The explicit expression for the coefficient A for scattering of 
an electron from a diatomic molecule in its singlet sigma electronic state has 
been simplified by Chandra (1975). 
In the following tables we have tabulated the coefficients A's for e- - N2 scatter­
ing in the energy range from 0.20 eV to 10.0 eV. The five different rofational states 
=(j I 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) are considered. It was found that the values of A's were 
-non-negligible only for the transitions j 2 = il + 2, jI b 4. Therefore, in 
the following tables the values of the coefficients for j2 = j1, j1 + 2, jI + 4 
are only given. [Due to a symmetry relation these will also give the coefficients 
for the transitions j 2 = jI - 2,j l - 4 (Chandra 1975).] 
The different kinds of the integrated cross-sections, e. g., the elastic and the 
rotational excitation and de-excitation cross-section, the momentum transfer 
cross-section, and the viscosity cross-section, can be calculated by using the 
values of these coefficients in the appropriate formulae (Chandra 1975). 
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6 At 5< 1 2.623537C-01 -6.463488D-C 1.799778D-C3 
--7. - AX6-- 1t93604 --5-r204-4-89-0 5.'S 5100 0 
8 AX 7< ii l,477706D-01 3.6635210-03 3.4455130-C3 
- - A-<-#---.28-402 --9o-22-9-4R-8-003 
- 12590-1-30-pa 
10 A 9< 1 5.167411D-02 8.774237D-03 -So96034D-04 
1-1 - -1-----4<- A--3--09- 02 .- o-2 -g§1 .61360-c 
12 A%11< N 1.934047D-02 1 o59239D-C3 -6.745g0OD-04 
13-------A--1--~ 
-9-,304-4-6003 67 33-C4-i . -28-9&---2 
 
14 A%13< 502561220-03 .z7336,3D-04 1,3045590-4










I---- -A-%-t6-----3.4Z-9-9-9-44 -. aao#4 606159Qf


18 A%17< -# 1 321418D-C4 5.181047D-C4 -2'.C5150D-C5


... -- A-Z-4-8--#- 4"57-2-4-9-D-4-5 -3,-12.-02440D-04- -- 1.161980-06 
20 A%19< W 1,654245C-C5 2.029667D-C4 4.3435E50-06 
22 A%21< V. 5c658062D-07 5,731000D-05 3.200019D-06 
2-3- -.- 499~j4 4.4340 C & #f6164230-06


.24- A2'3< -9.9611SOD-C! -2.958802D-08 2. 74987,50-C7
2-5 A,_-t.,Y2------ -1.2563-94-4.-8 - s-.-iss o.cs-- -. C88S2Ds -7

Z5p Pa i 
E =2.38eV,j=O j'=j 	 j' =j+4 
-1-- At- O< V-. 5-5639170- 00 - 1r24t.-18-4 -GIO - 5-6046-7D--40t


2 AX l< * 1.352279D CO -1.136112D-01 1.9623"1D-2


- - --%------ 4-. 1-4S4-600 --04 --1--1-7-7-as.---O-0 
---.,-& " ­














8 	 At 7< 4 
 1.077015D-Cl 3.474512D-03 2.107876D-03










-1-1- -- A40C-0--2--5--6000 
-...A6.Sfl-5flt03 
-g 791691D0-e4 
'12 AX11< i 1*7233Z1D-02 1.686162D-C4 
-3.943831D-4 
4-3 	 -- 1 .0537-240-2 
-4*-09&1-2-6--03 
- -.- 432-8­
14 AX13< R 5.143242D-03 8.S89679D-04 1*073523D-04


t--5 --- A--1-4-<---.S04 .4ao.. 
- -7-.-a-7-7-D-4-4 - A.--835.z-4-o­




-17- --- "<-- 34--4D4 	 7--t3300C -4 1060045 
18 A%17< A 1.411452D-04 5.232351D-C4 -2.079383D-C5











22 A%21< i 8.300397D-C7 5.791283D-0s 3.2470870-06


24 A223< f -8.g18129D-Ca -3.6793770-C 2.082008D-C?


23----- At24<--- S8.90247-0-C-S 	 I----Q3--m-­aC566710-0Z 
E =2.40eV, j=0 j,= 	 j-=j +2 j =j +4 
-- AN G< A' r71.45526AD I1321t0 J52200


2 A% l< AF 1,515318D 00 -5.4596370--02 2.257124D-02


3 A% 24 #I 32S60629 01 -1.1161550) 00 lo11168WD 00


4 A% 3< -5.122139-.x 5.7864890-02 1.775322D-03


A4% 4< A -2215660D 00 70mg 2"- pi-0 A3274849D 0,1





A6< IA t376A3r-0on JASi'9EP-03 168100 
8 	 A% 7< i' 6.251762-02 3.2724880-03 16.146403D-0&


A% @.< l 455 -0--O-- - 26155160- - 2
'-D4 7..7s9-





J1 .0<o 2f-34924D-02 E39515,O - 2-7g0-0n


12 A%11< i 1qfll75D- 02 -1.708371D-03 
-7.720183D-05 




Z i < A' Q - o3027r?5E- 04 
 




17;I16 AIr<AEI- e1A &eqn-0n, 7 -SSBrI4OD-04- -6.18V5130-0' 
18 AX17< # 1.5031030-04 5,283795D- 04 -2*108360D-05 
20 A%19< # 29007309D-05 2,0763 33D- 04 4 *4416780-06 
21 4%20< # S a22oho or6 I-I029fl..04 4 - 42 06,4Z38 
22 A%21< # 1 105871D-06 5.8520970-05 3.294605D-06 
-23--- .A%224 0~-1 -4Q9962D-06P8 2A70Q93- 05 1-4903490-0& 
24 A%23< # -7.66e538D--08 
-4,293794r-05 2.61444-?D-07 

































A, - -04 
 
AX 1< a 
 




AX 5< U 
-A-%- -6-<-# 
A% 7< 4 
-A-%--&.<a 



















AX 1-I-<-24a- -1-o821----0a-" 
 
A 1<A! 1W.213071t-C2 
 
-A-X4-2-<- -4!-----0328-­




A%15< V! 9.405450D-4 
-.­4--84-5O'04 
A%17< b 1.5967790-C4 
AX19< M 2.1908860-C5 
 
AX21< U 1.o933540-C6 
 
23-.-.... -A- 3- 57.0 -- 930.57-C-

24 A%23< a -692097740-CS 
Z- ---- - -AX 4---5--- -6 -4 3 -9ZV50---
E"=2.44eV, j =0 j'=j 





4 A% 3< I -1o065012D-01 6.915331D-02 
 
-6 --- AX--4--4--7.-753&490- --C -W5-.6-24-ea-4 
6 A% '5< - -2.C38105D-01 -2.298797D-C2 
8 AX .7< A!-3.2283070-02 
 
----. .. AJX- 8{.-.t -- .. ,-_0 ­

10 A% 9< W 9.041145D-C3 
 
I-------.... A-%,4_-0< -/$---1-. 024 -4J&---2 
12 AXII< g! 9.4577760-C3 
 
14 A%13< A! 4.494622D-03 
4-&--- 4444<--!----2-.a4-44Q43 
16 A%15< 0 9.818669D-04 
17-- A-%--A-2-1-64# -4-o-240-6-0'-04
 
18 A%17< A 1,6922840-C4 
4......- -A4!-8 C<--- -660-9275Oi..-5 
20 A%19< V 2*379178D-C5 
24-- ---­ 3-- 3-- C 
22 A%21< A I* 6925610-06 
23 --- A2 -4,-62235405-C-7 
24 A%23< 0 -4.5394580-CB 









































































































































- ss*.10 4 5o& frS Q., ... 



























E =2.46eV,j=0 j'j j'=j +2 
I AX 0-- ' 5v4-77367----0 
-. 381614D 40 
2 A% l< # 1.989000D 00 1.0711450-01 
- K3- -- A-2--- 4,-4-404--44 -1,3899-~66D 00 
4 A% 3< £ 7.378034D-C2 7.281598D-2 
-.....--- A1--4< ---- 71 3-1-044040- - 0 -7-"66314-5--41 
6 At 5< d -4.309924D-Cl -2.692041D-02 
-7 ...... .5- --- 1 .-90-7-7-0-0--"4 - 5.- 4405D-04 
8 At 7< ii -7.41064D-02 2.748530D-03 
------ AXBC -a-2,~~x -8.-4-52-1-0 -03 
10 AX g< U -1.5685420-03 
-9.3346450-C3 
12 Afl< 9 6.9147020-03 -7.344153D-C3 
4-3- -... 63L000_-Os --A4-2-C1------..5.1.2 88-116D -CO3 
14 A%13< #f 4.239641D-03 g617139D-4 
'16 A%15< A' 1,0238730-C3 84S674270- 04 
4-- ----­

18 A%17< 1 .7896240-04 5.4395590-04 

20 A%19< U 2.5722090-C5 2.147530D-04 
2------~04-8 ~-1r--8-D4 
22 A%21<" 0 2.0035 18D-6 6.037739D-05 
23- ---- Ax2s. 2 94~-$ -244231D 45 
24 A%23< V -2365c3260D-Ce -5.481582D-Ca 
E=2.48eV, j =0 j'=j t=j +'2 
-- -A-%--04- Av---40-cc 134~04 
2 AX l< a 2.119420D 00 1.470396D-Cl 
4 AX.3< a 2.282660D-01 7.512954D-02 
-5-- .--- A-c---6Al6- 7-75B--- 0 - 6074- 0­
6 A% 5< A'-5.535136D-01 
-. 039913D-02 
7---- A-C-#--
-2J .4-9-59-324- C-4 
8 AX 7< # -1.156630D-01 2.6406620-03 
--- -1--0-2­9-l"Oo-4,.o=..oa 
10 A% 9< 9 -lel044960-C2 
-1.241690D-C2 
 
12 A%1'1< 0 4.618349D-3 -8.05515D-03 
 
14 A%13< 0 3.S98634C-C 9.6404850-C4 
4&5 --- A 2 .--4--2-.- 394--9-32 -s4-43 - - -- D- 3 
16 A%15< 0 1. C6655D-03 9.035295D-04 
1-7 - .A---4.- -- 4,. 80,aa.,-)# 
-,2-87.2-0340---­
18 A%17< A 1,888806D-C4 5V,4919010-04 
-19---- A"<A-7g4S~k6DC 
-3a-.-e----560--C-4 
20 * A%19< 2.770003-os 2,,1715e9D-042,-.. --- A..p. fl g02 073-.r.a --1.2270-4 
22 AX2"-<- U 2.a264920-6 6.100721D-C5 
-.-3- ......- 23 15 4- Z6C2.+aC-5 
24 At23< M -5E551433D-9 -5.654066D-CE 





































































-? 6 0 44 -O PQq 
4,637145D-06












E 2.50eV, j =0 j' =j 
-4-- -- A - -44- --- 3 
2 A% 1< f/ 2 0 2307490 00 
4 A% 3< # 3b540382D-01 
6 A% 5< # -6,SS64890-'01 
7 A,% 4 9-'. 1 32 9fl-L 
8 A% 7< # -1,4906850-01 
10 A% '9< # -1*91.3637D-02 
1 1 - AZ1OC XF- 3 
12 A%11< # 29636801D-03 
1-3- A 1134A!4,7Jip901l3 
14 A%23< # 
T5- RJK ot 
16 Afl5< # 
t 7 - - -A% ! < 0 
18 AX17< # 

..... . 
20 AZ19< #f 
2-1- A%20< #4 
22 A%21< 0 
23------At<--t4 
24 A%23< 0 




4 4o8 35 t 1 2 f -- 0 34 
1o989836D-'04 










25 % ~l W1ioZ73t9ZD 138 
E =2.52eV, j=0 j' =j 
----..... A*, 0< O---.9448o3D---0 
2 A% l< U 2o323212D 00 










AX 3< 0 4*513600D-01 

A-t--4- ------ 5-. 6095-4 O-O-
A% 5< * -7.4539070-01 
-- <-# -3- 569-1270-0D1 
A% 7< N -1764042D-Cl 
6.-A94a2 
A% 9< 0 -2.e77333D-C2 
t-- --AZ4­
12 AXI< 0 9. 1406100-04 
.....-...- -A-,-2-C-----.-039-70=-4L3 






























- --- A-Z2-.--,5.5-82-,59o-- 7 



















j'=j= +2 	 j'=j+4 













- I w022279D- 02 
-3flJV300[0-03 

9 '6l1'690 1D-o04 
1 aI147561D 94 
9o10319A0-04 





































































































































E =2.54eV, j = 0 j' =j 
I - -4-4- O----4-*4.144M460 -00 
2 AX 1< 0 2.3g85290 00 
--.- .. -A-4 :7--.­3 -,--_ 4--,-29-6 
4 A% 3< N 5.229037D-1 
-5 -......- A X€.-4C-- -_---s., 0.-aa-s Do.-Oo 
6 	 At 5< * -8.1477260-01 
 
--7 ....- -,-6 - ------ 3. 93 2-2--I.D-1 
8 	 At 7< # -l.S802C70-01 

- -. < - --g8,84,-.o .0,t2A 
10 A% 9< ft -3.1029050--02 
 
4- -,1-0-CL< --- -3 -92-7. .. 
12 A%11< 0 -3.214111D-C4 
43---AI2cs-.go~g3 
'4 A413< #" 3.463780-c3 
 
.. X 4--,-.--2.-4g; -i ao
&------- -A 
16 A%15< 1.,1987910-C' 
 
1,8 A17< N 2. 1-7461D-04 
19-------- 8-A ---- 823-go --C5 
20 A%19< R 3.392195D-C5 
 
24-0 	 -- e0?0c 
22 AX21< W 3.367468D-06 
23 71tS--a­.cxo*-4Dgo­
24 A%23< 7.063827-08 
ZS- -- -At24<--a--- 2 E a52Z..o 
E =,2.56 eV, j0 j j 
--1------ -- A--Gc--- 4fa3a0-O 
2 A% l< 0 2e4590700 00 
- a-----X-2<a---4--a4+~-oo-.1 
4 A% 3< # 5T20759D-1 
-5 ....- -A--t-4<---.---4.48846-4 
6 At 5< * -8*6877E4D-01 
-7- ---- A-%--4--#----A.2--14060­
* 8 At 7< # -2.1452560-01 
--49- ----­
16 - At 9< /0 -3.5056S5D-02 
41 ...- X.4--li-t7-g-343J0=oa 
12 A%11< * -1.342558D-C3 
0- - --- &-N---3.-C 060-43 
14 A%13< N 3.358496D-C3 
4-&----O~"--"AtA~4- a=4.3-D ­
16 A, 15< /4 1.2440570-03 
1-7-----A-t-64#---5. 8-25-8-D--~c 
18 A%17< 0 2.303759D-C4 
--- AXV tS.164aaat 
20 A%19< -9 3.609274-C5 
24- A,%2 -6 
22 A221< W 3.7-38818D-06 
-. 3---... -A,_2--- W- -8.-g-5si i0-o7 











- I- 4- *8-43- 03 
2.E49459D-03 
- , -2 -- 2 
-1*8771!03D-C2 
 




















-1 0 680~L 





























































































- - .- ,.-4---oa 
-4.895880D-03 


































E =2.58eV.j =0 j,=j 
-1-- -15-04Lii - 4v -364-6-110 C-40 
2 AX l< 0 2.-07565D CC 
-a---- -- n&%a24-W---4-.8SaaS 
-O0 
4 AN 3< # 6.031011D-01 
S A-%---4-< A 3,o85114D 00 
6 AN 5< ,y -9.C96307D-01 
7 -- AX "# "--4.421-486D-.o1 
a A% 7< A -2.267544D-oi 
-9- A 
10 AN 9< # -3.802292D-C2 
 
1-1-- -A44------4Z324050n.-Ca 
12 A%11< ! -2c204687D-03 
 
13--- -.-A-%4-2-< -A ---- 7O6Th-8D -- 3 




16 A15< V 1.2902160-03 
 
1-7- A%---4 Al 74- -0­
18 A%17< W 2".412221D-04 
 
4------------- -I8 4 -g-.49 
20 AXI9< A 3.831230D-05 
22 A221j< ft 4.122479D--06 
































,--f -­2-5 .-- 44w - -5g8---.9 .:,.7020-C- 07-
E =2.60eV, j = j'=j 
2 AS'- Ai 205462730 00 
a Al 2!, a 12--T lD143­
4 AX 3%;,­ 6 .*195516D-01 
AZ4 3.626293C 00 
6 A% 5< S -9.3971460-01 
7 At 6Ej -; 4.57740 01 
a AX 7< E -2o3545080-01 
9 AX c­ -.­ ~ tS~O 
10 At 9k # 
11 AM21OS.-9 
12 A114if S 
4-3--- Anz% ' 
14 Af 3C- W 
is AZX4iC. S. 
16 AX15% U 
17 Atl64 












19 M4, a~OS 1..03690-Oi 
20 AXN1( M 4.058098 0-5 
a1 Afl2OC £1 1.4676Zl4p05 
22 AX21fti . 4oalSBSSGDO6 
#----- AZZC-5N I.Oopptoo-oe 
24 A823< 9 1e670S81D-C? 
-256 --- A2t -*---uI.l76fO-CO8 
13 
ORIGINAfL PAGm IS 
OF POOR OUAIITV 
t
































































































































E=2.70eV, j=0 +=j.±2 
2 AX 1< 2.6585620 C0C 2021240-01 
6.64440 .-3-- AN lk"0 00 -... *451-4 
4 AX A< N 59 790.9D-G a ear30-o2 
-5--- AS 44e.A l.8Z452D-O 3.99C5AO al 
6 AX 5< .i -g27608D-01 -4.27831?D-02 
---- AX 6< DIGt9za~oc.4z5!7z7 03 
a AX 7< 5 -2.470996D-01 
9AX 8Ca 1.O GlOI-C1 
t0 At 9< M -4.264806)-02 
11 AtIOC -i.583710"02 
12 AXIS< £ 
13 AXIZC 0 
14 AX13< A 
is Ar,44( f 
M6 AXI5(. 5 
I?7- AXlt "5 
1'8 A217( p 
19 AXZO-" 8 
20 A19< M 
2i AX2OC if 
22 AttI< 9 
23-- AXZZ< a 
a4 AX23,( 
 
25---- AX2SC U 
E=2.80eV,j=O 
2 AZS < 
AX 2<CI ­






















*5-- - A-4 -S--.47-670-04 
6 A% 5< £ -9O803906-01 
a AX 7< # -2*3743615D-0 
10 A% 9< 0'-3968444D-02 
1- - -- -A40--1.393--02 
12 AX1Z,< 0 
13­




4--7 ......- A*4 -O 
16 AXIf< U4- -A-I<-­












-24 A 2A0<-2- $.550030-05 
22 At21< N 9.17?8210s06 
2-3---A3C 4­ 4*71S40- 06 




















































































































E=2.90 eV j=0 j' 
- -00





















7< 0 e2.2409510001 
86 57­
10 A% IX 8 '3a5611890-0'2 
Irk24 ­
1L2 AXlIC U -1.575931D-03 
t- AX2s -- ag752380-3 
.24 Al3< 'V 
,t %-!­




20 A7GIS< 0 
,24i At 20< 
22 A2% 0 
24 A23< Vt 
E=3.00 eV,j== j 
2 x, tL< 0 




















6 A%- S< il '.o3534460-01 
---7---- --- A--6<--0--4-o 4004 980-4t 
8 'AX 7< 0 -2v115971D0O1 
110 At9< VJ -3c19600D-02 
fl------t404-8--4-oas~o..o2 
























24 Att2S( V I0 366344fr05 
ORGAI PAGE 15 
OF Pooa 4gCUMII~ 
j, = j+ 2j j+









































j + 2 













































2a856189D.04 5 *7853582D-06 

























-S -A%-4<­ -8-. 107528D-01 -­4-.6fO-0-1 -8738-0"D--03 
6 A% S< # -9.0097690-01 -4.5707960-02 -46,1536D­ 03 
-7 --- AX -6<- -A---4. 02889-10--0# -#-747M-59D0-4 -426V42 
a A% 7< 0 -l.708688D-dt 7.617776D-03 -4;7564645O-03 
t0 AX 9<-# -1*536793D-02 -1.798617D-02 .2 .329551-*03 
12 AX1I< A 4.821099D0-,3 -1.234816-02 2,70310#603 
14 A13< # . 8.081990D-03 4.17945D-04 993481W-05

... tiC 6 4OO66-o -- ,-.o3B500--0. -­ .-54-30-0S 
16 AX15< 0 4.196344D-03 1.256232D-03 -100544M-05 
1-7 -,ZSI64 -M­-­2-.0032-03D-03 - 4-ta74340-t43 -9.99-0600--OS 
18 Atl7< 9 9.6069640-04 8.4561910-04 -3.948696D-05 
1-9- ---­ -AX-I-< -A-­ .4­ 32842-40-04 - -59-46670-04 -. 4-&ZBSD-06 
20 At19< 0 1.965624D-04 3.627781D-04 6.894220D-05 
21 .X2 i0<t-3--894060-05 2.o-%1667-0-04­ B.Q-06 
22 A%21< 3 .6319070-05 1.01 rao - at .4O flt30-.0 
2.1­ - - ---­ A%*t*Z----*39533D05 -­3.SZ4tfla -2-.*4S20"-4 
24 AX2S, iv 4.3033430-06 1 *635l P60- 06 8slzo0 
E=4.OOeV,j = j' =j j'=j +2 j'=j +4 
1 AS O< *3.62ASZ270­ 00 -8--tStb-­f4-.4273­
2 A 'I< 9 3.787048D 00 -1*4439420-C1 4.524,3250-C3 
4 A% 3< # -2e?136350-o 4.3838110-02 -39223310-3 
5 A% 4< # -1.1-693070 00 -­w&3r5230-0 1 -3-56"­
6 AX 5< N -g*294123D-01 -5.1316760-02 -4.7732160-03 
7 AV-6--0*-­3.-957#7--­ I-.-flO142-0 -­"ti&7-6-0A2 
8 A% 7< N -1.469771D-01 1.0134500-C2 -75934160D-C3 
--9­ -A*%--S<---3 -4002400--02 -1 .-e-3-ei-e -e9-­ o---­
10 AX '9< # -1.108793D-03 --. 878134D-02 2.450440D-C3 
1-1 - -A-t1-0<­ * 7.C954-3-1-0-03 - .--1-204-24--40 -1.20302-20 
12 AXlI< N 1.0337920-02 -1.2943920-2 2.3776300-C3 
1-3­ -A - C * - 1 '16471-10--2 -3 406000--3 -2-206-fl 
14 A13< V 1.1918150-C2 6.237911D-5 16021880-C4 
- - -AX---4--N---9--i-54-8&Oe -5 -.­7-SfrRS-0 -.­ w-O7O4BO0--5 
16 A%15<"# 6.449531D-03 1*439685D-03 -8.413180D-05 
17 -A,%1-6<­ # -3.*1-24666-0-C-3 a 3t1-2e 1.1IZOO04 
1 A%17< a 1.E18107D-03 1.013994D-03 -4 9808870-C5 
19 A-Xt-8< V­ ?-. 08S80408­ ?-v2-1-80-290-04 -w-?t72O6 0 ­ -. 
20 AX19< # 3.321204-04 4.517793D-4 7.772322D-C6 
£-­ -- A*-XM­ -­ tE-3 G %.2-&49--04­ -1-4.35-76 0--5 
22 A221<e 6.1020000-C5 1.272115D-04. 8"'45582D-06 
4 -A*22-a­ -2.7s052-* 4.7286010-05 Z.ZZ31D-0 8 
24 At:3< U 9.3006450-Ce 3.9847630-Ce 1.6663610-08 
2S­ -AflS-i* 2-.37P7OD-Cea -ffO-t -­ 02~00 
16 
----
E =5.00 eV,j =0 
-I-- - A4--O<---­
2 AS l< 0 
4 At 3<"M 

j'=j 


















AX 5< 0 -1.019228D 00 
A-t---< -fJ---a.849465D-01 
AX'7< i -9.5811080-02 
-... 

14 AXiS< M 

98-.O. 













$­ -­ flA-<--tU -­1 . -S 3-. -c 
16 AX15< 0 1.2485600-62 
-1-7 -A--2-14-----6-.t3846_-03 
18 AX1'7< 'N 3,0639350-03 
-1-9­- -A­ -- 4-4-5--30-C3 





































22 A221 <t 1.5979960-04 1o937231D-04 
24 A1;23 i 2.E55057D-05 1.228799D-Cs 
ASfl013i70-0-­
2 --------A2<4 7.16f0 
 
E=6.00 o, j=0 1=1 j'j+2 
-- . t04 .t.= .- 6,-Ot.1.rG-1iv -_- -eG­
2 A% 1< 0 5e.496720 04 -5.7e62820-01 
4 AS 3< 9 -3,6935040-01 8*02742ED"03 
--6- ---A-- -4I-a-2 0-349,3-- O --.0-0-o- ­
6 AS 5< 0 -1,0721720 CO 
-7--- A---6-- -- -3,0-4--35-c-1 
8 AS 7< N -1.1241820-02 
----- -A-X--SC--S----9.444-D--Ga 
 
10 AS 9< 9V" 8.954093D-02 
14.-----A-fl-CC -V- -6-76-5-8-84--C2 
12 A%11<0 40969536D-02
-a----3.... A.X--2C--- -.
 . 42_340s0D-02 
14 A%13< M 3-5631Z5D-02
41-S-.....
---Af-44-- -,---Jo 3 1.05&-7.--C2 
16 AZ15< # 2o066035D-2 

18 AX17< A 5.181995D-03 
4-1- - --Ar$tl--Z<-------.-S44-2-4-an--Ca 
20 A Xi9< 1.266005D-03 
-2-I- -A-a-o-D---aSC&73&-04 
22 Aii< 0 2.S793200-C4 
43 - ­ -­





















































































































E= 7. oVJ =o j' =jJ =J + 4 
I A-6< # Sv-46gS-aO 00 1 0,-444-4 -4VA*86E -a 
2 AS 1< 0 6.5490250 00 
-3-- .. -- -A- ---u--- -6, T02t -40 
4 AX+3< 0 -1.1047570-02 
 
6 A-t-4< #--2.2796960 00 
6 A% 5< # -1o04,89040 00 
 
7 A - < 0 -2.053486D-C1 
8 AX 7< AF 1.218940D-C1 
-4-----AX--&-M2-.1.O-5.-o-C1 
 
10 A% 9< 0 1.673827D-01 
 
12 A Xi1< # 8.435400D-02 
 
-3-. -- A-4-2<--#* ---- I-B0 466a-- 2 
14 A i< 5.4008740-02 

45-..- -AlA-S-6.- zz-to-oa 

16 AZ15< U 3.1177300-02 

4-7-- ­A-X 6<U---.4-1--EAD--2 
1.8 A%17<" 7,894873D-03 
4-9- ..-... A-.-a<---2---3 .- 9-201440-4-3 
20 A%19< 0 1.S858600-03 
 
22, AX21< 0 4,e467300-04 
 
-23-- 2i<-V--- 2"Ax2<1322J±. 




E ==8.00 eV, 0 jI =­
...-4 -...- X-<---,--M-- -6-464 -9--.04 ­
2 A% l< 0 7s5046600 00 
 
4 AX 3<"0 6.e375870-01 
 
6 At 5< i -9.2946630-01 
 
-7- .. .A-,-:6<- 4.-.6-7-5 -0.-3 
a A% 7<'" 3.119685D-01 
10 A% 9< U 2*7187260-01 

1-1 -- - 0---A-%-14- s 9Sg--o-4
- ­ -.

12 A1'1< 0 1.311161D-01 

4-3- - -~ - -A%-2<--4- -- 4--C-7-939-04 
14 A%13< 0 7.769575D-02 

1-6-- AZ-,1-4.---- --7-rl--6-0O. 

16 At15<0 4.412396D-02 

18 AX17<M 1122049D-C2 
 
20 A%19< -V 2.8837470-03 
 
24kt o44-4.A 
22 AX21< 7..225229D-C4 
 







































j =j +2 






















































































































E 9.00eV, j =O0 j, j =j +2 j=j+4 
-I- .. AZ-f0-6Of-lD-4--,- 0 .-- -- 4.43 ,49- -0- t- o -­
2 AX I< 0 SeS7,1793D 00 -Io6610890 CO -l457048D-O1 
a A 4&44-6--0O 4wS42449-§ -343 -S-70-4­
4 AX 3< 0 1.755499D 00 -3.29559D- -3.359788D-02 
AA -4- -M -- Zo-267-54Z0 -00 8a.vA-43Q"o-o-4 t68 "9-3 
C5 AN 5< 6 -7,02201S0-C1 --1.t37524D-01 -9.075247D-03 
7- A-t--6< -0- -31067930-C - 1-.5840-580-G2 J-e0 ol-6D- 4a 
a AX 7< 6 5.642779D-01 30751997D-02 -i.2805640-2 
- -# -- A--8-------3-8O - S.,4e1744D- 07- -S-1.2-23D-403" 
10 A% 9< 0 490509530-01 -6o4097700-02 5.411034D-03 
1-- -At.10< U--.812-4 -A-.03g4p-2 -905500 
12 A%11< il 1,909657D-01 -3.035005D-02 6*284317D-03 
- - -A XI-<----- -1-.532-fl-00-ti-1 -a.-oam7q-o-o.02 -4-7-4403 
14 A%13< 1.072545D-01 -7..324050-03 1.0037700-03


4-6--.... -- AU4<-----e- 1-2-5OaC 2 - 8940-304-03 -7,49l4&O04­

16 AC15< U 5S67713D-02 4.1559,99D-C3 -2.1991230-04


-1-7-- . A-t4-6-M--- .- 3O9-12- 2 ---- ,-.6500--3 -20---0-2 
16 At17< A 1.517523D-02 3.682160D-03 -2.2465410-04 
-9-- - -8-7-60-C-3 -3 0 -1--a2 D-3 -- 207-0-80--04­
20 A%19< ' 3.S650930-C3 2.C86"T6D-03 2a5601290-06


24- -AtA--4'---2-0-371-960-03 -1-2637-12003 
22 AU21<tE 1oC13449D-03 Go807170-04 4.5619460-05


-q3- - - At -a<--4--4-.7s -O0-44 -Jflz flo-Q -2..E04700t-0


24 A%23< 4F 1 a528247C-04 1.0411350-04 7.E50674D-C6


26---- AtZI44-6-C 4446,,q111CS -- 3,485462M-44 2.679DO


E =10.00 eV, j = 0 j'=j jtj+2=j+4


--1---- ---A4-0-<--- -a' - ....... .


2 A%'!< 5 9.7e67460 00 -2.168038D 00 -2.0542230-01

-3- .-. -A444-A7-1 -34.g-- --- -0113$~9D CO -4-.-34906c--4 
4 At i< # 3.2230610 00 -5.351370-01 -4.307688D-02


-5 --------- A- - 0----. 42-00 - .--..08.7-23.O - ... -- , ­

6 A% 5< # -3.,984840-01 -1.8100280-01 -9.446254D-03


-- 7.-...A----<--t---- -2--5534-0. -2-. 41936 --02 -4-4--430-5-04 

8 AX 7< 9 8.826393D-01 4.3469230-C2 -l.367221D-C2 

-. - - <-.t.- -.. -5 
 0&-76a---O3
...-. S.2-D-,- -6--52A45§-40--02 

10 A% 9< 0 5.685137D-01 -7.5248020-02 . 5978677D-03


---..... -- - -.e-7-5-a-1-O4 .-7-.060-5s -oa. -- ,.4,-544-,. 0-3A 1--­
12 AII< 0 2.e470240-01 -3,335754D-C2 7.2223830-03


1-3- A%1-2-<--f-- - 2-v 07982,3 ---0-j 2- C1-33460-42 --- S &59424--" 
14 A%13< S 1.431476D-01 -9.e31766D-03 1.237741D- 3


•I6 ........ -A 4-44A--..- --- 2-59_e-5a&--4- -i.'- 7&509&- ca- -Q..8390 72t-- 04
 
16 A15< E 7.8006580-C2 5.0391350-03 -2.424606D-04 
14---- ---- A-- -80g0-960- 02 --48242-4--D-0-3 -- 4v0665,,340-04 
18 A C17< 1.977632D-02 4.449472D-03 -2e7542200-04E 
I--o-~~i--0 

20 A%19< S 5235257D-03 2v589722D-03 -2.295695D-06


1-9-- A--1&<----.w -3 -30 - 3 
 -.. 5891S4OD--44 
2--- -- 2,403-:0 -4. 830-3 61r0O 
22 AX il< 0 1-359208D-03 8.627010D-04 5,o7054550-05 
23- -Atta-w 6-C440S430a44 4-v44fl690-04 & 1062160n-46 
24 A223< 0 2.6327190-04 1.436535D-04 1.1563280-s5 
2-.-- -- -A%24-4-# ----8304030-C5 -4+-.-.l440S0--04 I .. 
%D? IXZ 1OO 
E =0.20 eV, j = It j 
-1 -t--As 4 ~ ~ 2f0 
2 AX l< # ,-2.46707l0-01 
14 AS 124 r0 8I0 
S4 AN 3< 0 -296 1--02 
6 AX 5< # -1.163222D'02 
.. .- 47D- 07. A--6s4.. -.. 
8 A% 7< # 3.953423D-03 
 
a Am UC fi -4,Rl Al A7f-l- Gq 
10 A% 9< 0 3e288520D-03 
12 AX1I< 0 2.766304D-03 
11R A% 1534SW9P,.flfD'& I nl- afl 
14 A%13< * -11892770-03 
 
1 ; AVIAt A!S -55 -D0 
16 AXIS< N -9.502276D-OS 
17 A~lt< 4 -1 *1 00Ignif-fl ,p 
18 'A%17< N 4.9563190-05 
20 AX1S< 4 5o2859230-05 
 
22 AX21< 0 2. 77329D-05 
P3 'Z P<4 IAR9A2Afl,-fl 
24 A%23< i 8.0530660-06 
 
E =0.60eV, j =1 j,= 
1 A% 04 M 1834701- 040 
2 AX l< A9-4.7298360-01 
3 AX 2C P -6z3053420-04 
4 AX 3< A -1o781504-01o 
Ch % 44 Al -6%9668990-02 
6 A% 5< N -4.923357D-02 
7af% A<a 1> 1.''%'-pD-
A% 7< 1.&398397D-02 
Pi- t S1~.*9pnA 
10 AX 9< ft 1*005009D-02 
IIA~1lOt V Ifl..1ppfl-fl
12 AXI1< 0 7.4159220-03 
13 A-1~I <S 7-fl5fl57rl-3 
14. AX13< # -2o680410D-03 
I~f~ S ,&k'I-Ia e99=4 fl 
16 A%15< #t -5.226984D-a4 
II? a%16c A -156A724nl-l 
18 A%17< 0 -1,11I822D-05 
10 A0 I P< iV 5S,449Qfl7M-fl 
20 AX19< if 6.703858D-05 
22 Ai< # .188895g-05 
 
24 A123< f 1.10S3OG0-OS 
























































,.0&3 -~ 0lnfl.30.p0n.o 
2.2842500-04 
 

















































































Iu- 4 9 4rb.t05 
-1 ,08566O0-OS 
-2,9073800-06 











E-1.00V,j i t =j +2 j'=j+4 
2 At 1< .7 -4a1175950-02 -6oSO436?0-02 -1 14770-04 
ia 'C : iS-.-7 00 2a 3Z9-t-O3" 1;0j2a3lD-403 
4 A% 3< Al -4o90o148D-01 -3.38?029D-03 2.3339R90-O 
sA %t A< Q i vo_9___ a_13 a 10 49 9 4 g-__ 
6 AX 5< o -7o5707760-02 -81152530.03 6a1333160-05, 
8 A% 7< a 39-92653D-02 1.055217D-04 i'.75675WD-O4 
9 Au Ar 2 - .322-24 3111Q21P0- A6- n A673-0E 
10 A% 9< * 2.050129D-02 -74399700-05 -4.170160D-05 
11 A'c10 ~ K51581-§2-- -&:?o -fS190O 
12 AZII< II 1.240178D-02 -1.6402830- 03 2o563844D-05 
3 P-%2< ':p-5--816:7D-03 . 5S 0­A 4 4O96
14 AZ13<< -2.058559D-03 9o739551D-04 . 5.5415550-06 
15 I A f JG459 6 O 802c90 A4-04 2.5331 55rw-05 
16 A15< # -6.644846D-04 6.9727490-404 -2.0599430-05 
A%X1(A -2,1472660-04 AR4048500-0A,& 594QSD6-4L5 
1 A%17< .R -4.186973D-05 3.7000900-04 -5'0849440-06 
1.9 AX1SCR< A 1 26530-O5 :2.n219298M04- 7 02: 123i- 06& 
20 A%19< AF 6*1826120-05 1v400418D-04 4.476955D-06 
21- 020< a S.223 Q0-05 8.S3711 n-"n -2.1P. 
22 AZ21< Wi- 4a041253D-05 4o74,34950-05 2-i-2a4.50D-06 
,n-AzA2-a--23926S0--Os 2*1--30-o 5 400 
24' A%23< AF 9o281744D-06 2726160-0 
6 1.218D-QS I 
I 21=040-625 S&272616DD-06 
 
E= 1.40 eV,j= j' = j +2 j' j +4 
1 " C--.. % 2.I31D CC L,425b" 01.. 7 
2 A. 1<- 7,.591418D0-0 1 -1.4735120-01 -o5040sqD-04 
93 AM94 2.7188~47D 039 7:-fgi454y7--S~9SOO 
4 AX 3< 4 -1029673D 0O -5.171173D-03 1 93793D--05 
5 A% IC .1 5..280054D-0Op 2-SAOS T?2D 03& :.t0 oio 
6 A% 5< & -2.717959D-02 -10287960-02 4.221028D-04 
MA% 5C M 6-.:O4I1S-02 3clOSP31O-0" 422Y667o-p31 
8 A% 7< # 8e675400D-02 2.114883D-03 8.839260D-04 
9 AA44fi 20$A1 31790 3 3a21627*G04t -.. 0--2­
10 A% g< 0 4.032380:-02 291-33041D-03 -2-.0802740-04 
ii AX1O( # i2 6.956 IS02 eC75040i-.5150p 
12 pAl < V 1.943260D-02 -1*3539930-03 -6.7569791--05 
i3 Mk,12(<Z 1 o 43974D--C2 2fl61124 003 59560 
14 A%13< & 3o79O234D-04 1.217666[-03 9,7219260-05 
@ 2X.... - C387 59 I3M-04 457064P0-0a 122206 0- 0 
16 P15< • -2.721120D-04 9,381401D-04 -3.1331640D-05 
17x4 fr5< A - 10 3S9 90-05 f :7.- 77'410- 0S4 - -69201D-0 
i8 AX17< * 5 a044300D-00 5 a 15E 463D-04 -7.,844390,-06 
19.4 A4~l- a A.0iSS O 3,2042:71 -04 Qe111650g-­
20 A%19< 4 7o619971D-5 19977193D-04 7.50618'8D-06 
21 A;S2O iS 5fl2qC3o 0- 0 5 1 7 7570-L04 4ISI31-77-05a 
22 AX21< V 3o8345150-05 6,23302o0-05 3.4474660w-0-6 
23 .X22< a 2O oA5ia44r- 9 ­
24 4%23< 9 52848620-06 2*9803740-06 101721620-6 
a5 .VCZI< i 2...6i37140-04 lp8-l00 3&1 iv,0-i! 7 
21 
E=1.80eV, j =1 jf j j1= j +2 j'=j+4 
- .... A% 04o-s-- 37-l -Da-0 ,- ...... ---1 
2 Az l< l5-I0234a 00 -3-0684300-01 -*.7907,70-03' 
t^30 t _v *c p vgpno is0:95D4 -tI3*21i0450-01 
4 At 3< 0 -2o0248620 OC -8.80.3941D-03 I1.30'99310-04, 
mt 9% 4<' 1fl908300o 00 a GQ72ioo-pj 7-203A229-03 
6 A% 5< # 2.9237652D-01 -7 *6962860-.3 I678594D0O3 
7 A% 6< A' 2 6654CD-01 1091190-QO2- s8262-90-03 
8 AX 7< #* 2.3291500-01 6*311684D-03 301955580-03 
AV 0<- D01 I71D-021AU 	 -07 
 11454-,03
 
10 A% 9< W 8*725360D-02 8.438140'03 -8.114770D-,04 
11 AX1'n< A' u1l9C0 I:1B~t9 z1~90 
1:2 	 A%11< A 3.355682D-02 8*939530D-04 -.. 9215500-04 
43~ ~ i n ;r o 5 a 67rZ700ea034 M4229161D04AX-'260 	 0np0 

14 A%13;C 	 # 4.791196D-03 1,379339D-03 1.687966D-04 
16 A 1V 1--# Lqf 	
_______ 
16 A%15< 7.771606D-04 1 17 218 3D-0 . -462734940-05 
17 P1014 < q*1ggm-0p...4 	 =-y~7Z 1n- p4 -6 . ,) ot 
18 A%17< 4 391226510-04 6.7014300-04 -161304520-05 
I9 AX1P< 4 p...pAn- 4 .2708070'-04 3,'22 240-O 
2f-.- A%19< -I 1.296918D-04 2.631316D-04 1O843990--Os 
ylAr2fl 9 7 OOPA4flflrp yI57; .101D4 
22 A%2I< 4.3210030-05 7.900726D-05 4 9287161-0.6 
24 AX23< 	A 1.6662900-06 1.593195D-06 1&0384870-06 
E =2. 0 0 eV,j = 1 j =j 	 j' =j +2 j'=j +-4 
2 A% l< # 1.643796D 00 -447*7370-O1 -3#9s71120--03 
a AN -- 0 a.463Z45O 0 L-a- Amro 
4 AX 3< 0 -2.9180910 00 -1.0t34260-02 6.3,192020-04 
5 A.!. 44 # 3...7E11Q20 o0 1.12i1700 CI- ieai&0D 02 
6 A. 5< 4 7.4e6688D-01 -1.1316160-03 3.245934D-03 
7 AX 64 1. 6..33123DQ -fl .9466190-0a &w4:?a865D-,Ga 
8 A% 7< 9 4.042800D-01 1. 0 20169D- 02 e.0107896,0' 
9 AX 84 t 3fl370fl590-01 lfl!836100-O.2 - P35f­03 
10 A% 9< 0 1.385706D-01 19566702D-02 -t.v585962D-03 
12 A%1I< 	0 4.830892D-02 3.9557 04D-03 -- ;,07653-03 
0 =0 a -a s2120f-a3 a4VL­13%M12< 2Q8Dm102 
14 A%13< # 8.3 062920- 03 1.444416D-03 2.298587D-04 
15 AZi < # eOGo0tn-046- -. 95O65lY 	 = -4 
16 A%1S< # 1.5740700-03 1.2879820-03 -4.8626500-S5 
1? A% f64 #' 	 OT' 40-0'-7018CEO
SfS54D0 47­
18 AZ17< & S. 1 6351u8D-04 7.513286D-04 -1.3322660-05 
19) PX!8- 9* * 0fl496fl-04 4-853064D-04 lflOY7P-0s 
20 A%19< 0 1.751398D-04 209S344-00-04 1.2592930D-05 
21 A%204 A 9 93374160-c 1-744_,-8-04 9 5 
22 AZ21< * 4.9794800-05 8 83811,7"05D 5O777670- 06 
23 AX$fl< 0 O94cOsnn....r 34= 	 .a9"o­
24 A223< # 4.27614D-07 1*0091 36D- 06 9. S-3150OD--4,7 
SA%244 g 




E 2.10eV,j =1 j, j 
2 AX i< 9 1*6C60590 
a ~AN t4 0 1453624CD 00 
4 A% 3< U -3.515120) 00 
15C A%4g 
.6 AN S< N 
A? 6t< r 
8 AX 7< * 
9 AX 14A 
10 AX 9< f 
ii AUIc 
12 AX lIC 9 
I'm PXI <4 i 
14. A%13< # 
Z6 MgI-i-< A 
16 AXIS< P 
i7 AXl4.it 
1 A%17< ' 
19 AXIS< 0 
20 AX19< i 
21 AX2O< #' 
22 A%21< 9 
23 AIX224~ 0 
24 A%23< 0 
 
Ar % " 	 M 
E =2.20 eV,j=1 
 



































































4 A% Z< V -4.0e62390 00 
C; A% 49t a 
6 A% 5< * 
7 A% 6< V* 
8 A% 7< 0 
49 A% 8< 
10 A% 9< 2 
ii A"1.0< 91 
12 A%11< it 
13 A%12< 4 
14 -A%13< 0 
is %14 #' 
16 A%15< A 
1? AxS.6< #' 
18 A%17< i 
19 A08 


























24 A%23< 9 -2.6744110-C7 
2S A~2~x~p '-2yj 43 R4D-
ORIGDzqpB PAg
,TmjoR 1 23 




























































































3 C2!2 50= 4 7 















































E 2.30 eV, j =1 j,=j 	 j'=j+2 =j+4 
A ll 0-O----~3O-O 	 4 i a3;iF50oC 
2 AV 1< * 2*2437950 00 -5s1 18231D-01 lm"5s5002


aAuX a< op 1..7705g10 01 -A-424270-94- 166=38P40 cc


4- A% 3< * -. 815349D 00 4.C76507D-02 2. 8e93470-03






6 A% 5< A 1.483973C 00 6.431738D-03 o.3e9OO6D-03


7 	 A% 6< 0 S1Sq39-49--O4v9' 	 a.1794530-ca 2..1138-15-O 
8 	 A% 7< ft e.7297050-01 1.5297900-02 §.S719510-03


9Ax s<t 45 3E6909GO-01 -- 024410 - tfl*463l'UAQ-C;3 
10 'A% 9< I4 2.228678D-01 2.525546D-02 -2 .Tt197Ot03 
it--- .Ce6-1 17323flgD.; 023- 0 -A49i-3 
'12 A%11< A 7.4845600-02 7*735088D-03 -2Q0e1854D--C3 
~13 AXl2< 4 A .619774n02 1232730D'-02 1 -LR-1617:2D-03 
14 A%13< 0 1.652542D-02 1.6744490-03 2.71E50070-04 

igAXl44 A' tou 7 03 10291Q 3 )OS 1-60;4085'f- 4 
16 A15< ft 3. 321 81D-03 1.4611690-03 -. 76538440-05 
1 A%16< A1 a72-29O7-2E--03- f4l2 0C9M-G -"i'"997li!-C5 
i' A%17< # g.2206O20-04 E.7884620-04 -1.674730-C5 
4 9- tX- l A%8 4Q!4Rg~fl-49 e -7935230- C4- 1-411529fl-C5 
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p I % I1 A),- n 4 2.3e0434Q-CAk- 1. 323540fi- C5Ae f< 14. s 
22 AX21< .v 8.3764710-C5 1.1669450- 04 E3 4360 0- 06 
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24 At23< a 6.1204430-08 -I.992D--c-7 7.50.5S4620-07 
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E =2.54 eVo j =j 
2 At l< 0 7.45S3400 00 
4 AVl 2 ; .7,7nf74r1 
4 A% 3< 1* 1.6596680 00 
C;d At4 < 1Ic5F76Acqnfl 
 
6 A%- 5< 0 .-24F495670 00 
 
7 AS 6< I-.IFIA7?0 O0 
 
8 At 7< 0 -E.910027C-01
8< -p4 -,A0 
10 A2 9C 0 -1o.161240-01 
11 Axle< a - g636010-02 
12 A11< * -1*5519460-02 
in AC12C 4. 71;51040-03~ 
14 A%13< ' 1,.152725C-02 
15A%14t 4 - 97821c-03 
16 A%1S< A 4.7C504.8D-03 
17 A%16C A 2S.,Cp9C7fl-fl 
12 A%17< # 1.327260D-C3 
is A%18< "$ 7a 064643- C4 
20 A%19< A! 3.711346D-04 
vI AtPO < o aSo634p-n4 
22 At21< # e.561740-05 
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24 AX 23< * 1.4E13510-C7 
as1A24< 0 2.1431SD-08 
E =2.56 eV,j-=1 j'=j 
I hr a<- a 1.So~apgin m1 
2 A% l< 0 7.6480280 00 
24 ay e b VS AMt71flfl 
4 AX 3< 0 l a8C5CC 00 
SAVe A< fiI 179f 01)rS 
6 A% 5< 0 -2.6534030 O0 
7 At% A< M -1,;'6570lr n(I 
8 A% 7.< A -. 404793-01 
q ~A% SK I -;.RQ14 13f QI 
10 At g< 0 -1.2 18§4-01 
11 AtlflC * -E,7C766,n-Cp 
12 AI1< A -19345190-02 
 
.1-- AtlPC 4 ,,91l74l-613 
14 A%13< 9 1. 119901 D-C2 
19; A%14A 13p.a F147 r-O(I 
it A%15< A 4.8491470-C3 
17 *tlIsc A ; -A6CPQ9R 0r,- n3 
le At17< W 1.375535C- C3 
19 At18< w 7.256904D-04 
20 A%19< # 2.606129C-04 
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E=2.58eV,J =I j=j 	 j'=j +2 j'=j +4 
IF- Ot i 1,AA6S1g 	 AtI 1 A'! -. t


2 At 1< 0 7,7984760 00 4.4cgS6470-01 40504142002


4. 	 ndo vn 
4 AT 	 3< A la897135D 00 1.3168690-01 -Lf.658750-C5


4t 1t 6.,~4P.70rl C I g pi~l nf-111


6 A% S< 9 -2.777313D 00 -7.9451100-02 -E.4,E38780-03


7 A% A< V -1.39247C C0 -- 17.Q3 . -- 1pAA1A)lO9


8 A% 7< # -C770983C-01 -E.82Z39O-03 -1.4368447D-02


A9 A< a -. 	 OC904n-1 -';2nkn-2 -.
 gea732l;df3% 

10 A% 9< 4 -1.3S1746D-01 -2*440839D-02 4.145719D-03

21 AXED< 0 -	6.2 =S0SI0- C2 .-;- A,Shjipl-p toicpfln-­ 13 
12 AtI< 0 -2,219o6e-02 -2.1123870-02 3.3-829'0-03 . 
13 AIX 12< 0 1.F206780-3 -7.271?e n-03 "..1CppAn-t 

14 A%13< P 1.0q7302D-2 1.61010OD-03 -t.3665500-6 
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:4 A% e4 ai aw22906001 1A16396n o-@Q822B70-01 a-, 
4 A% 3< 0 1.944435D 00 1.2e38590-01 -3.4708100-04 
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8 At 7< 9 -7.030g9sO-01 -7.063207D-03 -1.4820100-'02


9 A7 S< # ~150t-1 399000 -M-09@0050-03


10 A% 9< # -1.462200r--01 -236438960-02 4w2E63"84D-C3


A% IZ10< M -. 6S.890--(2 aG 9 BC"S0".-2 C4315'-L3


12 A%11< -2.422725r-102 -2.161749D-02 3.4SI2150-03


13%24 ~1cS235 ar 2 4PD-04 	 -:7 6t256 3P0i -2 f1
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44- A%10<4'AE 650800 - C6200-02 :2 A13 6S:70-0 
12 Atll< #4 -2462260-02 -2.1619150-02 3.709263D0-3 
33 A%1l2< 1; '2Th7 :4D-04 Eg2~003 33~40 
14 A%013< # 1.2236440- 02 1.408158D-03 -*.l 101656D-05 
S5 A914< 1 1-029990-4a iLS20930p­-. 500"0D= 
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18 A%17< # 1.8821270-03 1.108419D-03 -2.351866D-05 
49 Ae18 P 8126 n-4 "n-04 1-4I 6853a0-05s 
20 AXl9< V 5. 075204D-04 4.7143570-04, 1.9896830-05 
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24 A%23< 0 2.020754D-06 3.2768800-07 e. 6 128140-07 
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.gF- fn4G 024D0 41- .C9#0W
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14 A%13< #" 1.371240D-02 1.3 80740-03 3 .631694D-07 
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a-3 224 £' 5 \ , "6569'10-. 
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10 A% 9< 0 -6*768720D-02 -2.926904D-02 4.041981D03:
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13 A%-12< 1 19744775D-02 -3-.60,8S.4D-03 .3226400rC,03 
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t0 A% 9< M -2586399D-02 -ao053916D-02 4.277176D-03 
11- .AX IO< 0 1.941544 -03 -27.01309D4-02 7A2f04411Okv03 
12 AXI1< a 1o548105D.02 .- 2o012888D-02 3.9740880-03 
13 A%12 U. 3..08a140-02 -39196 4-210-03 .3 s&i43952D-03 
14 A%13< W .o582931D-02 3,269074D-04 2.3415670-04 
. A114< 0 3o054-7360'02 9 g8J404D-04 .90t.I.US1'2D--05 
I:- AXI5< , 2.107621D-02 2,479257D-03 -. 1.01702D-04 
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22 A%21< 0 7o118665D-04 3o665333D-04 2*834459D-05 
23. AM&22. 0. 3;oleoalD-04 laSO.ZGOA- .tA 370--.0,5 
24 A%23< 0 o.139730006 2o2598730-05 1.4742420-06 
25 .... AliA 9. 5.61233 Z _6510490-06 .A,_.,tO-Ofl? 
E =6.00eV, j =1 j j'+2 j'=j+4 
1. -___ AS.t<_A. 1,.o.54 1.44,, 01_ 3tJ3JO -4Y _ A - i 
 
2 AX l< 9 1.6254660 01 -1.07740WD 00 -C4iaSG9no-o


.3-.. .... AX..2.AL&- 136"a1-a0 -_4tS1.0O1 ._4..Z17 01.40t


4 AX SC U cil.0984180 00 -1.632402D-03 -2.01016640"02­
2 -m.03 
_ A _ <_ 0- - 5 721.788D 00 S .7 -6340D- 01 .-.3. S52A 
 
6 AX 5< V -3o317657D 00 -1.6-0613D-01 -1.047532D-02






8 A% 7< 0 -8*67274D-03 2,482823D-02 -1.547134D--02 
9 - AX,... 2.4273260-01 5s,013992D-02 -_Zja34,.99Dt-3 
10 A% 9< 5 2.308585D-01 -S.194853D-02 6*279814D-03 
,11 AtLO # I .70753D-01 ,46.634 80-D .-. StZO,.D 
12 A11< a 1.265473D-01 -2.875139D-02 6.33554OD-03 
13<.... .AXI.239ZC1U. 1 -_u eS.39820.-03 JSt A,".312AD-_03
.4 A%13< -0 1.O409400-01 -3.623955-03 ii.576202D-04 
1-...... AX _ ._ 9.*.36914.D-.02 ,a.ss.n9Dso0o _4.f22t3.570-4 
16 AX15< 9 6947a4230-02 3,92e778D-03 -1.713495D-04 
? -_ - .A%.1.6 .... 333?3flDO2 _ 3a-134243D-.03 -tae.ACW-O..4 
18 A%17< 9 lo777531D-02 3.205411-D03 -1.018793D-04 
1.91_,_ AXl..t<-, 9*370044D-03 2 .- 55-4279D- 03 -A..5.0.070-05 
20 AX19< 5 4o922095D-03 1.698257D- 03 4.797437D-05 
I. AOZQ_ t o 534703D03 is9 02_0312D03 _.O3f lA0_W-5
22 A221< V 1o230967-03 5.3170340-04 4.027926D-05 
23 - A2%ZU. V_ -5a,441%9V9OrQ4 a.agaateo-o& 
24 A223< i 1oO49790-04 .4o840882 005 ZOo.4-05 0,06 
25 "24< .. 54698550-0 1 a496639DcnO5 iljf'_3F 
35 
E 7.00eVj=1 it=j + t=j +4 
I ..- Aicl.OtJL- 1,671.153D 01 4o-LsS4'6S- 00


2 AS 1< 0 1.26036WD 01 -1,6399360 00 -9,w447743D0O2


3-.. -At2- 9 1.-83276D .01 -9.so273SD-02 .tt tS fl5-Ol


4 A% 3< 1o03731t'01 -12979220-01 -3000143D-02

.5. A%- 4< A ,-6*288522D 00 8v306538D-01 A44S6.SOADaO3 
6 A% 5< 0 -3272942D 00 -1.992516D-01 -1.196407D-02 
7 A 6< 1 -6197789D-DI -4,538454D-02 _--AOf.05OD-O2 
8 A% 7< # 3.972897D-01 3*312785D-02 -1.*7216440-02 
9 .... A.a< 5o623979D-01 -6.61.899 -02 r.6 St.143_S4De--.03 
10 AX 9< V 4a5257140-01 -6,881953D-02 7.48181S-03 
11 AX 1O< 0 39120494D-01 -6o155064Dr-02 1.-l25It19M02 " 
12 AX11< M 2a258941D-01 -3.456674D-62 ?.74806D-.03 
.13 A%12< 9 29020844D-01 - 1.401727D-02 2L7.4.1SD-O-. 3 
14 A%13< U 1.571489D-01 -6.616020D-03 9.197650S-04 
15 .... AXIA 9. l.467533D-0.i -5.611t-O3D-.03 .. sZ9 .-D4 
16 AZ15< U 9.690106D-02 4.8304470-03 -1e9878160-04" 

17 ... .. 4o652609D-03 -Ta,261-91.10oa04A 0- *958344D-02 
ia AZ17< 0 2o655130D-02 4. 114924D- 03 -1 a 398028D-04 
19 A...;  # '19409714D.--02 3. 385.73D:-.03 -3_..1k60.7D0A5 
20. AX19< 0 7.471800D-03 2.282242D-03 5,4984810-05 
21 ...... AX2Oz<. #- 3892036D-014 1 p.889110- 3' .- . .7_6.8_QDm-0.5 
22 AX21< 0 1,9225750-03 76386259D-04 5.453555D-05 
23 AXZ22_<. a 8o736386W-04 3,312023D- 04 .*SASAOS 
24 A%23< 0 3aI66126D-04 8.5O690*90-06 5.896526-06


25. X t..6S8012flGS tOtl3LED-06 alIt1- A2One-A%24&< 
E =8.00 eV, j = 1 ,=ii +2i 
1 -At%-0 9 - 2..02240D .,O1 5 0 3 - 00 " ";" . .-­
2 AX 1< U 2,104073D 01 -2.3384000 00 -1.6066920-01 
.3 ...... AX.... a 382W37. -01 4.aslIezaD-1O .. SafltAwzDaOI 
4 AX 3< # 1.846832D 00 -3o402032D-01 4*21821.0D-02


-5 .... A--4-< - -6*340232D 00 lf15.1At8D 00 -9. 25.S.8---m3 
6 AX 5< 9 -2.942436D 00 -2.421896D;-01 -1.3289020-02 
_7--- -A% .6< M 3.583563-03 -6159-514D-02 5_-9.f19S78D_--02 
8 A% 7< 0 9,741288D-01 4*158024D-02 -1.8838800-02 
9 .. . AZ..8*8. 9*993393D-O1 --- &502323D-02 !._e..0430310--"03 
10 AX 9< # 7.526519D-0 -S,805351D-02 8.700668D-03 
11 A% OLO< -0 5o090O8-0D--0 -7,.8378a.7D-0a 146SA4.6DM2 
12 A12< 0 3.613894D-01 -4058687D-02 9.205112-D03 
:13 .A12<-0# 3a050847D-02 2ol04739D-02 t*O0_39B50OD0dO3 
14 A%13< U 2o258925D-01 -g,737534D-03 1.2177480-03 
15 ... AXLICMS 2s0750660-0E 934.2063D-03 .9SsAZBZ-ODTQr­
16 A%15< 9 1 364786D-01 5,900696D-03 -2.224518D-04 
17 AXIA.< I- 6*o936576D-02 5.o.687233D-03 -. 3.aS&A37D0-.04 
18 A%17< U 307256920-02 5.154434D-03 -.l845248D-04 
19 A%1.8< v.. .4. <013D.-0_3 -7.,_.021-7-01l."_O51-96.851D--02 0 
20 AX19< # 1oO62486D-02 2o968473D-03 6oO69842D-05 
21.... AX2fl< 9. 5.585960D-03 1.27390-D03 9ttQ055D-0S 
22 AX21< 2o7955670-03 9#8940670-04 7 158280-05 
23 9X2 1.I29546W0-03 4<a59k4ZQ'-04 i.flAl,0 
24 A%23< 0 48876160-04 1.3528930-04 9.7884870-06 
25 A S2A. -0 151 62&-04 4382,9_2s-05 _.,,ZAItU r.9 
36 
4
E=9OOV,j=1 j j +2 j 
A 2 A.~f< 19 2033G4130 01 5.9099fl o00t~tbo 
2 AS l< 0 2.372207D 01 -3,184233D 00 -. 45602601 
3 .. .. t* a a.9923860 01 102Ose700 00 6.tOflT.o-ol 
4 AX 3< 0 4e87101WD 00 -6o380058D-O1 -S.6E1626D-02 
5 AS 4< a -5787028D 00 1536249D 00 .4.5E24755D--02 
6 AX 5< 0 -2.291107D 00 -2,868546D-01 -1.421690D-02 
7 AX 6< a 9o130291D-01 -8.091325D-02 -6.6139720-.02 
8 AX 7< 0 1o737858D 00 5e046189D-02 -. 024767D-02


9 A7L.&8< A 1564475D 00 -l052731D-01 -80304.2D-03


10 A% 9< a 1138369D 00 -1o081611D-01 9*883158D03


11 A%I0< # 7o63G0 16D-01 99..590aOD-02 1.6.832890,zQ2


12 AX11< A 5.365372D-01 -4o611767D-02 l.0648330-02


13 AXIZ< ig 4.347596D-01 -2.889.773D-02 1@ 077978'-,02


14 A%13< # 3.122446D-01 -1e293997D-02 154O9O-03


IS . AlA.- -2o80.C89D-01 -1.359505D-02 ,J-.3,5869D"-O3 
16 AX15< 0 1.8401860-01 7.1a7582D-03 - 2. 409948D-04 
.17 AXlt§&. 9.280487D-02 6.a,846957D-03 mAA-A 1i962D ,04 
18 AX17< # 4o994428D-02 6.328482D-03 -2.3602490-04 
19 AXiJ1< Al-- 2.680364D-02 5.4357.09D-03 -._l"Oa632D0-_04 
20 AZ19< # l.439942D-02 3o759656D-03 6*4956540-05 
21. -. AX2OK.V 7*628043D-03 2933,7872D-03 _t_1_7ABD-04


22 AZ21< 0 3e056912 - 03 1o285675D03 9.017630D-05


23 AX-kt< Li 1,8i?±th'0 M.l-704 .n2il~


24 A223< a 7oO3410D-04 1.978718D-04 .40271-2D-05


25 ... A%24& if 2 .2I-3-SVg-AA G-oASOASZ1D!.05 AtDe2f&QD&0


E =10.00 eVj1 jtj j==j+2 j'=J+4


I ~ C 2.57O64GD 01 6ast73SED C)0 ~l60
1 
a A* 1< 4 2o675859D 01 -401763G50 00 -34*26130-01 

3. Allt2tfQ -3.643740D.01 2.39gSS0.D -- 2SSO190*1 
4 AX 3< 9 9.026566D 00 -1.0213610 00 -7.274,087b-02 
-..... A%.4.< AJ -4o555657D 00 1.o97402D 00 6-2L7S.36S002 
6 A% 5< N -1.296748D 00 -3.364000D-01 -1.445970D-02 
7 AY--< # 2o136628D O0 - IA-02-40.5.:D- 01 _7.4S1_7f6D-02 
8 A% 7< 9 2*700081D 00 6*001499D-02 -2.144034D-02 
9 . AZ,.-8-<. 9 2o265561D 00 -1.25A25D-01 tta-1.S451D-03'


10 A% g< i 1.615244D 00 -1.2747490-01 1.0973310-02


.- AXiO< .0 1*0778320 00 -e127477D.-0k .hSab.62D:-02


12 AX11< # 7.540781D-.0 -S041373D-02 1*202441D"02


13 A% 12<-0 5o925867D-01 -3a6882230-02 .-l*261216DrOa


14 At13< V 4-178847D-01 -19568686D-02 t.9115740-03


S.... AfL4< A 3o650154D-01 -toSl10129D-02 ..h9R58140?A.03,


16 AX1S< A 24 00667D-01 8o7471610-03 -a.*5267840'04


1[7 A%1-6 -# - lo200319D-01 814150:9D-03 :SA10E321Dt04


18 A%17< A 6o466832D-02 7o6418200-03 -2,9443810-04


"1.9 	 AXI_<C 3o484214D-02 6o6707710-03 --..ESS4f03D- 04


20 AZ19< ft 1e88134.4D-02 4.658438D-03 4.756530D-05


21. _ . A Z2.. £1. 1o002864D-02 2.922 50-03 _1L3Z33.?.D-04


22 AX21< 0 5o1I12864D- 03 1o628935D-03 1 .116251D04


23 AZZZ< 0' 2o4318270-03 7?e 491310--O4 6 ,03r&4240-05


24 A%23< 0 9,622000D-04 2.7399400'04 2.1386210-05








E=o.2o eV,j=2 P'=3 j'=j + 2 
1 AN O< 0 8.037955D-01 1.017321D-02 
-2 - A--C-. ,'-.1C-1Di 00-0 - 2..4440."D 03 
.3 AX 2< 0 -1.4302620-01 
-S.5908410-05 
4 . A%-a<- I 4-.4-40316D-02 -,011-077DO 03 
5 A% 4< 0 -2.441038D-02 -1.526552D-03 
--6---- AX-C- 8-92199-02 -2.1-2050-03 
7 AN 6< 35.246751C-03 -8.560062D-04 
B AT-< #R. 6.lO708664D.03 -,. -7-&1-50.-04 
9 AN 8< N T.475588D-03 -o6435.01D-04 
10f AiL- - 5&607.094D-03 -E.739368D-04 
11 AIO< 4 .9 320890- 03 -eo28679D-04 
12 h--- .762929D.03 --., 3 9542-4D- 04 
13 A%12< 0 4.7126590-03 1,602180D-04 
.... AY-3f<C--. .0147142D-03 3,Z79.x D,---04 
.15 A%14< il-7,0262840-04 2*9162240-04 
!16 r2.134-2450- 0 4  2.-3Aflhz.7Ear- 04-AZALEC.N 
17 A%16< # -2.340646D-05 1.778002D-04 
1 -A%17-< AL..t,44-90090-05 1.1.96-735D-04 
19 A%18< # 8.442&380-05 7.1 983720-05 
20 A%-19X< 9-.7.736699D-05 4.,7.914.66D-05 
21 A%20< # e.O59068D-05 .ole8923D-05 
22 A.2,1-<.- 4.21762QD-"D5 2. 0 .12129D:-05 
23 A%22< P 2.6204590-C5 1o0867BSD-05 
24 AX23-< 9 1*306333D-05 4o20166-6lD-"06 
25 A% 24< # 5,222257D-6 1,669629D-06 
E =0.80 eV, j =2 '=j j'=j +2 
1 A% 0< I 4o1g9256D 00 eo970065-02 
-.. A - .---- 3-098 8LD--G-I- - C,5sS534AD.-02 
3 A% 2< W -1.7.08210 00 1.6059510-02 
- ':-S-0-1O"04-12.t55Z83Or 03 
S A% 4< # -1,611411D-01 -E .704494 -03 
-6. -A%--5---. 0a0-92---0-­ - -2S0H-9-3D- 03 
7 A% 6< 9 7.e384680-03 -I002310D-03 
-8 .- AX.7C V-z 3.73952M002 t.-0425-510t04 
9 AX 8< 0 3.228858D-02 -4w&44211D-04 
1,0 - A_-­ _Lf____2-.-444760D- 02 -- i.zatzs7-5.D- C4 
11 A%10< # 1.912814D-02 -12968270-C3 
12­ A%1.684.6-2 -XL-2as3Efl-03 
13 A%12< 0 1.444382D-02 1.384937D-C3 
1-A--AXt.. 1--'457-0-177-D-03 1.I.51464D-03 
15 A%14< # -3.5E48C8D-03 9.655554D-04 
1.6 . .. A S_ -1. 2e4_26 -l­ 03 f- 0-.4a2 -
17 A%16< * -5,2271480-04 fto414468,0-04 
,I S-. -
A-7----.1.663654D 04 AaZI3.I.3ASD-'C4 
19 AXIS< 0 1.89C0679D-05 2.599308C"04 
20 ... AX .V... 7-.1a 6950fDl C 5 1.637399D-C4 
21 A%20< * 7.4&8982D-C5 1.o027330-04 
22 - _ A2L< 0- SF-85880D-C5 £. .53062D-05 
23 A%22< 0 3.7774800-05 2.683757D-05 
24 ... A-23. 0 1.7750.81D-05 E.40.92D­ 06 
25. A%24< * 7a 801949- C6 2,702285b-06 
38 



































































































E =1.20eV, j =2 j'=j j'=j +2 jt=j +4 
i-.- At" O< 0 6a4915910 00 1.O4132'3;-T-D-01 9o44454,D-03. 
h-2- .. A 4- : .4.-9 O603Ce0. - 4,-286g, 0 -4_.a424-20,--4 
i3 AN 2< 0 - 0 5C83C6D 00 6,,0 973040- 02 4.09831,9D-03, 
. _x.. 34--U---4.2-Oh-,S0. -00 5+-gIe31 2-o3 6 M gt6- as, 
15 A% 4< # -1.255606-01 -E.E 314E3D-03 S.554962D-04 
L- - - ,-- 5 , -AL- -I-.=0 9544 5D ---01 -"1.-3Z8.72 2,? =.02 2 -4 337 _Ar--04. 
7 A% 6< * 4.702224C-02 1o344488D-C3 1,5E0560D-03 
_8 .. AX-.- Ct 03 =..9. ---­AL S. 1483 92D0 -l.-saa- . O 4 
, 9 At 8< # 6.893059D-02 Ig9161,41D-.C3 .1504SID-04 
..... AZ--94- A . 7.36720D- 02 1,1156480-03 -. <Lisi-503r.D - ­
.11 AX1O< # 3.•342918D-02 -2.5531500-04 -292066590-C4


4-2 ..... . -L. - 2. 6 33352C-4C2 -2,3307370-03 £E.ACft49.l4DrOZ0­
13 AXI2< ',M 29020816D-02 2. 0 13812D-03 ,02 el 366D- C5 
.. A_- _ At13. -0--'., 022934D- 03 .4-.1.aD-03 ' ft4. 
15 A%14< 0 -4.e8140C-03 1.262540D-C3 4330854D-C5 
t6---- AXISC-<- V-L. 2 0030-03 1.aDa3851.Z4-a0 -_P 2p At-4.CS 
17 A%16< #I-5.0E06380-04 9.3692710-04 -6.7774390-05


1.8 ..- .. "7.-A-1Z4CA-M- 036 6.-41.i6 D-.L.421S0-f4,1.. .zoaf6eD 05 
19 A%18< 0 4.6395580-06 2.9200580-04 1. 11430D- C5

2-0 AXISCS<.--- __=5.7S1249- 05 2..512-560-04 a-8t-ZBL 5D5-&Or, 
21 A%20< LI E.3754970-C5 ).4579'54D-C4 .g9056rD-06 
2 - AX2LCO. 4.9-E61250-05 7.853966D-05 2.Sh Ifl f-l6 
23 A22< 0 3.0eO3600-05 3*369782C)-C5 2,65449D-06 
2-4. A23C . I.2236-0ID-.C5 E.ft496at9D--C6 - .1L579.4D-f 06 
25 AX24K 0 59 9 758220-C6 2.2498920'-C6 e.0078820-07


E =1.6o eV, j = 2 j, =j jr =j + 2 jt =j +.4 
1 A% 0< 9 8.95?74810 00 2o71E9466D--1 I.60 6; 02 
-2 .....- At---U- - .--.-0249W- -04- -.. 60353,-03 
At 2< a -5o6453670-00 1.769145D-01 3.1970380-02


5 A% 4< LI ,652320-01 =.723745D-03 4.3629660-03


-6 .1.68.-184---%5< -- .20$s40C-1 r- A-2 4.±-840=-03 
.7 A% 6< A 2.1720910-01 7.138804r-3 e.804711D-03 
2*3 9560~OI
-a- - .A-..C-#-- .4.Z&04Z6St,-03 
 _2.32.460-03 
9 A% 8< MN 1.5250C70-01 E.28394D-C3 E,488921D-04 
-. 5_03649D- 02 -_-4fLlDr 03 - .1tl4R -O04 
11 AXIO< L 6.0 20160D- 02 *=105e6D-C3 -S. 8C1569D- 04 
1-.-... 4X.&--.- --. 1 5aJ9-.s50-(02 - &aAJL3.fl CAI- n.ZSB&2S- A­
13 A%12< # 2. E47776D- 02 5.9272650-03 -2.122555D-04


IA_ ..- _2854 -f 3 1,t.tC628-.3 .. 84-7--1- ,-04 
15 A%14< 0 -3,177042D-03 1.458860D-03 e568417D-05


41.6 -... AZIS<.*# ra----E586.SD- 0- .tf .8aD.-03 =.- 096D---05 
17 A%16< 9 ,485902D-6 1.234290D-03 -e. 1371170- O5 
a .. AX--<---- --54.s§400 0-zO5 8.&6 9125D- 04_ --.. 8 L'4.fD-_05 
19 A%18< 1 1.448596D-C5x.023174D-C4 5.3 64609D-04 

20 -A%1_-< - ,3 68042Dr-C5 3,1884-30-04 4.-3 O4,5D~-C.5 
21 A%20< L 7.237g85D-C5 1.949801D-C4 9.7e8762D-06 
22 A%21< 9 4.o678259D-C5 1.-095-l5- 04" 
. a02,aiS06 
23 AX22< N 2. 442948D- 05 4.0 55474D- 05 3.362825D-06 
24 .- A.23C. a _S.8245660-6 a61h9A7eD-t06 .1sA3-h_0 




=j' j + 4 E =2.00 eV, j = 2 j' =j j' =j + 2 
i3-b,- M I-..12, 492D 01 9. t Id 166-0o 7.124367&0±-7d 
2.. AX- t- -a 2 .877422D 0 --.- 3 4g8D--41 -. 4556430,"-. 
3 AX 9< e -%660616D 0 4 0 6E1384D-01 2. 96SS'9D-01 
-4 ... A%-3< £.-_C*8Z5.560 .00 "L5233440D 02 --.l 235aE40'04 
S AN 4< 0 6.287310D 00 1.53944SD-01 2,5222380-02


-.6 AX-54< .-f. 	 2- 84520D'0D03 -AA2-7-6Sr.D--031
. . % 1.251776- 00 
7 A% 6< # 8*6C02290-01 2.2486420-02 2009242D-02 
- -.... .-A% .7- & 6.773172D-01 - .2-283.4.D=-02 - . s2- -- 3 
9 AX 8< * 2.913768D-01 2.680415D-02 2.9407570-03


L. -L.. -k. -. 242573Dl-.0 22Sal127D-02 -- i- 5fEA-3D-f3 
11 A10< 0 1,2528190-01 1e5 88843D- 02 -3.760620-03


-1.2 - A% I1I<-- 2,.89344.- 02 a~~.sD.s~. 	 5.6D-f C3

13 A%12< a 4.7 C8941 - 02 1.271334D-02 -1.276116D-03


, 	 z- - .J es a D--02 1.,9.62. 1. 3 . Z.D.'-­
1 A%14< 0 -1.7835320.04 1.371200D-03 -*1.825835D-04


-16 .. AX1-5. §h .. 1 tfO334D-r &A ,e03 -e-nFlP1A D=rts


17 A%16< V 1.1181610-03 1.539119D-03 -10655750-04


18, - -. AXIZC -!. 927558D-C.4 1. 0.S7.7 lD. -.2.&03 O .S


19 A%18< 0 -.503268D-04 7.03216ED-04 1.7,056760-C5


20. Alt-1< P a.022516D-04- 4 .. 32-29 C4 -.- 920L0D---O5

A%20< fi 1-160763D-04 2.5 144650- 04 1.430832D-05


22 - AZIAI< A S 942fl1&- 05 1. 0 2t755-.04 Ae.h6aSDZ2Or--C


23 A%22< N 2 .4007 01D-05 4.871804-D- 05 4*2 4011'9D- 06


24 AXZ-3& A , 1.12428D-06 1.5-28447D- 06 .1.2.32529.- 06







E=2.10eV, j =2 ,=i . j'=j +2 j'= +4 
1 A- O< 1.1 I6364740 01 1.517701D 60 .137113S0 cc 
1-2- --.- AAt -2-.-4-SIS0 -. 00 7.&33Z340r 01 'ASS10 
3 AX 2< # -2.2S761aD 00 5,5215030-01 5.676959D-O 
* 	 A% '3< Al.-----.EE47.82Dl.-&0 1t23351Df--02 -- a -7-7-TD,-03 
5 A% 4< # IaIC37300 C1 3.147479D-01 4.345443D-C2 
S.. -- 5-----1 81 & 9L --- C 4-7--1a6 D-03 . -,n7AO.4fD=-0.3 
7 A% 6< # 1.210819D 00 2.959679r-02 2.725057D-02 
8 .. AX. M<- 9 E. a78553na1 1.Z26556DC2 .1.It85A. -0Z 
9 A% 8< 0 2.,073060D-01 3.561567D-02 3.97*401D-03


LOL .2... . A --- r -Z. P64j-SZ - 01 a..o244 2D- 0-2 -. 2.flg_ _ lfll1 
I1 AIOC 1.6 24239D- 0 1 21573 93D- 02 -1e 1 8049D- 03 
12 ......- AI I .. o5.3S9A4D02 9. 54454ID- 03 --._lS_051 
13 A%12< # 5.5E6888D-02 .-571675D-02 -21.8542100-C3 
I .. AxSC.. -. _f- - t.7i71820o.- 2 .2-OZ000D- C3 -A-72qS27-1.0--4, 
15 AX14< # 1.149077D-03 2o2886030-03 2.214573D-04 

-
16. - AZS_<_ . 9 1Q832D_ 03 L.9.E60.5 .D-OS3 eAs5.S3.7 SAD-L0Ca 
17 A%16< I .495805D- 03 1.6 16826ED- 03 --'. 1305250-04 
18 ,Afl1-7<C- a- . *.7 S 17D-44 1.1 E91-9-4-- 03 =Z.IZ.f7l6h7.D-lS 
I A18< it 4.391O79D-04 7.475762C- 04 1. 754039D-S 
20 - AP.Qf. U. .2.44243.70-04 4..9A-70D-04 .20.2934.5--__5 
21 A%20< 0 1.337821D-04 2.669.1810-04 1.5545310-C5 
Pa. AX21- M. E. S7e869D-.05 1s3390-4D-C4 .9 41A831l- 6 
23 At22< 9 2. E 279580- 05 5.1 07267D- 05 4.4940S7D- 06 
24 A123C 9 4.4O8.0S-07 t,21A972D-06 '.1.A74TL-C6 
25 AX24< 0 g.9305900-07 f.9e8672D-07 4 o.-Z225D- C7 
40
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALIn'j 
E =2.2o eVp j=2 ',=j j+ 2j, =j + 4 
IAZ- O< 0 2.12S4260 01 2'.AC626'O0 00 -2.i 0 00


-2 ------ A~ -00 -,E.6.2P7-Sa- 01.c ZaiB3S0.CAM


3 A% 2< v 7o5"829*D 00 E93202790-01 1.141t743D 00


A676- 60-O 1-9AS1Ifl,~t3 ~--.&393fl--43

5 A% 4< 1.9e 1794D Cl e,626818D-01
 7.8c6347D-0 

&----A-5-----2 .-5QzaaaS -0-0 1fl2AZ-flo, 02 2.ZS42a-41= 

8 
7 A% 6< W 1.5e1582D 00 3o7C8761D-02 3.477913D-02


S..... .7-< ..1. £359400 .00 .t8.L961SD-.2 -4 .532--,0


t9 A% 8< A 6.3 57220-01 4,4642830-02 Ee0473660-03


Af9"lxs< 2z5a71Z45o- 01 Z84t002 ! - -A 5 A0-74D= fl3


11 A%10< 1% 1.995923D-01 2,820080D-02 -E.7086380-03


,2 A 1 t1_1.I.02fl2D--.-O n_3.a81-.O2 -VSJ2A5Z2211-O-03


13 A%12< 9 t,'627350D-02 l.875549D-02 -2.4S1147D-03


L4 1~tZ--.2 736540D= 02 1 dI5OSlD=03 
 -A266f C
 
15 A%14< 9 3.173112C-03 1a2307980--03 2.540986D-04


16 f. 2. 7T36510-03 -9-A 4Alfl=
-Ax1~ fl 0A08AaD=03 
 05
 
17 A%16< 0 1.915648D-03 1.6 953 67D-03 -to 1966750- C4


L8. AX1.CS. ... 8 SOIS Q...0A I.f22i&aa D.3 ±ZfLfLO.5"0- 05


19 AXIS< 0 5.3921120-C4 7.932869D-04 1,.79771611--05


20 A%-19< -__.-2-._1i1247-04 &s LS2O5D--04 0.fAB&0
lD05 

21 A%20< R 1.544826D-C4 298297700- 1.6e2428D-05


22.... - A2I _ 7.3S _C-C5 1si4t13S3fLrrAA --. LG-29A6 .O5


23 A%22< - 2a7.200120-05 5o357594D-05 4-7t3557D-06


a.. ,aX.23cL_. E-22S 1D-09 .&6-.I14a.2424t3D9- C6


25 A%24< 9 6.614791O-O7 .*'6856920-07 V.rOD- 07


E=2.30OeV, j =2 j' =j j?=j + 2 j' j+4 
I AS '"0< 0 a.9218600 01 5.3-TO-l56Fl--W- .3 5D0 00'


-2 - AX1 l- 0-4t 
 -t-~O75­
7-.l-- 9Z.3 
3 A%-t'2< 9 3.130740.D 01 'a.4440940-02 2.22?769,D.00


-st < a--36R6eaM04 a0 Z2OSPA-Dh-02 -. 930-c
-GA 
 
S At 4< Z3.3725030 Cl 1.3404860 00 1.3e5485D-01


.&--.-X--CA--2.--77312L--aO -2o.1St4S2Dr 03 7 r
~67z1 3f-4

7 A% 6<-W 1.5493210 00 3.6C1638D-02 3.,3207,C0-02


. .. -A% 7< . 1l2792fl& O .t4.7-99020= 02 -j.-5-72D--2
 
9 A% 8< 956375693C-01 4e251'952D-C2 4&794126D-03 

1-0~ YC 2t-fLAt- 01 3 jrDSI 6:33fl.d2 m0 7-8 -Laa.46--P1 
11 AZ1O< 0 2oO -084D-01 2,6404820-C2 -6.4 654600-L 03 
t--1-O0-7.,l .1 02 2.a--.7-n2t.ZZ.laD=.3-< - -­
13 A%12< 4 7.112155D-02 1.819430D-02 -2.4445890-03


-- Af3. ~ .2 7 24.2.82D--Z 2..tSSOA-t" OZ .A-qg6aan -e4


15 At14< # 6.638393D-03 1o4047310-03 9.2'406Z20-04


L6..-- A03.A - 6DXS.C ~S~64f42.an51-6 D03 
G-5tfrt 10S
 
17 AX16< V 2.378323C-03 1s774713 D- 03 -1.263714D- 4


19 A,18< 0 e.5101130-04 8&4C3792-04 1.8348400-05 
2-o - .. AXI- . 46Aqf2o D- 0-- So-." 0.9- 04 D"--CS.. -k. 0 -- _. 3A94--

21 n620< It ;17834D0-04 2.996501D-04 1.8144460-05


- - .AXiI< 0- el.Za2A-9&,Os4 1.=3A SA0O- 04 -A4Att&9M:--O


23 A%22< 0 2.gE1268D-05 2.624030D-as S. 0493150-06 

24 ii r tkx6-ZTZ46D- 0-2 7.22aRgb-ChNXa&1?40323l- 0.7 
25 A'-t24<jv 4;0e9339--C7 4. 563050D-C-7 3.t6,1767D-7 
41 
E 2.32eV, j =2 3=j j' j +2 j'J +4 
F-I A%- 0< M 3.O95742D 01 5*9297490D 06 6,029n'6"50W6 
2 A% 1< 0 4,41.5284D 00 -- %519656D"01 215009220-02 
3 A% 2< 4 3.795714D 01 -9o8477600-02 2.489167D 00 
4 A% 3< 0 -5.897526D 00 7.4354990-02 4.,o1286060-03 
AX 4< ft 3.655833D 01 1*507506D 00 1a517203D-01 
6......A?--5< #- 2.209&52D 00 1.884134D-03 6*579846D-03 
7 AX 6< # lo404514D 00 3e3873,29D--02 3a003552D-02 
8 AX 7< # 1.042002D 00 1t-7-aO4-0-D02 I-217680--02 
19 A% 8< 9 5.959852D-01 3o849862D-02 4310882D-03 
i1;0 A%- 9< # 3*418796D-01 3.-32-27*170-02 -3.-362899D-03 
11 AXfO< # 19971333D-01 2,345890D-02 -5.823a92D-03 
12 .. 1-- 1 155982D'01 9o 8245,840- 03 -2m501823D-03 
13 AZ12< # 60972922D-02 1 ,'693280D-02 -2.196168D-03 
14" A%13< f 2.778352D--02 2--3028610.03 -3a64"60340-04 
115 A%,14< 7*541232D-03 1o 5017540- 03 2*008086D-04 
.16 A%15< A 4.874770D-03 2't142727D-03 -9 7463 05D-05 
17 A%16< # 2,476068D-03 I a 790683D- 03 -1 . 277220D- 04" 
IS - ---- N"1 e-270454D- 03 1 o 29861 8D-03 -3-276011D-05 
19 AX18< F 6,747994D - 04 8&499645D-04 le841482D-05 
20 AxtlQ< # 3,554322D-04 5o25132-2D--04 r3-3786-7D-05 
21 A%20< # 1 834527D-04 3.030596D-04 1.841342D-05 
4 1 3 5 D- 0 5Z2 A%-2<-1 W 8.496573D-05 1*507480D-04 -1-rl- ­
23 A%22< 3*042164D-05 5.679316D-05 5.108532D-06 
-2-4- -A%3<- -1766916D-07 7.3634020-07 10062180D-06 
25 A%24< v 3.658999D-07 4.362036D-07 3.799527T-07 
E2.34 eV, j = 2 J1 =j j' =j+2j + 
1 A%-O< 2 3o256261D 01 6,5397D--) 6439"'b­
5 &9 22 AX 1< / 5eO39588D 00 -5o4362310-01 -3ui.2 -0 
3 A% 2< # 4o486884D 01 -79142156D-01 2.7424220 00 
4 A% 3< # -5c254793D 00 9.Z22442D-02i 4.-27S&520-03 
5 A% 4< # 3o903437D 01 19671315D 00 1*638404D-01 
--& -A---5t - - -1.e iaSI-2' "-oe -5283674D-031 JS.463525D-03 
'7 A% 6< V 1.193484D 00 2.988129D-021 2o5364750-02 
8 A%- 7< ! 9.157672D-01 1.5568-30D-02: -t--.--24-2-3-02 
9 A% 8< # 5340363D-01 39280733D-02 3.6255520-03 
10 " A% 9< # 3.lO28D-el 2.801114D-02 -2a8-51-8D-03 
11 AIO< ft 1,821469D-01 1.931145D-02 -4*901189D-03 
12 ... A-t" '2-t -3980D-01 7o19 O92D-03 -2-1-O62490D-03 
13 At12< 4 69710796D-02 la5140G8D-02 -1.8 32322D-03 
14 A%13< * 2*7921720-02 2.3477-4*0D-03 ---S-45900-04 
115 A%14< N 8.485144D-03 1. 624468D-03' 1.7028510-04 
-16 A15< 5m073449D-0-3 2A 15W-25D- 03 -9ir8 6 -2 02 9 D 05 
17 A%16< N 2.575571D-'03 1. 06688D-03 - 1. 290735D- 4 
1 . A t-7<--ft 1.320538D-03 19-311 5 -68D - 03 -- 3-32-980-05 
r_9 A%18< A 699070OD-04 8*596050D-04 1 * 84786 'D- 05 
20 A%-19< # 3*670242D-04 5 -3-1--2680--04! - --2-0-Se--O5 
21 A%20< N 1,o873190-04 3. 0649410- 04 1 s 8684"000- 05 
22 AX-21< 0 &.7088 08D-05 1 a 523591-D-0 , --- ,-t--3&6-3-2D--O5 
23 AX22< # 3o105992D-05 5.735240D-05 5. 168317D- 06 
24 " - A%2-3< # -1.679039D-07 700755640-07 --- 0 -e521-6&6--6 




E2.36 eV, j =2 j' =j 
I Ai" O< 3,391660D 01 
2 AX 1< ff 56784429D 00 
3 A% 2< N 5o167422D 01 
4 A% 2< AF-4o447960D 00 
5 A% 4< o 

6 AX 5<- # 
7 AX 6< # 
8 fl 7< # 
9 A% 8< # 
A10 AX S< M 
11 AiO< U 

12 Ai< # 

13 A%12< 0 
14 A%13< M 

15 A%14< # 
16 AX15< 0 

17 A%16< if 
18 - 1k7<--# 

19 A%18< # 

20 AX I 9< 0 
21 A%20< 0 

22 A%21< 0 
23 A%22< U 
24 - - A-2-3<-# 
25 A%24< ­
E=2.38 eV, j = 2 
t AX O< # 











































3 AS 2< #4 5o793734D 01 
4 AN 3< # -3e5065700 00 
5 A% 4< # 
"6 - A--5< " 
7 A% 6< 1 
a AX 7< 1 
9 A% 8< 0 
10 -A% S< # 
11 At10< # 
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E =2.40 eV, j=2 j,=j j'=j +2 J?=j +4 
A 0AO< 0 3o5461400 01 7.92SO07 00 7SEO4SO 00 
-2-----­ ,0-.­ 7.5308420 .00 -. 1.10532 -01. ..45-6640- 2 
3 A% 2< N e.322956D CI -1.069749D 00 32e44.030 00 
------..­ -AX- -34. -2-.4E88aJ930.. 00 I.S1-0,25-.01 4-444,7400D--3 
I5 A% 4< N 4,22676eC 01 2.027673D 00 1*8488910-01 
6 A%--5<- A -2.3070160-02 -3.J683720-02 -..a.6-5986D- C4 
7 A% 6< f 2.0025860-01 1,1220,230-02 3.873669D-03 
I 8 A% 7C #. .3.1al12D-01 9- 0.796150-03 4.4-008440--03 
9 At 8< # 2.368104D-01 
t-0 ... A-9<--. 1..6 05923O 01 
d.g40345D-C3 
4.3 16551D­ 03 
4.923143D-O04 
e-7S C50,-0 t 
114 AIO< if 1.0686910-01 E.438715D- 04 -ea.185771D- 04I 
-1t- J--A%?1-<-­--­ -7. 1 37 -445l.t-3.S1_72­7 03 a2.j3_23I.-O 
13 A%12< f 5.e1S84700-02 6 9E2774-C- 03 -1.,.062837D- C4 
-14.- A% 13.443-A!-- 2.-6h9 G8fl02 z-.4a3a.1-7o=403 .42Z30t 
:15 A%'14< 9 1.12055eD-02 2.1 07377D- 03 4,4g4911D-05 
16- .­ .6.889-.0­ (3 _2.- 21OA8.2D-C3 j-4 
17 A%16< # 2.884371D-03 1.eS4994D-03 -1. 3 29c)57D- 04 
- 9~.~XLCA-.1,.2 &0,0=03 t.3aE0aiZ!oa =Z*JA6sz2fa-(c5 
19 AX1S< 9 7.747921D-04 E.888420D-04 1863642D-05 
20- A --.S.-L - 4. 033300D.-04 - 5%,,S67_8'04 -_24 el-05 
21 A%20< U 2.053600r-04 -.169503D-04 1*9505'49D-C5 
22­...... AX2<. tA. s3e3732-cs 15727r3D(4 -1"oao3D t-5 
23 A%.22< A' 3.3155400-05 5*907236D-05 Sa351,803D- 06 
24 - A223.< . -7 .12743l=0C8 f &­3-7.61 O6P .07 1,fl22716D--. 
25 A%24< A 2.3647910-07 3.641648D-07 3*.63496gD-07 
E =2.42 eV,j =2, j,=j j:=j +2 j =j +4 
1 A% 0< # 3,551711D 01 8.12869-0D 00 8f.1131W3b 00 
2 A% 1< 0 6.447299D 00 4o2899690-0-2 5-66r-5520-02 
3 A% 2< if 6e721708D 01 -1311065D 00 3.347.103D 00 
4 A% -3< U -I434549D 00 1.670056D-01 3.719230D'-03 
5 A% 4< #f 4.155206D 01 2.0884110 00 19847585D-O1 
-6---­ -A'--5<--V -7663380D-0-1 -4.916188D-02 -1-.-6-397-2-3D-03 
7 A% 6< # -I-.993Z32D-01 3.7874480-03 -4-631659D--03 
8 A% 7< if *7.45995D-02 6.5-207OD--03 -2--­ 224860-03 
9 A% 8< # 1.o1654480-01 -3,219038D-03 -7.e318364D-04 
10 - A% 9< 0 9.906467D-02 -4,994922D-03 6* 050007D--04 
11 A%10< # 7,566076D-02 -6o819370D- 03 1.090157D-03 
1-2­ ...-- A-%-I-<--M---5 5793 08D- 0-2 -ga 19357D- 03 5.552-732D-04 
13 A%12< # 4.532143D-02 3 a 784984D- 03 5e930327"-04 
14 A%13< # 2*514725D-02 2.4698.09D-03 -7-a-1--9-296-04 
15 A%14< # 10194814D-02 2.27Q8867D- 03 -7. 237055D- 07 
16 A%15< W 5901131D-03 2.227860D- 03 -­1. 025999D- 04 
17 A%16< A 2e99O9200-03 1871145D- 03 -1 343551D- 04 
18-*.­ ,-530082D--0-3 1,363952D-03 -3-*5-185 75D- 05 
19 A%18< # 8.010089D-04 8.987103D- 04 1868947D-05 
20 AXIS< 9 4.I59458D- 04 505591-96D-04 -2w8 O&6 4 - 05 
21 A%20< # 2.111691D-04 3,204867D-04 1,978244D-05 
22 AX21< # 9.62,19380­ 05 1a 5814370­ 04 1 a 1979-60D-05 
2,3 AX22< # 3*391527D-05 5,966021D-05 5.414362D-06 
2-4 AX23< § -1a51 6442D-08 6.1989440-07 - 4-04320-7-O-0-6 
25 A%24< i 2.130644D-07 Z3,43240D­ 07 3.595063D-07 
44 
ORIGINAL PAGF TW 
OF POOR QTAIrn, 
E.2.44 eV, = 2 ' =p j' =j +2 j =j +4 
A" o< 0 305129010 01 8.18229-2D 00 8.1056130 00 
2 A% l< f 9.329397D 00 lo862722D-01 6o0802"83D- 02 
3 AX 2< & 6e9730010 01 -1523595D 00 3e3436800 00 
4 A% 3< N -4o3165330-01 lo7971090-01 3.292938D-03 
5 A% 4< # 3999096D 01 29097987D 00 1.810077D-01


6 AX 5< I -1.504143D 00 -6.o131SD-02 -3v,614980D-03 
7 A% 6< -5o952352D-01 -3a5334:09D--03 -1.3003290-02 
8 AU 7< U -1.608226D-O1 4vl-5-1-t-,67D-03 -5e-6 30--3 
9 A% 8< U -2*7272.25D-03 
-1.317149D-02 
-1.939542D-03 
10 A% 9< 3 3,787973D-02 -1 41 2229D-02 -i-o-5-7t5-99D-03 
11 AX10< 9 4,443598D-02 -1 a403482D-02 2.7775130-03 
12 ....-AII< N 4.017419D-02 -1.359457-02 1 t3-207470-03 
13 A%12< 9 3.851369D-02 65O901680-o4 1.2885320-03 
14 At12< 9 2.3884910-02 2.474607D-03 
-f-w 4t-75--r05 
15 A%14< M 1*256504D-02 2o.39026D-03 -4.374410D- 05 
16 A%15< # 6.116757D-03 2 *244889D-03 -- 1 -O3589D-04 
17 AX16< M 3.099236D-03 1.8873330-03 -1. 357169D- 04 
18 -AX1-7< 9 1*594846t-03 1 .377-1800-03 --3-.-56-7-1--D- 05 
19 AX16< /* 8.277173D-04 9.086367D-04 1.873964D-05 
20 AXlG< # 4.2882030-04 *5-.6-20100O--0,4 -.- 5093-740-0-5 
21 A%20< M 2.171127D-04 3.240496D-04 2.006097D-05 
22 A%21< # go866859D-05 1.60 268D-04 -2-514-1D-05 
23 A%22< # 3o4705980-05 6.0254930-05 5.477627D-06 
24 -A23< W 5,. 31536s5D- 08 6.,0506640-07 1.0037750-06 
25 A%24< 9 1.9332830-07 3*333811D-07 3.555668D-07 
E=2.46eV,j=2 p =j j'=j +2 j= j+4 
1 A% O< N 3o4360320 01 8.0987030 O0 7.954780D 0'" 
2 A% 1< 9 1.0138050 01 3i-18486D-01 .E--36 98050-02 
3 A% 2< #@ 79077982D 01 -1.698506D 00 3.2811710 00 
4 A%: < # 4*746762D-01 I1888466D-01 2.798688D-03 
5 A% 4< # 3.775618D 01 2v0701480 00 1.742136D-01 
"6' -A*-5<- * -2.1968SiD 00 -7o233680D-02 -5.450502D-03 
7 A% 6< # -99660903D-01 -eO34283D-02 -2,079488D-02 
8 A -7< 9 -3.837075D-01 t-695331-3D--03 -- 8GS-8-O3 
9 A% 8< N -1144240D-01 -2.236582D-02 -3.060384D-03 
10 A% 9< N -1,960360D-02 -2.257992D-02 2.484986-03 
11 AXIO< # *496417D--02 -2o072032D-02 49353305D-03 
12 A-I--< - 2.557766D--02 -1Io773330D-02 2.041659D-03 
13 A%12< 0 3*197383D-02 -2.226664D-03 1.942913D-03 
14 AX13< V 2259246D-02 2,46'34-80D-03 1&9072-06D-05 
IS A%14< & 1o305327D-02 2.5SBl0gO0- 03 -Be'191515D- 05 
16 A%15< # 6o335804D-03 2.2619250-03 
-1.047208D--04 
17 A%16< # 3* 20 9-322D- 03 1.9O3558D-03 
-1.370822D-04 
16 A-17< if 1o6405550-03 1 a 3904-61 D- 03 -3&617460D-05 
1 AZ18< if 8a5491960-04 9o186221D- 04 1.578700D- 05 
20 A%19< if 4.419554D-04 5 .&-8525D-- 04 -2.- 5-38-4 D- 05 
21 A%20< A' 2,2319220-04 3.276395D-04 2. 0341230- 05 
22 AX21< * 1.011852D-04 1.6232270-04 1.232454D- 05 
23 A%22< # 3 *552618D--05 6.065729D-05 5.541617D-06 
" 
-24 a-A*2--3 R 1338167D-07 59931663D-07 9.944844D-07 




E 2.48eVj = j =j jt =j +2 j' =-j + 4 
1'" A% o< 0 3.331211D 01 70 903 F- -­6 7.-6897o"b 00 
2 A% 1< i­ l08B23D 01 4uv1545940-0- 6-&5-35500D-O 
3 AX 2< # 7.052924D 01 -18323590 00 3.1716190 00 
4 A% 3< V 1o2500770 00 1.944933D-01 2,2697060-03 
9 A% 4< If 3.506195D 01 2,011946D 00 1.651801D-01 
6 --AX- 5<- # -2e1933D 00 -8e22024D-02 -70731710-03 
7 A% 6< N -1.296644D 00 -1636018D-02 -2.763316D-02 
8 A% 7< ff-5.819246D-l 6tw89675-2D--05 -1a1-73982D-02 
9 A% 8< if -2.138282D-01 -3 04O9503D-02 -4*049646D-03 
10 A% 9< if -70892110-02 -3.003168D-02 3.293269D-03 
11 AX10< # -la145662D-02 
-2 a661199D--02 5,753728D-03 
12 ..-- A%1-2< * 0-56206"27D--0F -2.137463D-02 2.688742D-03 
13 A%12< 9 2.601937D-02 -4e756366D- 03 2,529219D-03 
14 At--1-Z< * 2a 1365130-02 2.45264 5 D-0 3 -1­ 9- 4o-f0 
15 A%14< # 1 o 342434D- 02 2.697586D-03 -1. 138942D­ 04 
16 A% 15< #! 6E 55e287D­ 03 2.278968D--03 -1 o 0578470-04 
17 A 16< N 3.321162D-03 2a.919818D-03 -1.*384508D-04 
18 ... --­ ?< *­ 1I69721-2D--03 1e4037 94D-03 -3-0667482[--05 
19 A18< 9 8.826171D-04 9,286653D-04 lo883175D-05 
20 AX;-19< 0 4.553516D-ct 5.7-4&919D-04 -2-*566990--& 
21 A%20< # 2e2940"78D- 04 3.312560D-04 2.062310D-05 
22 A2-1< A 1. 037699D- 0 4 1.6403450-04 -1e.249901D- 05 
23 A%22< 0t 3.638195D-05 6.1467OD- 05 5.606329D-06 
24 A% 2%-< - 2.269599D-e7 5.842332D­ 07 9o83412D-07 
25 A%24< A le650916D-07 3.062476D-07 3.47E541D-07 
E 2.50 eV, j=2 V =j j'=j +2 j' =j +4 
.1 A% O< 0 Zo2090?6D 01 . 634-DOC b to440 
Z­-.- AtLC*i .- 1.144983U 01 4oS606SC-01 -46O45C"-4Z 
3 A% 2< # E*923175C Cl -1.g26433D 00 3.028991-Q0 
-4--­ -A--Z3­ _--C4aS-O1830-00 1 .9-7-03-,&80 0.1 4.25.-2D-C3 
5 A% 4< *3.212098D 01 1.9718630 00 1.5475940-01 
-6­ -A­ --.­ 3461070 00 g .. 0.7A7.Z6D-­ 02 -. AA7al-= 03 
7 AX 6< I -1.578803C 00 -2.144153D-02 -3.'33783D-02 
-8. .....A%--7-< #­ "7.505719t-01 1--61231.D.C3 -1 .4-IAZOgs-q4 
,9 A% 8< 0 -2.984196C-Cl --3.731834D-02 -4.8E50380-03 
1 .... A <.* -1.146.02D-0.1 
-.. 6311A460--02 
_2.20-7f-..03 
11 A%10< 0 --..410054C-02 
-3.157961D-02 6*9455660-03 
1-2 -­ ---..- . t. 25-0 1 .- CA --.r _4032D- Ca .2-=--2a2.a--S3 
13 A%12< Mt 2.0 e4362C­ 02 -6.87382(C-C-3 3.,032780D-03 
14­ - . A - -SL. 271 6S--O2 .- 4-295-D--. 03 -4.4sea =.o5 
15 A%14< # 1.3699150-C2 2.7SO1300-03 
-l.3921070-C4 
16 .A% -. -..784224.a-tC3 .2.2_s60 D=A-.­3 -InAA46A-"4 
17 AX16< V 2.4348210-C3 1.936114D-03 
-1.'3982140-04 
la­...... A%--<­ - t.754820D-C3 1,.1.7180GO-C3 
--- 7z16D-C5 
19 A%18< W 9.IC8116C- C4 9.3876610-C4 1.8e7376D-C5 
2 - A19<-*. 4.6900-90o-04 E,8130.02D-C .a.Se5S72D-05 
21 A%20< # 2.3576000- C4 3.34897[-C4 '.0906470- CS 
22 A52l-<-C 1.0 2260'-04 1.6,57604 -04 ..±aa.tZO4±QD-t,5 
23 At22< N -!o726737D-C5 6,208373D-C.5 5.671742D-06 
24 AX2a< R 3.327170n-C7 5,783-0600-07 A.lTa3S 04D- C7 




E 2.52 eV,j= 2 j'=j =3+4jj j+2 

'
 f A%j o< N 3,0790910 01 7,29e-8100 0 6.9S116"D 00

2 A% 1< if 1,194441D 01 5,543582D-01 6e5517910-02

3 AX 2< V 6.7168320 01 -1-985086D 00 2o8667450 00

4 A% 3< # 2,366731D 00 1.9720.44D-01 1.2314770)-03

5 A% 4< # 2.9l1353D 01 1.8381'23D 00 1.436945D-01

f - -A-- < # -3,784085D 00 -9&745637D-02 -9.561059D-03 
7 A% 6< # -1.3910682D 00 -2o556021D-02 -3.8302220-02

8 A% 7< It-8o885315D-01 -2*63a83&-0-63 -16,O932D-O2

9 A% 8< # -3,675861D-01 -49283333D-02 --5s5630620- 03

10 A% 9< # --Ia5048880-01 -4v13S653D-02 4.547143D-03 
11 AX1O< N -5.274398D-02 -3o560556D-02 7o921878D-03 
12 AX-lI< # -8o828437D-03 -2.6921900-02 3706541D-03 
13 A%12< # 1,6525281-02 -8.572349D-03 3.450202D-03 
14 A%13< * - 03 "-7-w1*935292D- 02 2e4-01 "820 19"t30t 05 
15 A%14< # 1 €390237D-02 29858946D-03 -1&5814360-04 
16 A%15< # 7,013599D-03 2o 31304OD- 03 -1 0792-730- 04 
17 A%16< # 3.550243D-03 1.952443D-03 -1,4119780-04 
la Agl?< # 19813383D-03 430619-03 --3&76 e6546- 0-5 
IQ A%18< # 9.395059D-04 9.489258D-04 19891293D-05 
20 A%19< # 4e8293230-04 5.S775-12D- 04 --2- 6e-o-Oe 
21 A%20< # 2.42250ID-04 23o385684D-04 2.119150D-05 
22 A%21< 0 IoO91444D-04 1 675016D-04 l 2S51 9805 
23 A%22< # 30818523D-05 6.270850D- 05 5o73791(gD-06 
24 A% e3< # 49512274D-07 5o754245D-07 9.6751-8-30--07 
25 A%24< # 1a521628D- 07 2 o8283'08D- 07 3.403776D-07 
E =2.54eVj=2 3'=j j'=+2 j=j +4 
I A% O< if 209486450 01 6-.45-3",2?D OC 6.5370940 00"


2 AX 1< # 1*234243D 01 5.934972D-01 -6-*5-330,60-02


3 A% 2< # 6,460202D 01 -2901.429D 00 2o695911D 00


4 A% 3< N 2&7232620 00 l.953389D-01 7-*45511D-04 

5 A% 4< # 2o617415D 01 1.737750D O 1,325889D-01 
6 '--A%- e< -0 -4o1343010 00 -loO.9033D-01 -1. 04398-2D-102 
7 A% 6< 4'-1995177D 00 -2.877726D-02 -4.205449D-02 
e A% 7< # -9a9758060-01 -5348S1030-03 --tv -t D-eiTh---2 
9 A% 8< #' -4.221907D-01 -4,712664D-02 -6.094153D-03 
10 A% 9< # -1.78847D-01 -4.536804D-02 4r9963"25D-03 
11 AXIO< # -6.75E208D-02 -3o875508D-02 8.6962400-03 
12 A%t1< 4 -1I*637162D-02 -2*3E61130-02 4.078103D-03 
13 A%12< # 1.304761D-02 -9.B82214D-03 3.7855200-03 
14 At13< N 1*862257D-02 2.3701 890- 03 -8t-7-0"1"358O0-5 
15 A14<' 1o405752D-02 2.906758D-03 -1 .713282D- 04 
16 A%15< # 7246472D-03 2.330109D-03 -1.0899700-04 
17 A%16< 0 3.667452D-03 1*968807D-03 -1 425764D-04 
16'. AX-"?< 0 1ae72901 -03 1.444109D-03 3-3o-81 97980-05..-­
19 A%18< #' 99687002D-04 9.591426D-04 1.8949420-05 
20 A%19< # 4.971189D-04 5o94243-70-04 2.t 537940-05 
21 A%20< N 2,408780D-04 3.42264ID-04 2. 147307D-05 
22 A%21< N 1*119351D-04 19692572D-04 1 * 303048D- 05 
23 A%22< # 3. 913514D-05 6.334024D-05 5.804791D- 06 
24 A% .-3< * 5*826070D-07 5.756234D-07 9.588475-0-7
 




E2.56 eV, j=2 j'= j' =j+2 J'3=j +4 
I A 0< V 2o8229090 01 6.5855s1b Ob 6of. 42D 'WO 
6-V3 1 5 6-9 8 I 2 A% l< N l.265744D 01 6W-1642010-01 -02 
3 A% 2< 0 6.175147D 01 -2.020732D OC 2*524873D 00 
4 A% 3< a 2.967275 OC 1.922535D-01 3.127353D-04 
5 A% 4< 9 2.339104D 01 l63C038D 00 1,218729D-01 
6- At- <- 0 -4.406919D 00 -1ca071774D-01 -1.110934D-02 
7 A% 6< # -2.136940D 00 -3a1110173D-02 -4*466981D-02 

8 A% 7< 1 -1.060600D 00 -4-0616970-03 -lo878793D-02 

9 A% 8< # -4o636246D-01 -5a0386'960-02 -6.488656D-03 
10 A% 9< # -2.0055310-01 -4o8362590-02 53426960-03 
11 A%10< N -7.900802D-02 -4.1135970-02 992916210-03 
1t2 ... -'AI'I-< -* -2-42203910-02 -3.03"25750-02 4.3695-18D-03 
13 A%12< § 1.033640D-02 -Io0850790-02 4. 0476 19D- 03


14 AX13<- P 1.807551D-02 2-w--3 6 060-0 3 --9-6tO3Z30-05


Ir5 AX14< # 1.418370D- 02 2*9376710-03 -1.T796467D-04


16 - A%- "# 7,482061D-03 2.347592D-03 - 1-* 0994930- 04


17 A%16< 3 a786192D--03 1.9855230-03 -1 . 438515D- 04


1-8 - -- A%--7<--'" 1.933223D-03 1.4576660-03 --3- 871775D- 05 
19 A%18< * 9.9a3689D-04 9.694038D-04 1 S7829D- 05 
20 A%-19< # 5 o.115724D- 04 -6.007802D--0,4 --Z--6-2-3-0-05 
21 A%20< N 2.556461D-04 3.45 58810- 04 2o176629gD- 05 
-22 A21< a 1.147962D-04 la7102870-04 1.32-104-D-05 
23 A%22< * 4,0l80SD-05 60398021D-05 5.872458D-06 
-24- AtX-2-3<-i# 7.-27000D-0-7 5.789431D-07 9.-50-3448D-07 
25 A%24< 0 1.54S261D- 07 2 * 6339-33D- 07 3.331516D-07 
E =2.58eV,j =2 j'=j j'=+2 j'=j +4 
I A% O< # 2o705081D 01 6,234125D 00 5.7 965D OC 
2 A% l< 0 1.290464D 01 6,2644680-el "6w'1,1"3"91-02 
3 A% 2< # 5.8784460 01 -2,009776D 00 2.359320D 00 
- 4 A% 3< / 3o120002D 00 1,B81630D-O1l -9.355557D-05 
5 A% 4< A 2*081410D 01 19536777D 00 1.117631D-1 
5 8 D--0a 615<- -19103555D-01 
7 A% 6< # -2,2436020 00 -- 3a285747D--02 -4,697582D-02 
8 AX 7< & -1.142407D 00 -4r-395698D-03 -14.96-3978D-02 
9 A% 8< # -4.9424-88D-01 -5271S42D-02 -6,781798D-03 
-o31040 00 -1-a-1 6 01 2 
.0 A% 9< # -2.165200{-01 -5.0523815D-02 5o-.019-36D-03 
11 AIO< A -8,747848D-02 -4.2E7218D-02 9.7358740-03 
12 -. ---A- I< -0f-2-o.64115D-02 -39139333D-02 4.592274D-03 
13 A%12< 9 8.304984D-03 -1 ,1E3555D--02 4.247828D-03 
14 A 13< Nf 1.7703 0OD- 02 2.305042D-03 -l-O-iO0262-40-04 
15 A%14< # 1.429969D-02 2.9536970-03 -1.84074OD-04 
16 A%15< # 7.7218990-03 2,364690)-03 -1- 1- 021-6D- 04 
17 fA%16< & 3 ,906985D- 03 2.001965D-03 -1.452356D-04 
18 A%17< v 1.994658D-03 1.471265D-03 --3-923651D-05 
19 A%18< # 1o028565D-03 9*797396D-04 1 .900944D-05 
20 At19< # 5.262927D-04 6.-0735650-04 "--2-,7"-+ SD--O5 
21 A%20< & 2.625530D0-04 3,497374D-04 2.205603D-05 
22 AX21< 0 1 177268D-04 1 o 728143D 04 lo 3391620-05 
23 A%22< Ni 4,.113368D-05 694627420-05 5.940837D-06 
24 AX-2-3< * 8, 845264D-07 5.854167D-07 9420- 350-0-7 




E 2.60 eV,j2 j' =j '=j+2 j'=j+4 
A!R --O* 2.5968460 01 .-8g-ag 0--2-0 S3-1-i-O-1 
--A-..h- -6-09798-.-O C.2,655240- 01 - -Si.-2A.i4O-,.02 
3 A% 2< N E.5S2044D 01 -1.9E64940 00 2.2027270 00 
A3<-a.c - -Ss5?72D--O0l -.--.ZS4.9oD- 01 -. 4--594aD--0 
5 A% 4< # 1.8464610 01 1.442298D 00 1-0241770-01 
-6 ------ - h---- .7 84-937- -0 0 - -1-.2693D 0 1 -- .. qS1SD 02 
S7 A% 6< # -2 32097D 00 -21,4057'560-02 -4.846928D-02 
.1 - A:X-7- -IL-1.E6166C00 --. 5 42356 -- CZ .2a3s--4,2 
9 A% 8< # -59158348C-01 -e.4:31629D- C2 -e986924D-03 
'Xl- -.-AJ-<_-L -. 27_8800-01 - E. 4O9.16 -0-02 _S.° b8-AO-a=03 
11 A%10< 4 -9.351776C-02 -4.408575fl-02 1.0056-610-02 
1,2 A ±1....- r2oS. 4592- 02 -,2J139 51D- 0 2 .4 - 7 aZqSMf Z3F=7 
13 A%12< # 6.842146D-03 -1.1989910-02 4.3;6904D-03 
-14 .3 . .7.48a3C6- 02 2.,2t9"- 03 - lO6fltCA 
'15 A%14< 4 1.441592D-02 2.9586590- 03 -1.854216-"C4 
l- ....... A ,-A N. 7oA9E5Z56D- 033 aa OED--- 0 -­n,-t-20.a,---- 4 
17 A%16< -# 4.0295880-03 2.018447D-03 -. 466225D-04 
18-----.A I. N S.o0E7063C-03 ,,-e-49_21 Q_- 0 3 -- 5-,-22.S-5-D-t C 5 
19 A%18< I 1.0592760- 03 9.9013650-4 1.903771D- 05 
2-0 -AX- .E..4 1283 1.0- 0-4 -3fl815f-c4 C4.O .. 2SDl 
21 A%20<.# 2696018D-04 2,535154D- C4 -, 2.i347410-05 
22 AX21.< . .207286D- 04 1"-7-f4 Sl D.t-.c.L4 .L3..,4D-".05 
23 A%22< e 4.2182620-C5 f.5282590-C5 6 0099770-06 
24 A .. 3< 1. a saaiD- 06 A 07 S932aSrteD-.01N 9-S 50 .O.­
25 A%24< # 1.737575D-C7 2.4789360-C7 3.2e18930-0-7

E 2.70eV,j=2 1'=j j'=j +22 +4 
I- AN O< 9 2.2017830 01 40;se-s8-"60'w ao 474-89 y--0 0 
-2- --. A--4--*-A 1.3612921) 01 S. A34.a8J05- 1 4-.4-g4 2 
'3 A% 2< * - 4.2928710 01 -1.7940280. 00 1.58719CC 00 
-A----..... _ ---2.9- 28&CD_- 00 i.&6-00349D-01 ---. -4at -5 -3 
5 A% 4< #I 5.8E62050 .00 160666210 00 C.730905D-02 
.6- -- A...--S-< -L S-.032755D. CC -_.-'f7flZ0f'-0I -- p 
7 A% 6< -2.4438620 00 -,o.5619211D"02 -5.050149D-02 
.a.- --.- A-7K< t -1.244-1810 00 - 2 j553A -4PfL-43 -t-4 $ 9 5505t=-02 
9 A% 8< # -E.4198520-01 -. 591688D-02 -7.233945D--C3 
1-0- L ... -2. 4 13) 720-al lD--2 .302 _..0.222r,-ff 
 03 
11 AIO< #I -1.0132310-01 -4.5555CgD-02 1.05585-02


12.. -A%41-.-<3.Zi372639C-02 -3 aL33ai&65fDl 2 .-. fL-MJBlA4 l-4 
13 AX12< N 4.974563D-03 -1,2242870-02 4.660059D-C3


A.%_1cL_ 1.. 7-991.'5D 0-2 03 
 -I& C21-LI.fl. t-5sa.s.o:aDa-5 
15 A%14< 0 I .5201580-02 2 * 894540D- 03 -1.673500D-04


1-6 ....... S<_ _ .2348 720- C3 - 2, AAZ52AI-M 0_3 .A-A8-6-:04






18 . ..AZ.* a -. 5 kOlD--f 03 --. 2A 1t74&.- C5 
19 A%18< # 1.220477-C3 I a 043007D-03 1.9136761-05 
20 AI.g. # 6-.2C3000D-04 6E.7 54-OSD-.C4 -ZZ-.aS4--C5r 
21 A%20< # 3.06978:!C- 04 3.7 281150-C4 2.3827410-CS 
22 AX21< # 1-3681250-c4 1 a.t85;,.'V--04 .4- 5_0t- -. 
23 A%22< 0 4.7S33760-S 6.867676D-C5 E.3670560-6 
24 -. AX22L # 2.1124020,-C6 6*9256840-07 8tSM91A.D-0L7 







Z.746C§9OD06a 2. 921691D 0 C 
4.-340754O-01 .­ .-.20.-D--Ot 
-1o6005650 00 I,'206004D 00 
1.*4 1gL1-4---01 -­ 2P1 640-0 
E-3204220-01 4,6752940-02 
-L.E F-8548l-.­ 02.0A-7_fl}­
-. 3171660-02 -. 901759D-02 
-1,7.82ASSD="O3 f.,.O530a. 
-E.3478150-02 -6.982970D-03 
-5. 5 . -.02 CL3 
"-4412975D-02 Ios0e311 -ca 
-azOg230_o. .O A r-Q3 
-1.123823D-C2 4,661344D-03 






.825Q.&4D-4* 2.0234, 92.0f.05 
-.928050D-04 2. 534632D-05 
I a 9 48-4 4 .3f)--.SAZZ4Z520]r C5 
7.227282D-C5 6.7435040-C6 
e .7511.89D­ .7 . ,.A6alOar8-07 
2.339683D-07 2e.9:590680-C7 
+ 4j +j2 

1.246304D 00 2.,;342f5520 00 
v-2 41.-a6039­37434-D0 
-1.4,48899D 00 g.678882D-Cl 


















































-1. .aG8QVoD-06 -aES8fqAALLD .C 7 








1 	 AtO< 0 
A%....-At 1-1 





















































. _A,2.< N 
A%24< 0 

E =2.9OeVj =0 
 
1 Ad '6C 
-2.---­ -n c 




5 A% 4< 4 
 

































AX --. -. 

A% 4< W 

j=J 





L-4 .9706870. 00 

AX 6< # -2.390147C oC 
AIL-Z-C_ ..- S6270 00 
At 8< 4 -E.1285480-01 
ML--._--­ .•2 42 .--. 1 
AXIO< 0 -So3415840-02 


































A% 6< * -2.3C6304D 00 

--AC--7-< 1.12656 50 DO 

A% 8< 0 -4.7-6627r0-01 
AK__ <_ f---2. 0 37789= 01 
AIO< A -E213369D-2 
A ti #---2' e6836n­ 02 
A%12< * 1,0689Z4C-02 




































A%24< # 8.6278630-C7 
 
E 3.00 eV,j j'j J'=j +2 j'=j + 4 
1 AiVO< *7 1.6232S60 01 20 9a366fl0o 00 1.9i~770l -00 
a .,tS& 1.4A3-65fl 01 2-. 3*2)0060-41 -a..azMaan-o2 
3 A% 2< 0 2.4054010 O -1.3351610 00 E*1242050-01 
A A% -3X, 1.347142000 1.213034D-01 -3.1.8S7-2D--03 
AX 4< v 2.492051D-01 e.g189240-C1 2.6f131U0-02 
6 At 54 NI-4.744643C 00 -14.158690-01 -1..1233420-02 
7 A% 4< h -2.2301190 00 -2.S4316SD-02 -4.532142D-02 
a --AX. 7-< A .- L.0628160 - 2 .- 0.23 256 0- 03 4,.0h,83-1r. O2 
9 AX S< v -4.3E1233D-C1 -4.8055710-C2 -6.3S26690--03 
LO .. . LC2_ - .826313-1D-.C1 - 4-.7-2.65360-02 £S.6-3661 AD)--03 
11 A%10< # -7.OE5587D-02 -4.0S0'590-C2 9.7161280-03 
t2-.-----. -<--.-A .7s.Zl4L= 02 -,0 Maf .91--02 .. Sf.7-S4r--03





.. -A. 2.fZ fl D- 02 1 l--. C.3 -. z.sSA422-AmtS 03 
'15 A%14< N 2. 0 C5307D- 02 2.5670C7D-03 -7.g599410D-C5 
_ AXiS-< .& .-. :3-EB83.l5l-,CZ 2a26-9a53503 -It 3... sac-­
17 A%16< 9 6.868853D-03 2.356242D-C3 -I 7.El1440- 04 
19 AI8< A 1.7e28050-03 *1.210765D-C3 1.891SaD-05 
20 . a~~XS.9§93356C- C4 I2...536aQf- 04A AP7D 
21 A%20< 0 4. A12 6810- C4 4.349507D-C4 2.B5017CD-05 
-22 .... nt _'_ 1* 9.29 0aD- 04 ;t197-87l- 0-4 1f-7 1239D---5


23 A%22< 0 7, 051341D-C5 8.0104350-CS 7.$s4e8q1b-C6


2-4-------AX23< &' 7.,4Z74tSfL-06 1.EuI-ZSBO-06 :hIZ&2fl


25 A%24< 0 l.322446D-C6 !.v30445D-C7 2." 44138D- G7


E =3.0 eV,j =2 j =3 j'=j +2 j'=j +4 
1 A% 0< # 1.821211D 01 2.o1506j 0 0 1.2843030 Oa


-2----AX ---14 -- I14A00067-0- -41 4a42e0
 -z.4-estssa 

3 AS 2< A 1.6614360 01 -1.0;7-1310 00 E.3ES7530-01 

5 A% 4< # -1.310472D 00 4.3E33330-01 1.2630160-02


-6 -- A---- r--4,5752S- 00 -n2Aat2s-b--Ll I-.9a. z2n---42


7 A% 6< -2.059903D 00 -2.262995D-02 -4.198938D-02


-a - .A..JL 7-< A -- B. E 55223-.., ._e.n4nt8-40Z a-1.742a7D-7.-e2 
9 A% 8< # -3.217576D-01 -4.263162D-02 -581.47610-03 
. _.-aL 3t9.2SfEL Ol - ,A.326-9-0, -- 02 _ ",M "T--a3 
11 AxIa< # ---.227384D-02 -3oe45595D-02 9.266335D-03 
taP.-.fiAt' 4 A ll iA4.3.7S364 0-03 --i 2.m-aRL25f6n-.C? -A5 D- 0 
i3 A%12< # 2.g7738D-02 -6.7032ag0-03 4.5058O3D-03 
S4 4-A13t<e-:U -2Ct? 7-.5D=.C02 3aE2595f--48-3144--80-04 
15 A%14< 0 3.014846D-02 2. 141915D'-03 3.g735450-06 
,5 ------- C668--DrfL2 -jj- G3l6Sfl 51-~66PlD--04 
'17 A%16< 0 1.046420D-02 2,710429D-03 -2.047736D-04 
IS --A%1V7- At -.5. 3f166L- C3 -.077163fr!-03 -­t-.3as28szfL-.C5 
.19 AX 16< #. 2 .722431 D-o3 1.456410D-03 1.7748330-05 
20 ... A-9I-<--A - --1t373412D- C3 sgtEI5n-f4 .Z-S2694.flC5 
21 A%20< Eo 746537D- 04 5.2 E1746 0- C4 2.525895D-C5 
22 ... AX21-<­ - *0343250- CA4. .6f2 Gt40.7--lS _D-0 -.2 
23 A%22< # 1ol 40156D-04 49,o492840-05 .4,76040-06 
24. . -A,23< A . 2.O049.-7.105 2 %7,2.69D,-06 A&AAO-Lf18Dl-7-7 




E.= 3.80 eV,j = 2 j' =j 	 j' =j +2 j' j + 4 
I - flOC ' 1.9273 060 01 2 ;sr68 n Coa 10-6ws8-910 0U-
pA-It -- *-.78 11360--01 -, 64640.-.O4 L,-4 Zs .. L02 
3 A% 2< a 1.458750c b1 -1.0C8i60D 00 4.471186D-01 
e- .- A,13t_ _. _g6i0-0 - . 1 l-.flS-OZ. 7-tD-04J -7_,L6ES21P_..-3


S A% 4< N -4.983871&' 00 4.1516670-0l 7.9104-13D-03


a ------ 5- &----.650284D--00 - 1.Jj0Qr-O0 - -0ll)--- C2 
7 A% 6< N --2Z.010914t 00 -2.00962'eD-.02 -4.1S8669D-C2 
8 _ -- AXL-7_<_ #_- -77 3-9 6 Ot-.0 1 . 1 . 3 iS D . C2 -_ _BB asr..e 
9 A% 8< N -2.3E33490-Cl -4.191617D-02 -6.7208450-03 
'j- _ % .. .. 02 -4f3?Z62g-- 02 ... 58..7.4 D-r 03 
1 1 A%10< , 1.84'247C-C3 -5.9549.420-02 q. 4 9 5 4 25D--03 
1.i . a-.6li-d - 2 .. 4Ba5 0D-00 2 t=.s6fiS-f-:.& ­




1,5 A%14< ' 	 4.316782D-C2 1.687054D-03 7.456806D-05


16. - -A._ .< _jI,5._ 9a8-A92D- 02 .A3aa-9Az 03 -­
17 	 A%16< 0 i.4E45330-02 3.08E3272D-03 -2.36-6069D-04


7.6607-29D- 03 2,,.4-926D_3 r 9h2Qa-X5
t.Xg. 

19 AX18< 4 	 -3.8E922gC-C3 1.7282000-03 .1.523337D-05


210 - .N.19-< -.--1-.9,705A-- C3 1..0Si[8 ,- 03 -A.&A85aa[-Q5 
21 AX20< 	 S.741682C-C4 C.3Z9g97D-C4 4aa260292D-C5 
22- -.. LAX2f<.i. 48097C-C4 3.436 0820-04 .ZtOB621D-OrtC5 
23 A%22< , t.7419C7c-04 1.2081,430-C4 .168238D-O5 
2-. .u .. A121< 0 lo R,9IE24-4 1C-.C5 89.19494BD-C6 S. at9.7620 -- C7. 
2S A%24< # *7773990-C6 2'.10113370-.C6 3 0, l.0592 92 D-.C7 
E=4.40 eV,j =2 j'J 	 j' =j +,2 i' =j +4 
1 AX O< W 2c131159D 01 2.926-49-9D50"0 9a533510D-01'


2 A% 1< N! 2,056814D 01 -5689491D-01 - -1--v4-94-reeD-03 
3 AX 2< # 1.496069D 01 -905504940-01 4.128111D-1


4 AX 3< 9 -1.7900440 00 1.0483870-01 ----a-lt,396D--02


5 A% 4< 0 -6.673659D 00 4.639P06D-01 5.2397SOD-03 
-6 --A% 5< # -4*9161240 00 -1 	 -11,-1-3-244--0-02 
7 A% 6< N -1&995696D 00 -2.007002D-02 -4e475795D-02 
2 1 4 9 8 2 6 D- 0 28 A% 7< # -6*387398D-01 *- -	 ---. 7fr4-06D--2 
9 A% 8< # -1.092732D-01 -4.539032D-02 -5.972519D-03 
110 A% 9< A 	 3,294500D-02 -4.85O97D-02 6.125q39D-03 
11 A%10< # 	 So 8580 I3D-02 -4a4654680-02 I.041977D-02 
12 *-"AZ-1I<# "t.222930D-0-2 -3&204112D-02 5939888D-03


13 A%12< # 	 7o858001D- 02 -6.4505031-03 5.4 8062D-0


14 A%13< 0 	 7a 7391440-02 -5,-jU912?73D-04 --4--5-76RD--04 
15 A%1,4< # 	 6a 774100D-02 7.9I1O63D-04 1.809989D- 04 
16 AIE< # 	 4.5210380-02 4.01-3434D-03 -2-t-14497-2D-04 
17 A%16< # 	 2.2949370-02 3.683356D-03 -2.839893D-04


18 - -A--t?< # 	 1 o1921170-02 2.956800D-03 -l--,0321-84D- 04 
19 A%18< # 	 6o086197D-03 2*187032D-03 89949228D-06


5 4 7 0 8 0 70 -1 520 AX19< # 	 3.1094060-03 1 w40l-27-3 t ­
21 AZ20< N 	 1.555253D-03 S.173735D-04 5.46849OD-05

22 4%21< 9 	 7.257971D-04 400858640-04 395782650-05­
2 3 A%22< # 	 2.9841080-04 1.623303D-04 1.577698D-05

2-4 -- 2At-3< 0 8o 3566sD-oS 1.820404D- 05 1.4144690-06

25 A%24< # 	 2.245360D-05 5.098636D-06 4.867541D-0 
52 
DRIGINAfI PAGE IS 
OF POOR -QTJALjrIJ 
E 5.0 OeV, J j'=3 +2 j' =j +4 
4 i O< # 2.3478670 01 3,4312"S"DOd 9o44 
2 A% 1< # 2o3219210 01 -eo92aai9D-0-1 -1.666294-1-D-02 
3 A% 2< # 1o721073D 01 -9o069493D-01 4a2230700-01 
4 A% 3< # -2.169671D 00 816681D-02 -1a662839D-02 
5 A% 4< A -- 0005746D 00 5a6 C2426D--OI 4.375092D-03 
6. A% 5< & -5.1987500 00 -lo774965D-01 --1.239586D-02 
7 A% 6< V -19952,+63D 00 -2a2571630--02 -4.908650D-02 
a AX 7< # -4*6906 89D-01 2.9059-2-D-02 -1*6844874D-02 
9 A% 8< F 4.700806D-02 -5a22!031D-02 -6.4361210-03, 
10 A% 9< # 1.457911D-01 -5.678052D--02 6.878033D-03 
11 A%10< N4 1 .322646D-l0 -5*243350D-02 1 a 168647D- 02 
12 . eAlO9020-1 -3e57C - 93 D - 02 60865978D-03 
13 A%12< # 19201058D-01 -8.3962800-03 6.393349D-03 
14 A%13< # 1.084407D-01 -2-0- 5962D-03 6-a-224619-04 
15 A%14< A 9,840891D-02 -6.36(;0170-04 3.0163680-04 
16 AlS< A 6.489177D- 02 4o627085D-03 -2.501532D-04 
17 AX16< 9 3o295478D-02 4o333226D-03 -3.3480520- 04 
18 .... -- ?< "f- -1*7214351--02 3.5654970-03 -- 1319029D--04 
19 A%18< A 8e842541D-03 29709695D-03 -4,943451D-07­
20- AX19< & 49.554869D-03 -1-75655ID-0-3 "6.-36-756D-05 
21 A%20< & 2.303373D-03 1.032091D-03 6e8007SD-05 
22 At21< A 1.0948510-03 5.2239420-04 4 o 580670D- 05 
23 A%22< N 4*664303D-04 2*142335D-04 2.079942D-05 
a4 -.- -A%--3< * 1­l-4 58-180--0 4 3. 30I852D- 05 2.32S3460-06 
25 AX24< iM 4.1266880-05 9.738315D-06 8.3143790-07 
E =6.00 eV,j = 2 j, =3 j' =j +2 j' =j +4 
I A% O< # 2,712741D 01 4,470476D 1 .00 10917r0-0 00' 
2 AX 1< N 2.7383310 01 -1.5230870 00 -6*1348610-02 
3 AX 2< 9 2o320863D 01 -7.204126D-01 4.812610D-01 
4 A% 3< # -1.852408D 00 5.030483D-03 -2.727035D-02 
5 A% 4< ' -9*715355D 00 8.233457D-01 4o969529D-0'_ 
-A -- <--#- -5-. 449Ofo 00 -2.2522"77D-01 -1.4454530--02 
7 AX 6< # -1.686329D 00 -3.184434D-02 -5.798204-D-02 
a A% 7< # -4.004-335D-02 4.17773D-02 -- o.-1-2e4-1-50-02 
9 A% 8< 0 4,141904D-al -6.921046D-02 -7.439242D-03 
10 A% 9< # 4&077606D-01 -7.588467D-02 8o-330250D-03


11 AX1O< & 3.045062D-01 -6,988380D-02 1.418048D-02


-.... ---- '--c" --2-,t70629D-0l -4.335538D-02 8.634062D-03 
13 A%12< # 2.158390D-01 -1,422662D-02 8.159807D-03 
14 -A-XI3< # 16 754406D- 01 -5510006D-03 9-424024D-04 
15 A%14< # 19635573D-01 -39839132D-03 5.480356D-04 
16 A%-I- N I O64682D-el 5#766557D-03 -3'.095518D- 04 
17 A%16< # 5*400055D- 02 5.536777D-03 -4*243878D-04 
18 .... -*%-"-< -#- -2.84-154-60-0-2 4.723221D-03 -- 1-8839120-04 
19 A%18< 0 1473406D-02 3,728281D-03 -2.36OQ16D-05 
20 AX19< # 7.681221D-03 2*45-7839D-03 -7.-e7-692W- 0 5 
21 A%20< i 3.943837D-03 1.463253D-03 9.287395D-05 
22 A21< # 1.918854D-03 7.5669780-04 6.&&1699D-05 
23 A%22< if 8*5131520-04 3.256652D-04 3 *136786D- 05 
24 AX-"-3< &" 2.952261D-04 6o964703D-05 4.9238380-06 




E 7.00 eV, j =2 j' = j' =j +2 j =j + 4 
" - AO< # 3.077997D o 5.a643-9'8&-D 00 1t_213Tht 00 
2 A% 1< # 3,142280D 01 -2o309346D 00 -t--280559D---01 
3 A% 2< ai 3.103084D 01 -2.8659'16D-01 5v732910D-01 
4 A% 3< # -1b64,8889D-01 -1a7458,07D--01 -4.-0049920-02 
s A% 4< N -1.073790D 01 l.183884D 00 7.715071D-0.3 
6 A% 5< ft -5405410D 00 -2,7966;18D-01 -16560490-Oa 
7 A% 6< / -lo073814D 00 -4.705740D-02 -6o803932D-02 
8 A% 7< # 6@3179420-01 5.4543280-02 -2.a3-70192D-02 
9 A% 6< # 9o5103170-01 -9*166960D-02 -8.6032450-03 
10 A% G< # 7o8383520-01 -Io0020,93D--01 9o891-526D-03 
11 A%1.0< f 5o 5299 C7D­ 01 -9.170170D-02 1 e6'92905D­ 02 
12 . AV-l< f­ 3 o9t054'10- 01 -5 *2173-45D- 02 .1e-055735D- 02 
13 A%12< N 3.4965890-01 -2.280285D- 02 1 * 018224D- 02 
14 A% 13< AF 2.6509450-01 -976-3441D­ 03 -- e1-iatOg 
15 A%14< # 2o470748D-01 - 8a219678D­ 03 8'o605328D-04 
16 AIS< # 1*5965820-01 7.093421D-03 -3--65690D--04 
17 A%16< # 8o069914D-02 6*900839D-03 -5e196449D-04 
1r8 - 17< a­4,268760D-0 2 6o0666530-03 84255914D-04 
19 A%18< N 2. 230923D- 02 4.9371780-03 -5.630841D-05 
20 AX1S< 1 . 174363D-02 3. 3023,699-03 re899O70 
21 A%20< N 6.102361-03 1.990496D-03 1 o 209653D- 04 
22 AZ-21< 0 3. 019518D-03 1050041-0o­ 8G"044175D--05 
23 A%22< 0 1 .376094D- 03 4.704158D-0 4.484250D-05 
24 Ax2-3< 0 5.0555390-04 I .222723­ 04 9,03911-4D-06 
25 A%24< 0 1*542147D-04 3.881126D-05 3 * 407333D- 06 
E =8.00eV, j =2 j' =j +2 =j+4 
1 At 0< * 3.445633D 01 6,.8995410 00 1,26f1900 OCC 
2 A% 1< i 3.563297D 01 -3.2838-30D 0 2-1-e8550--1 
3 AS 2< * 4.O12594D 01 4,834457D-01 6.9092450-01 
4 A% 3< #t 3a139475D 00 -4o71051D-01 -5-,-7-3921-3D--02 
E A% 4< #f-1092177D 01 1&641560D 00 1.2938370-02 
6 A% S< # -4.842638D 00 -3,402106D-01 -1.846746D-02 
7 A < & -:39835873D-02 -69756577D-02 -7.8768520-02 
a AZ 7< # 1*588466D 00 6,75-32"75f-02 . 5* -­4ft 
9 A% 8< # 1.684111D 00 -1.180631D-01 -9.89251-70-03 
10 AX ;< # 19291256D 00 -1.278949D-01 1.1467970-02 
11 A%10< # 8.888743D-01 -. 163009D-01 I s978145D-02 
12 - --A%-1--I< # 6.254108D-01 -6.1305010-02 I.-2541700-02 
13 A%12< 0 5&252702D-02 3.344946D-02 1.2405870-02 
14 A%13< "# 3.810435D-01 - 1 a450426-D- 02 tw-7-3083-30-03 
1E A%14< # 3.495265D-01 -1o364093D-02 - .2454800-03 
I16 Ale< # 2,2523080-el 8.663238D-03 -4-.222979D-04 
17 A%16< # 1.132491D-01 .8*435389D-03 -6.2,00801D- 04 









4 r' 2 9 4 5 6 -3D-0 3 
-9.9070810-05 
'.r-w58758D-04 
21 A% 201< # 8.801265D-03 2 a617508D­ 03 1 . 5216'89D­ 0"4 
22 AXZ-1< * 4.411027D-03 1.4054070-03 1.1644600-04 
23 A%22< 4 2o048910D-03 6.5047970-04 6.1370170-05 
24 A%-2-3< #! 7a80771SD-04 1.920846D-04 1.482451-05 







E = 9.00 OV j == 	 j, =j + 2 j2=3+4 
1 	 AO< 9 3,818787D 01 8a1914ab 00' 1,4-i5 '-03D00 
A% 1< 0 4,0277830 01 -4946-30540 00 -3&3"1363D-012 
1.635460D 00 8.3110260-01
3 A% 2< 9 590136180 01 
4 A% 3< # 8.25e6890 00 -Be916795D-01 -7682087D-02 
2.1878720 00 24113286D-025 A% 4< # -1.011490D 01 
6- .-..- A%--5< 0 -3.7436-18D 00 -4.061169D-01 -1*986340D-02 
7 AX !6< § 1,474624D 00 -9.24974D-02 -8.988203D-02 
A% 7< i 2o856696D 00 8. 109&560-02 -2 -800-38PD-028 
 
9 A% 8< # 2.631210D 00 -1464626D-01 -1.130005D-02


10 A% 9< 0 1*9416390 00 -1@568126D-01 1299267D-02


It AIC< # 1.319'98D 00 -1.418850D-01 2e263417D-02 
1-2 -.... A%-I< i 9o206920D-01 -6.974280D-02 1.450933D-02. 
13 A%12< U 7.458320D-01 -4531208D-02 1 *479065D-02 
-1 ,923477D-02 -t-1 9-7-,'-75D)-O 3
14 AI0< a 5a2637440-01 
 
--. 1.705307D-03
15 A%14< # 4.7255280-01 1 982632D- 02 
 0D- 0 4 
16 AlS< U 3.0400560-01 1.054390D-02 -4-o-71 
7 7
 
17 A%16< 9 1.518493D-O1 1.0152700-02 -724S757D-04 
'-X-M-< 9 *:333864D- 03 -4.24964.D-04-18- - A 8-.0155Qp--02 
19 Ale< # 4 * 272327D- 02 7943767D-03 -1.521972D- 04 
20 AXI9< ff 2.281027D-02 5.438301D-03 -I-w4T-3-'89'0-4 
1.863859D-04­
21 A%20< # 19205899D-02 3.347328D-03­
22 A!-2 l< U 6 104517D-03 i.,825103D-03 1.4775890-04 
23 A%22< 4 2.876325D-03 89674647D-04 8.10693oD-05 
24 A%-2-3< # 1 a 124072D--3 2 a800099D-04 2*240341D- 05 
25 A%24< 9 3,53e1630-04 9.158342D-05 8.564242D-06 
j =j+4E =10.00 eV,J=2 31=] j'=j+2 
I - A-- 0< # 4,199621D 01 9.479508D 610 1.57977 00" 
2 A% 1< # 4.554307D 01 -5-.846-59D 00 -4-.a7-44-860-01 
3 A% 2< 0 6*077148D 01 3s170393D 00 9.914660D-01 
4 A% 3< 9 1.528875D 01 -1.4340540 00 -9-875242p-02 
5 A% 4< 4 -8.192048D 00 2.509963D 00 3o268472D-02 
-6 	 -.A%- A< -f---2w07-131-20--00 -4#7624440-01 --2a 06386D-02 
7 A% 6< # 3.510143D 00 -1.206089D-01 -I*011693D-01 
l A% 7< N 4.455764D 00 9.55522210-02 -e-.-9- 993D-02e 
9 A% 8< M 3a804789D 00 -1&747359D-01 -l*2 82773D-.02 
10 A. 9< N 2*743612D 00 -I.a845840D-01 1v-4-39Y37-12D--02 
11 A%1O< # Io852090D 00 -16646970-01 2.539276D-02 
12 A- 1< 1l,286176D 00 -7o641147D-02 Io-639065D-02 
13 A%12< # 1.013461D O0 -5o7403160-02 lo730155D-02 
14 A%13< M 7. 037465D-0 1 -2333t-19t1002 -7 0­
15 A%14< N 6.159275D-01 r-2e6391610- 02 2 240958D- 03 
16 A%15< # 3.968853D-01 1.281-4-96D-02 -- a-35897D-04 
17 A1< # 1.967158D-01 1.2066620-02 -8.338756D-04 
la AXI< N 1o048445D-0 I 1%127085D-02 "5r-266371D-04 
19 AX18< 9 5a 565818D-02 9.750447D-03 -2.160647D-04 
20 A%1-9< 9 2 9872610-02 6r7374/29-0-03 -1-.-7-0-24e-04 
21 A%20< # 1.589211D-02 4.182812D-03 2*235527D-04 
22 A%21< 0 8.109974D-03 2a311-260D- 03. .e-302930-04 
2.3 A%22< ,f 3.8637710-03 1.122700D-03 1 040377D- 04 
24- A%2-3< A 1 5380960-03 39861430-04 -187-791D-05 




E = 0.20 eV, j = 3 j= =j + 2 J' =J +4 
' 
 1 .Ak 0< IN 1.124784D 00 lo31865-3D-C2 2.eOQBY 847D-05


.2 AAtr 0 74&699SD 0 -3o 33&6L-EIflI0S 2 7-2sfl--C


3 AX 2< * -2e002408D-01 -7.4184:53D-05 2.'t40889D0;05


4.... A.X 3<- . 6,.2115390-02 -1.31-166003 1.A-4-l.4-43D-Oa 

5 AX 4< N -3.409557D-02 -1.978911D-03 -1097e673D-06 

--6- . A-X -5-< . -2.637-5450-02 -2.,.7Z6..51D-.03 =t4a451"4--5 
7 A% 6< N 4.596686D-03 -,.108438D-03 -2.437152D-C5 
IS-- -AX -7SX- 9.4310270.-3 =Z.a6±.4D----4 =---2 ..99-4--4& 
9 AX 8< f 9.09.7727D-03 -7.301166D-04' -1.69821-8D-5 
FL-- .... A,--., 7. 880DI0D-.03 .7 ,4_427'" D 0 4 -, e ll 0--6 
I11 AX1O< N 6iS36857D-03 -8,1378"44D-04 9.224726D-6 

it CieC-L6S693O0-)C3 -8,298s-76a--c4 fIa517S3D=Ia5 
13 A%12< 0 6.583070D-03 2.P71654D-04 2o315704D-05 
14--3 fl A . 688*1-450--0:3 -4.kasaar OZ L.2l-5A6fl=GS 
15 A%14< , -1.000465D-03 3.777014D-04. '6.*753679D-C6

16 .... AXLt.3 * 094536Cr 04 3.04292-5D=t4-- S 4A2.61&--T.l­
17 A%16< & -3,9297220-05 2.3049470-04 -9.6335790-06

18 A...6T---. i.. 3233- Q5 A .J25 DtCA-t 310-D-06

19 AtlB< A l.149226D-04 q.3149540-C5 1*.28621D-06


20-.-- - ..AkI C N._ .637.69D--04 6 .21- 15D-t. -1. -5D=,0-7 
21 A%20< N 8.345647D-05 4*135987D-05 24008964D-07 
.f-02 -2-1<- 5aO0f6a50=±t5 292& 3Zrl A5A 7 1)=,02 
23 A422< A 3.597438D-05 I I. 985330-05 9-8'477.- D-C7 
2.4:-. --. A,23<.A-,-- L.7880A.i75 .53._5.92.DL'6 Q-i7-7A15Dm07. 
25 A224< i 7.147968D-06 2.143805D-06 3P,254520DA:'7 
E 0.80eV, j =3 j'--j j'=j +2 j =j +4


1 - At--< A 5.e75f060 00 9. 02970D-2 f1-4ra4?i(3


----- -- -- JS V-. a.A04-763 -- 01 .253Z48fl -2 =:&-,s1 l=C5


3 A% 2< W -294521110 00 2.0787760-02 "6.4345280-04


-- 4 -Ai4-3 ------ 7-. 255 2-59--0 1. --- 0444--03 .. Z-O4j--3Dl 
5 A% 4< V -2.253525D-01 -7.405484D-C3 2.108235D-04


_-h-.... A..--5C-- - 1.,l51S7-22D--- 0-. - L.2D4.ZC ,n=-2, .-- 5 :7S-=Z


7 A% 6< 9 1,094936D-02 -1*217238D-C3 3.5394980-04


a . .-- -- Z----5.2339Lg----2 --7,830A60-"-OA -8-.-.1JS4336-OJ5 
9 At 8< R 4.521305D-02 -5.-747621D-C4 2.437837D-C5


10-]-9 & 4a--9D 02 =99q ssaCaD=C4 4a2D3-: 0~5


'11 "AtlO<A # 2.6861980-02 
 -1.683649D-03 -1* 994433D-05
 
-12---.363A25a--02 -2 o.Z6 013=A3 a& a-1-Cs5 
'13 AX12< 1 2.012405D-C2 19795837D-03 '8.0715970-05


,14-- --- l.- . -S80.461Dfl3 1..A9262.D-D3 A04,22D=--S 
15 At14< N -5.075837D-03 l.249605D-C3 2.E64551D-5


6 .. AX 5.<.... -. 8313 9D--02 1.05,B46 0 r.3 OZ


17 A%16< & -7.E08680D-04 8,308283D-C4, -4 558075D-05


.8 ..-.- = .Z-<.- -2. 48-.1004 5,O&086-90D---04 -Q-64nfl RD *.C,6 
19 A%18< N I.547630D-C5 ,39Z614650-04 "83522380-C6


20-.-. Ati.9_<S.._359.30 DtC5 2-a 1.23-7.2D-,0-4 -5, 020731 -.C6 
21 A220< 0 1.0038450-04 1.315234D-04 3.2760900-C6


22. .AX1_ E 7 ,A43-6.1fDl-C5 T7.ftG67.9P23Z7_O-5 P41 
23 A%22< 7 5.132434D-C5 3.4576110-05 a.4666150-06


2A.. A22&L . 2..~18 fl-E S IB 7 SA -06 -JA95AjaSDfl.06







E 1.20 eV,j= 3 
f" -AsrO< 0U 
2­ -AA 1L-,-- a 









--4------..SC- 3<n--0-----.- 588 1­
5 AX 4< # -1.757242D-01 
6.. A .-. - r 1. 5273 29D-­
7 
-.--
AN 6< U 6.5312160-C2 
----- AF---_ 1-27.S-q­ " 





13 A%12< U 
15 A!44< m 
i[ . - 2246?61 --­& .AX1.S t-. . {03 

17 A16< * -7.3327C7D-C4 
1.8- -- A=7-- -.2-* 707-2.72D=-4 
19 AX18< # -9249653D-C6 
20 .. AX .M.._ 7 -7-.94 l--.05 
21 At2O< 0 e,325805D-C5 
- AX21-<_ fi....6A.56"S3DCZ 
23 A%22< 0 4.1313110-C5 









A%24< # 8.1465140-b6 

1.60 eV,j =3 j' =j 
Al 0 256bO94DA d< N0 01 
AZj<&at2 -L2-j.Ojo 







A- 3C r 





AX 6< # 

Alt 7t & 
AX 8< N 

















































































































































































































--5 .n J4sA-_ +tatf---ls 
-:7.305310-C5 























































































E 	 2.00 eV,j =3 j'= j' =j +2 j' =j + 4 
I iF< i ,778890 CI 1.issfl$O 04 a*- 91 o. ncc 
2~. AX4 ,C63"S7,- 00 - a--zason- & '--5jn=A 
3 "A% 2< U -8*034737D 00 5.e4825D-01 371'3332D-01 
4 . A-%- -3<.- .E&.27b.-9-O0 -- 7-a30D--C2 sg ,- D-----& 
5 A% 4< N 8,787009D 00 1979201D-01 3.1'§8683D-02 
6.-. A- .. -- -5,sZ.Oa35a- 35<- 1 7.5130.6D--C0 -"3-.95621D0-03 
7 A% 6< N 1,209671D 00 2,7860260-02 2o.23633D-02 
8 .... AZ 7< / . -451.1360-01 1 -E4A44-7--C2 --,--03,5144O"-,C2 
9 AN 8< # 5.455722D-01 3.459219D-02 3.707216D-03 
10, .Y, -A 9<. t. 2. 133-3880-01 -2-.g832&SBD.±2 --Z A2 5nD -3 
11 AiO< a 1.812590D-01 290841-140-02 -4 726 66D-03 
13 A%12< # .6.559438D-02 1.658508D-C2 -1603999D03 
I4 .---- AX13<- --1.890327D-.Ol2 -2802-=fh3 ....A..A a=" -­
15 - A%14< V -3.769888D-04 1-.762612D-03 2.-3442420-04 
16------.:... _ .-2 4.76E0---C3 ,-4a2.-03 ,--S&02 Da05 
17 A%16< 1.532362D-03 1*990562D-03 --. 355910--04 
ka-.--LJU.7-<-..--.7 .S954.30 0 0-4 -sA=b6SfD±-Z.t t.-L6fSZD -C3 
19 AZ18< N 4.647981D-04 9.09601OD-04 .1.806 45O-,05 
20........... SZ. 2.8 3D-.O A 5..250s2o'0, .- zo-&9-5 D .--5 
21 A%20< N 1.519491D-04 3.2736E2D-04 1*639449D-05 
22....... A2-t<.-..- 71.6a400I C5 ULe4_83Dha-- AaAJfl.53fl±.5 
23 A%2.2< 0 3.126573D-C5 6.3246910-05 4.9SB41-1D-0.6 
.4... _A xa3_<t.C 1.6032 1)r.C 1I.J O D--C. W_409A40±C_6D_ 
25 A%24< E 1.911524D-06 1'.0A51D-06 - A&&6520 A7 
E 2.1OeV,j=3 j' =.j j'=j+ 	 ' j+4 
2.243399D01 1i rCC-raw 
.2-------fl.--9-<1..Q L540.0 QIZs=0 In4.02 6 es 40s 0 
3 A% 21,< a -3.95913D c0 6.794333D-01 .. 1-3244D- 01 
-R< -8,- =--.-6Za5---02 - "X-03 
I A% Cf< i 	 l;67wswE50b 	 CC 
0-- ? I44 I* "80-17
5 A% 4< 9 1.5423420 Cl 4*C51879D-01 5.459026D-02 
.- 6 ---. cAr_,...60 se6...05.g lOO 5eoA4-04---3--.
 - . 
7 A% 6< 1685751D 
 00 3.661651D-02 Z3;'422864D-t02* 

A -- A%~ 7< *n*zsaaosnta 	 t.&t913L7270-.a 4..-OS4.2 
9 A% 8< N 7.C70731D-01 4.e96268D-02 5.009217D-03 
t0-.... tCU4- 00232D--.l 4a.1-l-a ---0Z - - -,t0.3 
i11 AI10< / 2.277365D-01 2.882818D-02 -- ,519076D-03 
1 - Alat .36&As aD1C ta252&Ob0D±A2 -2..t636j 6l-ta-O3 
-13 At2< U 7.788806D-02 2.051929D-02 -2.329955D-03 
14-----13<-§ . 2,456628flfZ 25&330O50-03 -A.29-c97fl,.00 
1-S AX14< # 1.473416D-03 1.653026D-03 2.837740D-C4 
16-,---- AZ._-_ -6D-'_ 2&Z23335D-,03 -- 1-.LO.&6T-, 
17 A716< # 2.060178D-03 2.0908290-03 -1 439054D-4 
18.. - -A-f.Z- M .-. A60--5D-03.As -4 D- 0 -­ 3-518-72Dc-5

19 A%18< U 5.E77661D-04 So.E70284D-C4 1.*E37520D-C5

20 . --.- am a3. 2-4 593D--Q-4 _5 -- 4-a53D- CA .2..24-22Afl .5 
41 A120< # 1.7604490-04 3.475634D-C4, 1.783373D-05 
2.. ..AX2IL?.C1-a . 8* 57 O - 5 " 4 AA0S5 5 
23 A%22< 4f 3.295135-C5 6o635027D-05 5.246166D-06 
P-4. . AZ 3LC-N .7-a CA1&AE =-0 .-IR4220a-06 AIaaDt 
25 A224< # 1, 72966D-C6 6.5330700-C7 5"ttI95048D-07 
58 
E=2.20eV, j =3 j'=j 
-I A'*i b< 0 28808a0D Ci 
-2- . -.. --- 4 -ZLO2D. 0O 
3 AX 2< * lo0194990 01 
5" Ai 4< N 2.768799D 01 
-- 6- - A X - --	55z 7.C6 D ­
7 AX 6< f 2*202262D 00 
.B- A X #--I* 58 an 2-0 0- C-0Cc< 

3 *A% 8< ff 8.230079D-01 
10.-. A-< . S.e4D--O I5 %2 




13 A12< # 9.246942D-02 

1-. 
 - AttiCa<t 2J 15--046002 
1 A%14< #t 4a2993400-Oa 
16" -AXI5< - . IS88AaODC3 
17 AZ16<' 2.e47135D-03 
18. -- AX C_2_LZ.2 5239 D0.03 
19 AX18< # 7.265615D-04 
20. A_<# _a.-.E9g24_26,04 
21 A%20< 2.043019D-04 

22 - . X2-Ln-ASa6=aon .Q-5 
23 _A%2c<"# 3.553452D-05 

2A. .Sfl.:.C-t1.4ILS.z9%QZ 
25 AX24< * g&309"63D-6? 
E =2.30oeV, j = 3 j'j 	 
* I A-O< # 3,906475D 0.1 

-2 & AL4&-< S .E.355D+ 0-0 

3 AX 2< ", 4.a1809D 01 

--4,-------A--3 -&L-.-2-237O 00 

5 A% 4< N 4.710562D 01 

-	 .. AJL-- -- 3.At-b2on-0 
7 A% 6< # 2.1575E3D 00 
- --.--A 4 7--L .1o,5bZ39L-O 
9 A% 8< N 8.E87437D-01 

...-- A 9_<aJa_. 5 t=-OflY. a.-,0. 1 
11 At1O< f 2.-98263D-01 

lZP ... :.A3--t--r t.L6 87_.090 -±os 
13 A%1'2< # 9.926253D-C2 
14 ... <13< - .-. -A -3 0I6.93D.02 

15 A%14< # 9.1495410-03 

16 . . f-15-<-... 6. 4B8a6.5D.-3 
17 ANla< # 3294082D--c3 

.IS ...- . I-.1 _.. t.l6 7.6 -O -n..0s 
19 A%1.6< # 8.817055D-C4 

20 . AXI-<-jL_ 4-.-623D0s20.-0C4 
21 A%20< # 2.2689S2D-04 
22..--.A.-2I< .. 0891,2,cA 
23 A%22< 0 3.9075750-05 
2A. -A% #u, Sa5flJ-2lDrO-AX2<­























































13 2 - -0 - - 2
- -& -Z 
3.4671"64D-02 





















j t =j +4 
















































































E 2.32eV,j=3 j'=j 
I A% 0< 0 4.1282870 01 
2 1 6.2079720 00-~A%~ 
 
3 A% 2< MI e.2423530 01 
SA% 3< 9 -8.2615740 00 
A' 4< C59760 01 
6 A% 5< V !.091397D 00 
7 A% 6< N 1.9559260 00 
A- 7< # 1.454125D 00 
9 AX S< # .o3087670-01 
10 A% q< # 4.777160D-01 
11 AIO< - 2.7638 8 D--OQ0 
12 A%11< N 1,619696D-01 
13 A%12< N g.730658D-02 
14 A%13< # -.e63951D-02 
15 " A14< 11 1.0415300-02 
16 A%15< * 6.755857[-03 
17 A%16< 22.4307670-03
18 A%17<' # 1.7A46250-03 
19 A%'18< N (.1473040-04 
20 A%19< # 4.779623D-04 
21 A%20<- 2.4394790-04 
22 A%21< * 1.117068D-04 
23 A%22< VI 2.9903700-C5 
24 A%23< N/-4.872687D-08 
2s A%24< vI S. 42450050-07 
E 2.34eV,j=3 j'=j 
I A'O< 0 4.3320'13D 0 
2 At. 1< N. 7.074487D 00 
3 A% 2< 9 6.20377tC01 
A% 3< 0 -7.9627700 00 
S A% 4< # E.4EI4210 Cl 
tQ A% 5< * 2.545578D 00 
7 
 A% 6< # 1.662045D 00 
 
[-8 A% 7< b 1.2780470 00 
 
9 A% 8< # 7.4465060-01 
 
.10 A% < # 4.347252D-01 
 
11 AIO< # 2.5536200-01 
 
12 AX1'< #I 1.5191250-01 
 
13 A%12< # 9.3625310-02 
 
14 A%13< #I 2.884147D-02 
15 A%14< V 1.173948D-02 
16 A%15< a 7.033607D-03 
17 A%16< 0 2.5699150-C3 
16 A%17< # 1.814512C-03 
19 A%18< A. 9 4E42980-04 
20 A19< R 4.939674D-C4 
21 AX20< # 2.511822-C4 
22 A%21< # 1.145899D-04 
23 AX22< A 4.077228d--05 
24 A%23< #.-2.605095D-08 






































































































































































































































































E 2.36eVj=3 j= j j'=j +2 j' =j+4 
1 AN O< # 4.502583D 01 e,74652-0 00 9.0O ;ZVD-o0 
2 AI 1.C85e29D 00 -5.3E20600-01 4.8169290-02 
3 'Ai 2< 71511670 01 -9,109948C-01 3.732153D c0 
4 AN <. -- °.22 4 27D 00 -.01s241- .4 
 ._jD1-o0_3 
S6A1 4< -,7-l6Ol2D 01
6 2.34gs85C On 2.185557D.--01

6 A% 5< f 1.826630D 00 -.- 64592D-02 50692S6003

7 AY 6< & 1o27s34gD O 3.0695570-02 2.423632D-02 
8 A% 7< # 1.0454330 00 1.738259D-02 S.68O890-03


9 At 8< r .298332D-01 ".29075D-C2 2-.4:641850-03


10 A% 9< 7 C.7683920-01 2.7762'89D-02 -2.676459-03


11 A%1O< 2.2 658 040-0 1 1.837756D-02 -4.644205S-03


12 A 1I< 9 1.379335-01 E.1138600-03 -1.97C 74D-.03


13 -A%12< # e.e13043G-02 1.6745600-02 -1.698201D-03


14. AX13< 3.8 E6288D- 02 3.0980180-03 3.-5E3363D-04


15 A< 1 3C1765.g4r[-G2 2a283050-C3 1,.78946D- 04,


16 A%15< v 7.3160880-c3 2.806948D-03 -1.176578D-C4


17 A%16< i 3. 711518D-c-3 2.366431C-03 -1,6r:16510-t4


is A%17< N 1.85699-03 1.,7C796D-03 -49-543678D- S


19 A%18< # 9.8280T7D-04 I.1 4636C-03 :1.8795441-,05


20 AliY< # 5.10325860-C4 E,9c768830D- CA ~2*.4609I0-C5


21 At2o< # 2.5 597o--34: 4.037534D-C4 2.1E04180-CS


22 AgZ< Q 1. 175624D-C4 2'0030080-04 Ip1t4-7 tD-05


23 Ae2< A 4.1t6215.-C5 7.537382C- C -6.0e407D-06


24 A%23<A' o75044D-Ca -,.;2S 8 4 D-
06
1R 7.4475540- C7 8 

25 AX24<" 4,502551h0--C- 4 - 94=C7 
n 46:
 
E =2.38eV,j=3 j, = j,=j+ j'==j+ +4 
1 ANL O< # 4.62S716D 01 9. 315470 -0C0 g.6cqs536u- 0 
2 A Il< o279132D 00 -3.4el874D-:-l 5.66277,20-02


3 'A% 2e .o23960D 0l L.-2556900 o0 3.g66 68 00


4At 3< # -4.91"72O 00 1.717716D-Cl E.3259960-03


5 A% 4< # -.8720720 Cl 2.5118650 CC 2.2764950-01


6 A% 5< # 9.54097C-01 - .261272C-C2 2.90fl1761-C3


7 A% 6< # .066265-01 2o2S6269D-02 1.50900C1-'02


8 A% 7< N 7.629142-Cl 1.471049r-02 5.8795220-03


9 AY 8< 0 4.8968210-0-1 2.160298C-02 2.131710D-03


10 A% 9< 0 2.056643D--Ol 1.729346D-2 -1.621727D-03


11 AO< # 1.9C80770-01 1.0'03591C-02 --2.822334D-C3


12.. A.11< # 1.2C38910-01 -e8.6r53201-C5 -1..1 e32620-03


13 A%12< A E.093915-02 f.3122060-2 -9639114D-04


14 ..... %13< - 779150-o2 .148171C-C3 2.9281400-:C4


is A%14< h! 1.427041D-c2 -.4979370-3 1.2045220-C4


16 A%15< #' .7.603325D-03 2.8288020-03 -,1.1e89000-04


17 AX 16< W-P 8 C5593C-03 2.377166-03 -1. 6790430--0,4


18 A%17< # 1.958197C-03 1.72-48n5C-03 -4. 6.08016C- 05


19 AX1< # 1.017860D-C3 I 1 372680- 03, 1. 880158D-C5 
20 AXI9< # E.270 04D- C4 7.066932D-C; 2.6772720-CS 
21 A%20< # 2.6e19770- C4 4.e08343C-C4' .'2123100-05 
22 A21< # 1.2'062620-04 2.0244500--04 I,3440720"C5


A 22 C23381-576"12922D- 05 eVS41 13D- 06 
24 A%23< N 6.7E4079D-Ce 7-1606470-07 _IJZ1513WD-06 
25 A%24< # 4.1 137340-07 4.4S7SS4D-C7 4'&3671,603D­ 7 
GN PAGEB61 
OFo QUALM 
E =2.40 eV, j = 3 j' =j 
I Ai'O< A 4,691052D Cl 
2- - A -I -- "4.053407D C1 









































A .3<-M -3.4822400 CO 

AX 4< # 5e901571D Cl 
 
A-S<.MI --. 056412D-02 
% 
A% 6< 0 

.A 7--. 




























E 2.42 eV, j = 3 
1 A% O< 4 
2 . - At 1< 0 
3 AX 2< 
2.787182D-Cl 
































4 At 3<-#f -2.0180900 c0 

5 AZ A< 
6 A% 5< S 
7 AT 6< * 
8 A% 7< 0 
9 ~~AT<V 
10 A% 9< 
11 AtlO< o 
12 A%11< 
13 S 
14 A%13< 0 
i-" -Y4< 0­
16 A%15< 
17 A%16< # 
18 A%17< & 
IQ-" A.18< 
20 A%19< 
2.. A20< A 
22 A21< e 
23 -­ < 












































































































































4 .31 6194D-'C 7
 















































































E=2.44 eV, j= 3 jr=j 
1 AY 0< a 4.6403720 01 
2 AX l< & 1.303.870 01 
3 At 2< M V.67319D C1 
At%_3< . -E.145710 -C 
5 A < 5.5d2624.C1 
6 A% 5< 0 -2.t06160 00 
7 At 6< -E.232850-C1 
8 At 7< 4'-2.2__2S0S2D-01 
9 '-.60300 
10 A% 9< E­-.3261C6D-C2 
if- __ A%0 E.215206-02 
12 A%11< 0 %652071-02 
13 A?12< A 5.3461420-C2 
14 A%13< ,' 2.3262890- C2 
i5-- A14C * 1.7074370-02 
16 A%15< E .4S24-500-C3 
Y7 A6< 94 3C22i6C-C3 
18 A%17< 0 2.1 e33950-03 
" 
 1A - I... if< 1_.Y-Tf1271-'2.- C 
20 A%19< # 5,793380C-C4 





23A2< A 4.740-sf65100 
24 A%23< # Z.329114D-C7 
25 A%24< # 3.247466D- 0-7 
E =2.46 eV,j = j ' = 
1 At O< ' 4.E375610 01 
2 A% 1< #. 1.4158630 01 
3- AX 2< N S,.8228e5c o 
4 .- A% 3< N CE.539597T-O 
Ai 4< R 5.270093C C1 

6 AX 5< # -2..070249c 00 

7- A% 6< # -1.345921C 00 

8 A% 7< V -5.347583D-1 

9 AX 8< ' -1.5821660-01 

10 A% 9< 4 -2.7C0992C-02 

11 A%10< 4' 2.060316C2 

12 A%11< N 520960-2 

13 A%12< d.46 271550- 02 

14 A%13< # . 146828D-C2 
15 A14< N 1.8162470-C2 
16 A%15< 8.7987660-03E
17 A 016<# 4.A561820-C3 
I - A%17< # .2e.1I57D-C3 
1i9 AX1S< 1.1649220­







23 AX22< N 4o.66765-05 

24 AX23< .45E23190- . 7 




















































'=j + 2 
9.90"3130 CO 
4.001720D-C1 


















































-. 63 4734D.02 


























































































" AV d< # 
2 A% I< M 
3A% 2< 
 
4 AX 3,< 
 
5 AX 4< 
 
6 A% 5< 
7 AX 6< 
a A% 7< 











1.' 3820 .00 
4.893460D 01 
0 -0.959930 00 
t -1.8063910, 0 
& -E.1129940-01 




















A%'g< &,-G.-e32560-C2 -3.916211D-,C2 
 
11 A%1O< # 
12 A%11< #t 




15 A%14< W 
16- AXIS< # 
,17 A16< # 
18 AX17< # 
19 Al18< * 
20 A%19< # 
21 P%20< P 
22 A%21< 9 
23 AX22C # 
24 A%23< # 
25 AX24.< 0 
































I Ai d< N4*2400000 01 
2 aa --.. .­S9-a9q 01 
3 -A% 9< 0 9.6146510 01 
-4 ... tS_- 2,6215"55D 0C-O 
5 A% 4< 4 4.482439D CI 
6-... ..- 677-51-9.D -4.O 
7 At 6< 4 -29199464D 00 
8 A---- -- O465-2L. nO 
9 A% 8< # -4a 1443920-01 
'jfl A5! Se L5SZt~C 
11 AXIO< # -4,,8035770-C2 
12.-A%1.- <-JI 
13 AX12< 4 
14 -l- I3L..* 
15 A%14< 
16 .. AX15-<­
17 A%16< # 
18 ....... AX.7.< 
19 A%18< # 
20. -.AXI-9-< . 
21 AX20< W 
2 - K2.fl .
 
23 A%22< U 
 




















































= j +'=j 
g9o41t7S',980 C-C 
44 
-2 691126D CO 
aa -6 
2.494348D 00 
--.I-*84-9 46 D- ADA 
-2.5649130-02 


























































































































































E 2.52 eV, j = 3 j j =j +2 =j 4 
IAN V< Al 4.071134D 01 soi?514o 0d e,34l 0-0 
[2 A% j< #i 1*6674420 01 7oI442180-01 epllo0 
3 AIX 2< # 6.3 0779D 01 -2.7e678C000 3,601687D O0 
4 AN 3< _ 3.3C28570 00 a!SS553.10-01 /.54074..-C3 
5 A.X 4< ft 4.O .2199D 01 2.313550D 00 18 053660-01 
6A AY S< 4 -. 2eg863c 00 -1.2E7 e9C-Cl -1.2002940-02 
7 AT 6< V -52250-66'60 -. ,0681CD-02 -4.813061.0-02 
a A% 7< #_ -1.2390_5D 00 -2e3577360-03 -a.023209D-02 
9 At 8< v---. 107613 0-01 -. 5183;C70-02 -60,SS504:5O- 03 
! -0 A 9< 0-2.0979160-01 -E.3992C7D-02 5717716D-3 
11 A%10< i - 06420059-G2 -. 668863-2 .42851D-03 
12 AX1< 9 -1.2048230-02 -o.cI3OE3D-02 4.6482000-C3 
13 A 1Q< V ..2E5118-C2 -1.12I10'33D-C2 4.3212600-03 
14 A%13< # 2.6g6524C-C2 3*.1340290-C3 -e646364D-05 
15 A% 14<- 1.92610TC-02 2.7C99390-03 -1.9157530--C4 
16. A%15< # S.746640D-03 2.9E2071C-03 -1.273537D-04

17 At6i<6i 4.9230.10-C3' 2.523721D-03 -1.7999620-04
 
1S A%17< 1 2.5C24200-C3 1.844363D-03 -E-.0'754-400-CS 
19 A%18< N 1.2E2478C- C3 1.227754D-C3 1.871282D-C5 
20 A%19< 0 t.541518-04 7,.62517D-04 2.896623D-C5 
-21 A%20< # 2 .246350D- C4- 4.411182-C04 2.4407470-C5 
22 A%21< 4A 1.446716 - 04 2.1799330- I64640630-6 
23- At2 lE0010C5 Ea1I6n8652D0-C 5 e6e88770-06 
24- A%23< 0 Sc.2 67112D-0 7 E62034710-C7 1',123336D- 06 
25 A%24< Vl 2.818631C-7 !.27943D6.--C7 3.9964860 7 
E=2.54eV,j=3 j'=j '--j+2 j' =j+4 
I At% < * 2.9025630 01 E 0 S IS5749 6b e;9132409b00 
2 At 1< 0 1.72299Lc 01 a4652209C01 SlW78-500-02 
3 AX 2< # E.S766020 01 -2.*783a96 00 Z*3'e7055D ,00 
4 AX 3< A 3.8C2238D 00 2.-.316620-01 9..3135OD-C4 
. Ai 4< 651520 Cl 2.244-157D CO 1.6f5-5 7TD-C 
6 A% 5< # -5.779616D 00 -1.3275780-01 .3,10777D- C2 
r47 A% 6< # -2.779550D 0 -Z,4eOgT7O-02 -5.2E44530-C2 
8 A% 7< N -1,,3q1226D 00 -2,4115220-03 -2.2159C80-02 
- A X 8< # - 5.868064D- 01 -Ce.0722970-02 -7.653967D0-3

10 AN 9< 0 -2o-93963D-01 -. 917e2eo-o2 E.2E0715D-C3

11 AIO< #- -- "5C13C8C-02 -,0,E259,'D-o2 1.091468D-02

12 A%11< A -2.2f09360-02 -3767033D-02 5.114460D-3 
13 A5 12< Al 1,7dSO4t-02 -1.30305D-02 4.7522C8D-3 
14 A% 1.3<" I 2.549300-02 .C9430CgD-03 -1.,42450-04 
is A%14< # 1qe o0o-02 ".7724910-03 -2.080911-04 
16 A%15< # 1 .0072a20-02 2-.0C39920-03 -i1 '2e59500-04 
17 AX16< Al 5o096951C-03 2.544820D-C3 -t ._8,17655D-C4 
is A%,17< * 2.5e55140-03 1.8617150D-03 -r-E,.143759D-C5 
1g A4 1 < # 1.323058C-C3 1.2409eO860-c3 1.86a787D-C5 
20 Ag< * e.7 27729r- C4 7.716933C-04 2.928116D-O5 
21..... A20< q -F 32a-743!CC-4 - 4.45-9441D--C4 2.474125D-05 
22 A%21< 9 1.4e4854D-C4 2.2C29130-04' 1,504702D-C5 
23 A22<Al ~P~2189?-C5 e.7459t8D-C6 
24 A%23< 4, 1.1193080-06 6:.223482D-C7 1.1-109340-06 
25 A%24< # Z.,-455726ZC-C '- -7C7D-C7 2*~94565OO-7 
65 
E =2.6 oeV, j = 3 = j j + 2 	 +4 
T- OAXO-<0 52.74023a0 01 ea14623 9D -0" 7.6-4-22--50 00 
2 
 A% < A 1.7170140 01 7.960237C-01 .7.9349640-C2 
3 t< EAE.5'25170 CO -2o7elllgD.00 3 112167D "00 
AN 3< ._ 4.144141t) o6 2.49194.,o-1 31.0e63710-C4 
.5 AV 4< R 2.2E2727C 01 2.1I13001D 00 1.5FI240D-.01 
6 A% 5< # -Cl.E0855C.00 
-1.32589D-Cl 
-1.394959C-02 




8 .	 A% 7< N- i.5C7342C 00 -4.08764ID-03 -. 362176)-CZ
9 ,AX 8< P -6.45o8gb-Ol 
-6.43130-02 
-S.II0450--03 
10 A% 9< -2.797125C-01 
-Eo.3086480-02 E.71470e-03 
1fT 	 A%10< -6T110458D-C- 1,166179C-02-5.395461D-02 
12 ___ A%11< # ---.077743C-02 -2.958943C-C2 =.4E00640- 3 
1,3 A12< 1.36389D-02 -1 . j 0430t0- 02 .O1206cD-03 
14- AI< 2.518830r-02 -40535110-C3 
-1.1682830-C4 
15 A%14< 4 1.97581D-02 ! 81274C- 0-3 -2.14491D-04 
16 A%15< N 1.04018I -C2 .0264CO-C3 -1.2C%6859g-4 
17 Ay 16< A' 5.2e3032c-¢ 2o566'l60-03 -1.8240220- C4 
18 A%17< N 2.669746C- 03 1.8791SID-C3 -E.2132151--CS 
19 AS18< N 1.364312-03 1.25--42740- 03 1.865242-5 
20 A%19< #r .g27663C-C, 7.8C1923D- 04 2.9596460-05 
.21 .20< 
 At 3.4 	 04650- C4 4.5C8069C-04 2.5076980-C5


22 AX2I< #- 1.523965b-(4 2o2261010-04 1i,5,551-0D-C5


23 At22< At 
 5.3 146340-5 i.336224'-C5 e.8239260-06


24 A%23< V 1.v3299330-06 E,2E4177D-'C7 1,0S87290-06


25 A%24< ' 2 .927489D- C7 3.042847--C7 3.8S6582-,"7 
E =2.58 	 eV, j 3 jj j =j +4


A 0< V Z.5S750D Cl 7.7-S 5-f 
 0-o 't.t7Wgo.60 
_2 A -< _ 1.801621..01 . 8.O.81356_-C1 ,.7158S0-02 
3 AN 2< A' 6171878D 01 -2.7563260 00 2.09E16g90

'A% 3< 
 v 4.3582880 00 2.4391780-01 
-I.241:8We4D-04 
5 A% 4< W 2.902761C Cl 1.984984D CO 1.404239E-C1 
6 AX 5< W'-6.4491980 00 -1.4'235030- Cl -1.45-68550-02 
7 	 AN 
 6< # -. 257160 00 -. 958030D-02 -5.9C2711C-02 
8 A% 7< P -1.5933C7D 00 -4.473074C-03 
-2,4-69356D-02 
9 AX 8< 9 -6.8715970-O1 -;7j B714C-02 
-'.5204930-03

16 A% 9< # -2o020137-C1 
-E.5S2846c-02 7".03-9487D-03 
11 X1O< 0 	 -1.2-2-9322-1 
-E.6237300-02 .2219160-02 

12 AXII< N - -.6854210--02 
--49038911C-02 5.7595C6D-0313 AXl2< N 1. C7507[-02 -1 .520553)-G2 S. 33249-3 -3 
14 A%13< .4 2.467002r-02. . .0I05000-03 --1,220589D-04 

15 A%14< f/ 1.9S2142C-02 
-2,8236040-C3 -2.2393P4D-C4 














19 A 18< 
 C62970-C3Z4 ,2 7661C-C3 1.8E1987D-C5


20 A%19< # 7*141314--C4 7.887456 D-04 
 2.9.9212lD-05

A.2O< # 2.5427-04 4.5570291D- 04 2,541447D-05

22 	 A%21< #' 1.564042C-C4 2.249473- C4 1.546470D- O'S 
23 %22< A- .4E3722C-C 5 a'421503D-C5 6.9902801 D- 06 
24 A%23< 1.558751D-6 E.386011C-C7 I.,C E672C-0- 06


i5 AZ24< N "o0O12-7 ".9-4-a1c-7 3.a462960-,C7 
66 
E -2.60e, j 3 j' j j' =+2 j'=j+ 4 
Ar'o< 0 3o449'9640 Cl 7.30O5tl14D.C0 6 .?ioe6o oc 
-. ..-At-4Z .#. .I-887-400 01 8s-C3845--,L1 z.so-a-a 
3 A% 2< 0 7*7613350 01 -2.716127D 00 247,674290 0 
5 AN 4< N 29574592D 01 lOE63114D CO 1.286838D-01


-6.......-A --- -.--- - =O4.8-t farC2
6, 66 1534 D- -0- --I.A1536 0 1 ­
7 AN 6< -3,,233547D 00 -4.103908D-02 -6.0903270-. 2 
A-Xt 7C< -4f65 4212-7 i0l0 -& aat1i5Da-L0Z 9C-5p71fl..ijL 
9 AN 8< N -7e1722330-01 -7000416D-02 -8.779141D-03 
1. A9 Q V 3.-177-;2-8D-:01 -gfls fl.0-2 7P7As~n-r


11 AtIO< M -1,5140820-Cl -5*183401D-02 '1.262148D-02


L2--.AI1- =. 120 6S 0 -0 2 - a is d8250rS-2 tZS 60=-MA~


13 A%12< , *gog5110-C3 -1.5804610-0 .*4195770-03


£4 - AtLt< -A -. 2. 4364 1-f0-L0.2 2.S6.76-23l--3 -.I,2.P2C-s.O=CA 
15 AM14< # 2,008460D-02 3.6399270-03 -2.-2555310-04 
'16--------ALS.J 1-.07760D-02 .3.,07034Q-O3 -i.T.O216Z40-C-­
17 A216< 0 S.6034e50-03 2.6087E5D-03 -1,. 869 5s93V- 04 
M7- .... 2*.8.4.2656D--3 Lta14a.s0-3 'A- fla !52­
f9 A18< 1.44891304D 3 1.2811.27D-C3 1.e583286-C5 
2.0.. A...L9. .<S 7.348728D-04 .t7i72D0-r.4 -3 22-BZ.1fCL.5


21 A%20< 0 3.622359D-C4 4.eO6362D-04 2.5753'91D-05


PP ....A PZI< 1,fi l&.6D-C-4 22730 ,4Dfl.4 - 14" Sfl-t5


23 " A%22< ,a- 5,974240-CS 8.o07.27D-05 6d:82.a1Of-06
24q t
- .... 2_60_fla-Cg.._-(.6
 &.5aq46.3D_-tl. _ t..fl7Q Of-4 
25 At24< N 3.25,7'9D-C7 2.e58420D-C7 3'w-797801O- 07


E 2.70oV,j-=3 j'=j j'=j+2- j'=j+4


1 AN O< 1 2.947154D Cl 5C755-90cc 4--9-8DO


3 At 2< 5 5.-9733370 01 -2.427251D CO 1.-§ WO4l '0 

-4--- -AV.Z.3<A. -4-168 -6a -0-O a.om2---OD--i ­

5 AN 4< 1.5C57575D Cl i.73910 CO 8o457830D-02


-6-5 --- 2---A.--7 
 t.± 0-30--i- -A - 2
0360.-.0 

7 Ai 6< # -3.404952D O0 -4.237531D-C2 -6.S 56 0 3 D-C2


* 8-A 4s~~fiulfltO =3 .44&Z-0G- 3 - * 4t 42 l-0-Z2ZCA..
9 At 8< 9 -7.536391D--Cl --7.-207728D-C2 -94P091944D-03 
Ia ~ 9 &~c -'-fj--a &62D ICrt~zn2 9 R 1-I$ n 
 0 3-
11 AIO< -1.423759D-1 -5aS77988o-02 1s324666Ow-C2

13 A%12< N 6,230792D-03 -1 E151 §10-02 S,,74635D-03


1- ---. 2.f.714k,6 ­ C3 _-- 74Rn-05
A1<,---2COJ.758Dto02 

15 A%14< N 2. 11835,4D-02 3.7549100-CZ -2.023995D-04'


L6------ A l.S-. 2853D-02 3,18033C--"03 -t flA f-----4 

17 A%16< N 6.499108D-03 2.7157340-03 -1- .9593700- 04


IS- _:.:,G =.._# .2o2J7 .~ O 2,,.(1030 7Q0-- 3 --5Z.


19 A%18< N 1.6731S2D-C3 1.349609D-C3 L,340660-C5 
20--.. AIqCN -,-4-4.24-62D-O4 8A 125-430.--0.4 3aI.8D-05 
21 A%20< # 4o 1366610-04 4,58338-C4 2.7478d5--06' 
........ 825C220-4 a.-w3._93-9 C .A -OAS9,,39.7 
23 A%22< 4 6.3860180-C5 a.9s549770-CE 7.3955650-'06 
24 xarnR~~c .. aae64iaa. -r& 1v. o't~ 1:i nA 
25 A%24< #- 5.0927660-C7 2.634881.D-07 3*56848906*i7 
67 
E 2.OeV,,j= 3 iI=j 
 
I" At%0 < 0i 2t80344D01C 
 
3 AX a< ii 4o7376040 01 
.4 -A%-3a<-. 3,437oasso-. " 
5AX 4< # 6s60I 00 
6 - - A-SC--Af-6.sagzooD .CO 
7 A% 6< *-Z,3z30293D 00 
.&..~.....AJL.C~t-z.ee22 
 






13 A%12< 9 g.5648080-03 
 







17 A~diaC N 7.458926D-63 
tS...At.~sa~agaaoa 
19 A218< 4 1.915-447D'0.3 
£-0... AY-jgL<e# . ..e3ZtL3z lC 4. 
21 A%20< N4.701337o-04 
22~~~~~ a 0 0XIA B-o 
23 A222<N 7*2945110-05 
14-------4fl<.~t &. 24Aba.,r6 
25 A%241< N&,42aE21ID-ov 
E=2.90 eVj =3 V= 
Kz &'




5A% 4< o2,912647D CC 
7 AA 6< 4 -2.*2136170 cc 
- ~ Ao7<# ~ - -5.7-L3LD-Ca 
9 A% <I -6.5840980-04i 
11 Atlac N -1.1549140-Cl 
Av1 I.C32924a,, oa 
13 - A%12< N 1.4151500-02 
'14 A~t3.CaL3. 13022ooD-ca 
15 A%14< N4 2.5225250-C2 
16 -- -AXt-L -t."67-S0O-ZD-t02 
17 AtI-6< #8.4837060-Ca 
49A I8 
20;.. .A ic ... 
 

















J =j±+2 j = j+ 4 
4,66V94410 00 
 3.6?6fl D c0c




























32____C____- -t C___ 











































































































E 3.00 eV, j = 3 j =j j'= j +2 j'=j +4 
1 A 0< 0 2o480411D 01 3,.681288b 00 2W6ras3O 00 
2 ... -- -2co-84-1.- 3-7..o.-06AS9D-ofl0 
3 AX 2< # -3*350957D 01 -2,782852D 00 1.02O682D 00 
--4- ...- At--- t.-asoataa 04-- 1.57A4&350,-Q41 ,A-n-Gs o.t 
5 A% 4< A 3.103378D-01 7.6562530-Cl 3.332771D-C2 
,6-. -A-.5-- .-6.-331.300 Co -1.495-430-01 n--44-O6-420aL02

7 AX 6< # -3.107576D o00 -3.393S4-D-C2 -5.694832D-C2

8----... -- A 7-< ----- L482-3D --0 3..sa85-T3--Q3 .-.2,-50Z-130aO2? 
9 A% 8< . -6.060618D-01 -6o19491760-02 --80354670-03 
-0 ... _ _ .t-2=4.324_-_CI -.6h. 1Q0-SD=0-20  Z--C 
11 AIO< N-9.9689440-02 -5.370376D-2 1..18929D-02 
-A-L-L- x2-&,44Z5.-D "02 -37S6 6 75flA-C3502 6L.2 
13 A%12< 0 1.933480D-02 -I.*,2080.74D- C2 5.651131D-03 
1-4 -Afla3.3_ 3 .5 o 2aD 594 D 0 2.2,3929.D--03 -7.9-9A938- 052 




16 - ' - .-AXLfC I .8936690=02 -3Z.1Z85D-0r3 -1-EZ4235 .C4 
17 A%16< 9*575576D-03 3,C44183D-03 -2.235689D-04 
. Ah. T_.- 4.- .7-1---.-3 28D-2-4-1= 3 A.,.562 30-C5 2 --.
 
19 AX18< N 2.455756D-03 1.S66942D-03 'I.699382D-CS 
20--- A 1-<-.§- 1230880D.C3 s-.I.a4J6a.-04 -.e -AD-f05 
21 A%20< & 5.987501D-C4 5.6697550-04 3.292529D-05 
R2 -. -A%2-<- 0- -?2 E1t5bfl-Z04 2-2.fl3A5D-0A .-2*AaAt5D---:5 
23 A222< 9.4888940-05 1.0459790--4 8.777334D-06 
2k . A2t L&A85-637fl05 1.&81.&471rfl6 &.AXql2ZL=:03 
25 A%24< £ 1.9857590-C6 4.1775530-C7 3Z-.337-170-07 
E =.40 eV,j= 3 'I=i j? =j +2 j'lj ±4 
1 AZX 0< 2.499404b'01 3.178216D 00 "fl-,s-Wj35-0"0 
A2--- __ .- 239-7 OiL -01 ".aQ4-c302 2.. 2a.,=,Ms 
3 AX 2< f 2*316201D 01 -1.456594D 00 6.72851D-.01 
7ZD4 -J -_7.1l8
_m,_,S 3?< 0 ---1 1-40 .,- J-e , -2 6 '-L 9 
. 
5 A% 4< ! -4.661255D 00 5.674703D-Cl 1.588867D-02


_6-. .. 6t 3958_Zl_ 00 -- 6S68D=O-1 =-32An:-aa


7 A2 6< N -2.870550D 00 -2.662537D-2 -5.27"6308D-C2


-a-_ AT 7<--4 6Da_00 ..-208&280-.-2 2 
 2
'*_2349_4 -­
9 AX 8< 9 -4.463850D-Cl -5496177D-C2 -73089690D-03

.... X. lr ,-,58573 ,-:C1 --553-1 =-OZ 66 79f 71 n-l 
11 AAIO< A -4.5639450-02 -5,051162D-02 1.162393D-02 
I?- .A-LLCS 6,.2294.58fD.3 t-37--5i --C 2 Ao 1-40700-03 
13 A212< * 4.C847340-02 -809502600-03 5.6535920-3 
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E=5.00eV,j=3 j'=j +2 j'=j +4.
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S.~A7..&.85&tf~0f 1q? fl fl-f nflC I :;,L Dmdi1P~ 
9 A% 8< ,3.047200D 00 -ST8e70D-01I -1.498127D-02 
1" 	 A10< N lo6028900 00 -1.*876248D-,O 2.91495D-02 
19AvZIIt ;q 112pspfln aC -OQSCAQ7747T-=0-2 	 01SQS-l 
13 	 A%12< t 9,430755D-01 -5,448937D-02 1.865085D-02 
14x 2 &&3IS 	 0n 1 - -~ I 1 730flnflQ2. 9 - A V l Olflmnf 
15 	 A%14< 6 a303784D-01 -2.184737D-02 "1.g33145D-03 
17 	 AZI6< 2. 034476D'-01 1,3322220-02 -9.3654210-04 
1S9fI 6fl'- a4lA% 17< VC~ I 077?c-n A2SSS5)!Q 
 -;>52Ie 

19 A%18< # 5.654466D-02 1.005260D-02 -1 ,967048D- 04


2nAz 5c.9Q0f3A9n-A2 	 -aZA1aaD=l' - 1.IAC6-AOR5DflA 
21 	 P%20< 4 1.5636870-02 4*171689D-03 2o019805D-04


S _ AAAD-0a3 1 
23 	 A%22< i 3.6290386-03 1*039971D-0:3 8.514519D-05 
P4 A eii 1tI A 70 P1r
92 . -	 A':;IC 7. 	 __.3 ___ .______
1 0 &5 
_ a "-qoSSS tfr-0A . A6ADA 
25 A%24< Vi 4*3068640-04 9877O59D-05 7,811346D-O6 
90 
E9.OO eVj =4 +=2 i j+4 
1.hflJLt.Zis~a763laoL-fi 1 .287&-l 2U 01 2.filb oo 
2 A% I< 7.3048880 01 - 7 
3 a-2---- 2.5084710 00 1.2523820 00' 
4 AX 3< V, 1og79680 0 1 - l.vA051B4fl&-00 =-ILSm0aADDj 
5 A% 4<- 1--.I.als2J.L- 3.47qO,06D 00 2.20E043D0a2 










e A% 7< # 








10 A% g< 




nA2 2 aI3. Q2I-WD_ 0 -2.287380D- 01 3 *399503D- 02


12 AXI1< U 1*6572210 00 -i.2_ZBA
_rA 
 n.tIQ01,_ 
tt-- 4 _l4 __1LL Q -7.361178D-02 2.223597D-02 
14 A%13< M9.4812G;50-01 --7 A i?423 3~2s1-0 
.U.... .i c165.= -39174095D-02 2e63-8805D-03 
16 A%15< 
 5 ,465071D-01 - .I661825D-0 2 -642541D-A4





28 A%17< U 1o449374D-01 1.473044D-02 
- 526038-- QA
4
19 fX.l__jji 5 j4_2 2 1.2598170-02 -2 877935D- 041 

20 AXIS< 0 4.066453D-02 
_3-a6 4 4 0 2 4 2z0 
 . 2 -s ..iqs
 

21 AZ20< 2 .144129D-02 5 a335493D- 03 2o472775()-04.

22 AZSZ< 0 1.oa2529D-02 2.91C392D-02 2016610D- 04


23 AX22< AE 5.0966470"-03 Ia386767D-03 1.1315oeD-04


'24 A%22< , 1*995o72D-03 4*4452130-04 3.!16061Dlb-a


25 A%24< 0 6.275887D0-04 I *457285-
 04 1.2066636-05 
E 10.00 eV, j = 4 j'=j j=j +4 
AX--O< 9 7o404352D 01 1 ,041 -- e 2fIo"67F-W ­
2 A3-U2z~~~ 
-9,.246s4go af -7moaea2ln-o 
3 AX 2< # 1.0867240 02 4.931733D 00 1.4936670 00
-4 .. AK . Ct 2t_2 1 AV.-.sA &4f80_[ l--_SA 




 0 980-S 2o0818-0 D-0.













L A% 9< U 4o950214D " .26007D-01 2.)1648080P-02
11 AX1O< 9 39329233D 00 -2.682488D--01 3.813462D-02 
12- AX I,;ZU . f0l___ Mn._- 2446,D 01 2.0463230D-02 
13 A%12< g 1,821840D 00 -9.31101D-02 2.6011250-02 
14i A% 13< 9 1s9.6 7516D .0 -2Z770 -2 43-995 72M 
,15 A%14< # I10093D 00 -42247710-02 3o459880D0-3 
T16 AiE< ,' 7.L35114D-01 2,o 260760--02 -69446460-94 
17 AZ16< * 3*534959D-01 1 *-9058&20- 02 -. 2c--9438D- 03 
"9 - 6y"T7 <__# .9__Q_7- -I 0778941D-02 -8.0677030-0419 A18< U 9o961667D-02 1o5468160- 02 -s961358D-04 
20 A%19< V! 5.3306780-02 
_1j_oQ7142D-.02 
-. Z. D 0lS4 
21 A%20< 9 2o827247D-02 6a667a18D03 2o964120D-O4 
22 AXKLA.i tZhL7 0_2 _.6861360-03 2503575D-04 
23 A122< & 6.848092D-03 1.794578D-O3 19458936D-04 
24 AX23< 9 2.72.805D-03 96
_ 
3 5D-04 4.534491o0-S 




E 0.20 eV,j = 5 = = 2 j' j + 4 

1" A 9( 1 0 ?GIl.gO1O 1.91693o7-_LC2i
7700 2.77243"nD-C5 
.2 AX l< - 15ADO :7 A~C~~f-1 
3 AX 2< # -Z.14to45D-,1 -l.9C968D-4 3s713486D-05 
4 A- 3<..&- 9.*75'-25D02 -l T -. -3 ..-lg4OO--C. 
5 A% 4< # -5*351141D-12 -2.8763410-03 -2,629422D-b 
-6 AA 5-< .L- n4sA.T3 fLL-fr)- -4.,3-5-O S5-D- 03 - 28--D­

7 A% b< # 7.26258;D-C3 -a.611056D-C3 -3.4166310-CS


8 AX 7< I'Ii4& 5O24fl=CZ -.4OS.---3C-23750.' 
 
g A% 8< N 1.432376D-C2 -l.e0364D-03 -2.3eE263D- C5


1ti AX 9-< .A ±.240d2XD 702 --ILCi3~Q-- A82D-r. 
11 A%1O< N I.C92625D-02 -1.183850D-03 1.299051D-CS 
-- .-A fl tP_-OM 5D,Cl-3 2 - ,.2aZ4-3l--3 .2..-3 4i --.. 5 
13 A%12< 9 1.033b6lD-02 3.(01927D-04 3.2357390-05 
.14 AXlacg.4.5537170 fl3 4t39'e-D-C-4 _____ 
15 A%14< d -l.585390D-03 5.488929D-04 9,337,340-06 
16 AUISK Ar 4w.968SO2.35f=L4 4-.4Z4t t25qt6r CP4 -. A2SDC 
17 A%16< P-6.93626'D-05 3.355738P-04 -1333913D-C5 
IS- 21 7L2-<-L - -.&AlLA 2..5,25S-0= C-A =3_-_ 92f-.-C 
19 A18< ,, 1.771 4,14D-04 1.Z52165D-C4 2,",09828D-06 
2.-0. . A %I!9<_ -A.... 1L6 492 540D- C.A 9- 01 1 62 4 n- S 3 070,4n-,r7 
21 A%20< # 1*296633D-C4 5.998238"-C5 2.511722D-C7 
PP2. AY.ZI < kg 9. 01 Z2--D- C05 a2.7 Z-4- SA&-O- G-S -9.113 D- C7, 
23 A%22< N 5.5904470-C5 2.t29659D-C5 1.380327D-C6 
...... AA -k3 -- ­1.255A f-&6.A...2,.tZL 152D -5 7 -"737--12-D b -. 

25 A%24< # 1*112442D-C5 3.099126D-C6 5.229453D-C7


E 0.80oeV, j=5 3' =j =j +2 j' =j + 4 
1 AN O< # 9.229153D 00 1.E37-6-2 -3Ck.a12 7D--t!1 
 
? .. .A- I< AL ,.1-6 1k 5 1D--0 4159I50r-6 I -fl=Cc 
3 A% 2< # -3.E54074D 00 3*019B120-C2 7*e072940-04 
4 A% 3< N -1.. 13-9940-. --.- 3443UD.-3 =5.-4-7-40--5 
5 A% 4< 9 -3.538923D-01 -1.I77335D-C2 2,gS1341D-64 
.& - 5<5---j D- C-5 12t - -7-7- -5 100"5n-C6-- -4
7 A% 6< # 1.7216940-C2 -1.g33649D-03 4.g43174D-C4 
a ...A-- 7-< A. S.2303 5lC-2 --4:1'5'5!9*C3 J1 79-r 
9 A% 8< 9 7.1071750-q2 -8.34225lD-4 3.380673D-C5

to- . - .AX, 9-A-_- ... 5=2E 1 -P-,-"r.2 - ,*p- ...- 0-C3 - 1S9, ,flr-n--..flS

11 AX1O< N 4*226409D-02 -2.448776D-03 -2.777")97O-05


13 A%12< 4 3.156117D-02 2,6066990-C3 1.1263140-C4


La At-I3< A, -i.C35SC§QCZ C.A687,90-0l I-C5ROf 
is A%14< * -8.120739D-03 1.816629C-03 3.9648370-05 
16 ... AX1.LC .. =2.9Lc454Z--C3 1. . 3 --. 1ofp­
17 A%16< 4 -1.208199D-03 l1209968D-03 -6.308F.79D-CS 
I~~-a. - kAZt7A. * tSAlO -1 - '31 1 'Ofl-rs 
19 A%18< d l.g3865D-05 4.o72476D-C4 1.121993D-CS 
20- A-t -k<- #., i.zasz7ao-4 r 0D-Cf-", 6, FQl -14fl-t'$ 
21 A%20< N 1530112D-C4 1.o32723D-04 4.2642C6O-C6 
22 At2,1< A 1. 21_Zt7D-C-A 1.n7-a-aD.CA &.aS-Lafza " 
23 A%22< A" 7@907398D-05 5,006B93D-05 3.43k6130-0e 
24 A-X12 A9- 3-7b2725flCfi I "?-AtAD -f- ________ 
25 A%24< # 1.653675D-05 4.978593D-06 1.0427500-C6 
92DNGINAI PAGE IS 
%FpooR QUALMT 
E 1.2o eV, j 5 j'=j 
I- AW O< 11 1.4258480 01 
.- A4- 1,cX--9. -1.1SS O0£ 
3 At 2< # -7.728260D CO 

-A AX a<--i,- -a.652-5o0- 0, 
5 AX 4< # -2.7595570-01 
.6 AX-5-
 Lr-3..V92l4 
7 At 6< # 
8 AX 7X # 




!I AI0< N 
A 
13 AXI2< A 
1.023967D-01 
 
2 , C0 7t8 2 Q&'L-t I 
1.5126650-01 
 






15 A%14< A?-9,400443D-03 
iA -­ a.ZX5. AZJAS3O-P ,3317A04-i-n 
17 A%16< A -1194370D-03 
IS A117C 
19 A%18< N 




23 A222< W 
2A4 - A%21< 0 
25 A%24< # 
E =1.60eV j =5 
















3 A% 2< W -1.2460120 G1 
5 A% 4< # 1.46S775D 00 
7 A% 6< A 4.736961D-01 
-8. ./ 7'r 5 2i75Pz-2h~D-g-1 
9 A% 8< N 3.339422D-Cl 
P-flE7flDr-tl 
11 A%10< A 1.325872D-C1 






















































15 A%14< # -7.222817D-C3 2.737041D-03 
16i.... A-' - 7--C4 
17 AI6< 0 -8.1686640-CS 2.326404D-C3 
jR AV 7< 3-1426a3gn-fl I-&6-fl=3p3fl4'l­
19 A%18< A 1.6425150-C4 1.o084550-03 
20-- AAXIQ< Cn- :RaP-C4r. -1C 
21 A%20< N 1.3757860-C4 3.661723-04 
23 A%22< N 4.829421D-CS 7.5745720-C5 
24 A%?3< N4I- -lggee4n-0l.5 7qplrp-n6 







































































































E 2.o00 eV,j= j'=j 2j'j+4 
f AX O< k 2,39109D CI 1.61172fD CC' 1.251018D 40 
.2 AXl WC £4 134a74,L CIO --IL.-2t4244-9D-
-t0 -Ve ;ob36-r 
3 AX 2< # -1,267912D Cl1 .3396800-Cl 5.189898D-01 
4 AX 3< A -L.CS-452l Ci -2.E5Pas7-t2 i262z77-Z3 
5 
 AX 4-< A' 1.37(EPD Cl 2.t635310-C1 4.4281080-C2


b AX ZC< 2.71702D U -5.g723560-C3 7,796699D-03 
7 A % 6< 1.97b9lD CO 39393671D-C2 2.Sae951D-C2 
a AX 7< li 1.4837d9D Un 2-2-0 - Sf-C2 . A 77q7-r 
9 A4 8< h 8.5528240-C1 5.nl14,3210-C2 5.1856t40-03 
11 AtlO< # 2,845575D-CI 3.0S)e39D-C2 -6.6041710-C3


12 - A %UII . 1 RA IF)- . L. 14445~.O=42 -P,== = -.C3-3 




14 - A-XLZC A .2.9tfl34asD~o2n 
 507l 
15 A%14< Y -6.713428C-04 2.558291D-C3 3.262773D-C4 
1.6 AXIS<A 4L 54444DD0. - ­3 .2?Zi9V' C-3 -1-471 fl-C&


17 A%16< v 2.?3-2780-C3 
 2.899814D-C3 -1.871339D-04
1.8. .....--- - 7------ ta791-A.)-Dn3 .A52S f-3 -7Ai -r 
19 AX18< a 6.S297e2D-c4 1.316920D-C3 2.431596D-C5


2-fl A I. R - 1 P RIM- CN~9K 3.9994aUD-CA 
21 At2'-< # 2.273s551D-c4 4.7224050-C4 2.144380D-C5 
22 A.21K N 1a1494-9c5D-C4 2.L3.lfC, 1..Vflll7f-s 
23 A%22< # 4.6584920-0 9,1112240-C!5 668828e0-C6 
24 -AX2( M. .Z.a 15-1 9 Dr--f1 -Z.--I9-PE--f Z.049500f~6 
25 AX24< * '2.66733D-C6 1.46r6 SD-C6 7.577590D-07 
E=2.OeV, j=5 j'=j j'=j +2 j'=j +4 
1 A% 0< M! 3.EC2'5eIo Cl 2.esl5;A2Td celC ~ -7 9-­
2 At "c & ".3&3z2D 
-nfl n4-.4446-q7--=C z~ 
3 A% 2< N -5.423415D CC .565203D-01 9.g68478D-Cl 
4-- AX-A< --- = 2as £4u 4-3-4-957-C-fl--C2 pR46 - a 




5 7 9At5<I- -- A -Cr1~5 1p -- - 1-- lZ-- Cn. 
 7 A% 6< # 2.644710D rjO 5.1720910-C2 4.783677D-C2

a XJ<1.S6l7aaflnC P~-7r)1460-Cv It 65AlIf-0

9 A% 8< w 1.109190D CC 6.662783D-C2 7.GO8082D-C3


LO -.AX. f2_74na?..CI 5,C58082Th-CP 99ePl I4hg3

11 A%1O< 0 3.574944D-01 4,219925D-02 -91076540-03











15 A%14< # 2,2362690-G3 2.3974E2D-13 3.51670D-04


1-6 -. A.-5C -v-.-132fL D_3 C613-60p
IsA1f-l 
17 A%16< 9 3.161764D-03 3.045)37D-G3 
-1.985450Q-C4
1 EL-___-------- 7 f 1.o6 4_ .1..7r-c. -2-17: -n -- 4 -5959 
19 A%18< & 8.8383760-C4 1.40CO05D-C3 2.471377D-C5 
2D .-- A . 9Ib< k A:&71723- a -A3 p-ra P,1nn-q 
21 AX2D< # 2.645664D-C4 5.0131260-t4 2.332911D-C5 
22 AX21< # 1A280510D-C4 A-.gZ2tl r.CA 1 A62239n---5 
23 A%22< N 4.S15235D-CS 9.555079C-05 7.*59244D-C6 
24 A23 7A,4a62Ao-=--7j P2 D- 1--C1l3=flCfl2-sa Ch 










2.2oeV j= 5 
A 'O< M 
AX. 1-<--A 
A% 2< U 
1<_ 
5 A% 4< # 
-6-~ 5 4... 
 
7 AX 6< M 
-8 A< . 
9 A% 8< N 
M - MJS -7.2 SLtS- D5=l-~~~4~a11at-1D=

























































A%16< # 4,C80110D-03 
A%17C At 2.t5C~4l-l 
A%18< N 1,099499D-3 
A1Q% q< 5i az25--Mr,.LA 
AX20< U 3.082849D-04 
AAflL_<tLl _A4Z9fi0.CA4 
 
A%22< N 5.2126740-C5 
 
A Ll 
A924< 9 l.341b53D-CE 
 
eVjJ=5 j=j 
A i--< S 6,0559050 01 
 
A-X-- 3r--1----- 7llaf.1t0t ...
0C 





A% 4< N 7,94887D CI 
A % A9-$ CaAqQAn r'n 
AX 6< N 3.385137D 00 
 
--a,2--X Z &... 4-_7_2 















19 A%18< U 
2a AX1&%_9_<_.& 
 










































































__2onfl-05 D- C3 
1.485627D-C3 
 
















































































































=j + 4 

















































E 2.32ej=5 jj J' =j +2 j'-j= +4 
I" AtO04if6.3947490 0 1 1l*tSevST& 0* 	 1.0283e"&01 
-2--	 - - AX- -1-, - ..907Ot4-6- 0 -1-. aa-46e9 - G 4-1107 2 
3 AS 2< 8.2108940 01 5*4293SO-o 
 4.3709260 C0I 
-4 -.-- At4 -2*~~o 
-395048-6 Gilj~ .3S4~-A 
5 A% 4< # 8o105373D 01 2.8184510 O0, 2.'663776D-01 
-6 A V eG15-n--"O 2-.63590O-70-aJ -- ,1,--,50D--02Z4A!c 4 
7 A e< # 3o06e760D 00 5.934950D-02- 5.272100D-02 
-8 -. A #-<i ---.- 28.1-2c - 304-0 - -14 075- 02 
9 A% 8< # 1o303624D 00 79207246D-02 7.615429D-03 
14 - - -A--- -7.a , -04 4.32-12070-02 .. 5.a-47- .3 
11 AXiO< 44339795D-01 4.512295D-02 -. O21704D-02 
2-2 ---- Ax 1-1<--*--a.44o4.Z0=4J 1.0932 2-70- 0-2 -4.386440a03 
'13 . AX2< # lo524556-'01 3.226984D-02 -3.'854271D-03 
14- - AX-1-<- it----6.-604-6.9Dn 42 - 4 -&a 1 -3 96 7 0 -#a3 i.*122753D-01


1i A%14< i 1.6281790-02 2*803431D-03 3*6026900-04


1.6..- __ "S< 4f C384D-4$ -6.099L94­
tolX5S1Sa3S0 . 
17 A%16< 0 5.306629D-03 3.372764D-03 -2.243415D-04


L8--------A-xy 4'2. 4744-p .--a.4a36---a4-3


19 A%18< l1.392173D-3 1 5918 C7D-03, 2.520388D-0S

2-0-. .. At1- .-- - --- - -3596D-0 	 o 0-­-	 ----04980- 05 
21 A%20< 9 3.6973250-04 5,6923,93D-k 2,770214D-05 
22 -X21<&4 8126Sr4 - -2.-6O-290'-04 -4--72781C0.5 
23 A%22< # 5.988539D-05 1.0634080-0 7.g62318D-06 
24----. Af - -OG46709D--"7 17 500-6 
25 A%24< £ 7.398246D-07 6.963509D-07 6.192291D-07


E 2.34eV, j=5 	 .=j'=j+2 j'j+4 
1 - - AU 0< " 6.705430bD'r01 1.iA4s 4D 61 ­
2 Aa--1--..----1--U4W --0-1 -4-.,-#-200--G 5 5567,60-0 
3 At 2< g.719839D 01 -ge4014D-01 00-4v5.ss230+ 
 
4 AZ-.3< 4tt.4.I57464n0..4 -1 .7-504360-01 -I .S46-0 
S At 4< 9 8.o573620 01 3.125372D 00 2*876598D-01 
nAX 3-p99aS­
7 A% e< A 2o607639D 00 So5.17860-02 4*451931D-02 
5< g o -. 1--1-0f4440-42 "-3 
a .A. Aa 00681..0 -- 2.494-D 1 . 7970M 1D0 Z 
9 A% e< # 1.168447D O0 6.144275D-02 6.410685D-03 
1.0 ...... A%,;- -- --. 22--D- - -5 -32-9-1Th--02 -4 .9AS9fConl 03 
11 	 AXIO< it 4a010131D-01 3.*16676D-02 -. 597756D-03 
2, ---- X( 0t 2*aG670D-01 -.- 3-924-2-10-02 mL3.S0:1-960n-03 
13 A%12< i 1o467o88D-01 28E5684D-02 -3a2l6692D-03 

1-4-- -------AX-1-3C.- -4-e44-4-§D--93*L-6 -­24S4-- Sq 7697670-04 
is A%14< I1.836053D-02 3.039084D-03 3. 067337D-04 
6--...... --A I -- -1a.Cs5 p0 4-s 064-21-60--4 3 ,.. 0 -3480a04" 
17 A%16< it 5,524463D-03 3.402845D-03 -2;267184D-04 
.... -- -4- - -2445--A943D-03 -. I AA 0-a5 
"19 AX1< # le4446170-03 1,609870D-03 29521744D-05 
-0.. -ALx4< -sfl---z -O=' A a97; 	 444--4 -- 3.-A4456 -09 
21 A%20< 3. 09550D- 04 2.8114800-05a 5.756953D-04 
22 ---- - -A.24 -- -4-aa-e 40r-&47 -. 862-9 2,0-0-4 _- t.; 4-ai#. 0-4: 
23 AX2< I6.1231830-051.07396 D-04 8e050599D-06 
25 AW,4f fx% 64et2SD-a7 6.60461D-07 -6*lO9266D O? 
Sg 	 96Qj 
E 2.36 eV, j = 5 jJ "= j+ = + 4 
-- As M' 6.9648880 01 1wi-lI a-b 01 1.-2E390T2D oilO< 
1--2 - AZ4----1.Z58D-- --.- 84Ea1-4 I If6D-~ 
3 AX 2< E 1.1207140 02 -1.4881100 00 5021614,0 00 
.- X- -­7- 587-539D-03-At.--34.-S--94802-l6M-00 2o 123745D0--1 

5 A% 4< # 8o972378D 01 3h406765D 00 Z.O5445OD-01


-6-- - A E4---< 1 27064 2D 0 ' - 2 .-- 5 92--6D- 0-2 -7--4608C-0-0 3
 
7 A% 6< N 2o0 00875Y OC 4e354587D-02 3.386962D-02


9 A% E< if 9oS84321D-Ol 49772566D-02 4s8528860-03


o-.--- % SI V--A-S.915.6a - .A542340a2 -- 3.4-2-9-4-3Dt-03


III AXIO< * 3,558813D"01 2o692755D-02 -6.o45073D-03


1-2------At-11C P Z1679 D --7-5-3-1-1-003 ai-S-~D-­

13 A%12< 1.381215D-01 2.441925D-02 -2.3721580-03


'&14 -.--- -441-64-D0-34 
 4z-663A201-
At 1----l- 46-48Q6 n0 
15 A%14< f 2 0 045916D-02 3.31979ID-03 2.412963D-04

16- - A%.4-e<-- - - 4o 134 .0D-02 4,,496-1620-43 -1-,6446-S,70--4

17 AiE< i 5o746153D-03 3.4.329 96D-03 -2-.290997D-04

A%1 *z -Z-.-84-6--20-03 -2-.432266D-0 -s.-2-33,59-­

19 A%18< i 1498119D-03 1,6280400-03 2.522610D-O5


2 8 5 2 9 9 4 0 
-05
21 AX20<'§ !,924619D-04 5*821983D-04 o 
 
22-----..A-2--C-4 ---.- ZA00Ck=0-& -2a 637D"-04 794-30-0.5

23 - Ax22< 0 6.264299D-05 1.084643D-04 8v139959D-06

-2----------S- 3----- 3003W--"D -84-94464D-"- - 1-566"390-06 
25 A%I< W 5.973351D-0? 6.2615470-07 6.0269020-07


E =2.38eV,j=5 - j'=j j'=j+2 j'=j +,4

I 7A<?lfl31D 01 1.314561D 01
 T-3--669-07

--2-----...... A,----,- 15 9- .-5.Oe -38D--01
 .2

AX 2< # 1&257775D 02 -1I.99S482D 00 50541950D 00.

-4-----AXUJ------T-.1334. 0-0 -2-494&580-O4 7:I'9 3

5 A% 4< # 9.216986D 01 3.641846D 00 3.1815550-01

--6- A%- SIC- a if15OW78D 0p -4rllS.?.I-DaO 4-06233;2D'03

7 AX 6< # 1,265394D O0 3.,2704790-02 2lOE67D-02

a -A"-<L- 1-75--n -2-144 z0-00,2- a

9A 8< N 7.686850D-01 3e.34612D-02 2.989131D-03

1-4 --. --- - a3Or -4524335_2X4-S-4--7-A042 -2* 2 7 O,7,a
0­




1-2---- l -< 2 -0 1OS -a--97-6-43o- -. l.4444-22 .-03
 
13 At1Z< At 1,268759D-01 1*911840D-02 -1.346151D-03

1-4 ------- 5-48-sa-0 -4-6-59-549-- - 15 
 -0.
 
i5 A%14< 0 2.248963D-02 3.634590D-03 1.665388D-04

1-6--. -- _At4LC_-t.--..4 0 - -4 1-2-8-145D--03 --- 66201OD--O4

17 AX14e< i 5*971725D-03 3.4632130-03 -2,314852D-04

I-- A4-4----3m OZ4-Z--7-,.-) 2--25067-l.D 03 -, S.3S4-ZV --S 
19 AXIO< 0 1.552688D-03 1*646317D-03 2o5229290-05 




21 A%20< 4.0425690-04 5.S887499D-04 2894766D-O5 

2-2 ... A C Is1L-84Io04a --2.-1-7647"-04 1.e-03±-0.5 
23 AX22< 9 6o4l1963D-05 10954.59D-04 8.230385D-06 

2.4-- -0-AtZ3C-.j- -­1.,n-p,59,n., I.6436­







E =2.40 ey, 5 Pj +2 

OA 7.249024D Cl l.
0< # 0Ci­
a A* 1< M l.t5473D Cl -2o44 O1 
3 A 9< # l,,437.00L C20 CO 
4 A% 3< 0 -547917eD 00 2,.84Qa7D--.l 
5 A% 4< # q.26290 2 D Cl 3.8127250 CO 
--- AS 5 - -42 C 5 0-.C2 -6.-'1452-7D-0-2 
7 A 6< A 4.3703E2D-C1 2053743D-C2 
-. ------ aan; 	 5 
9 A 8< N 5e196371D-Cl 1.11445D-02 
- l S 34- --.- - P 4 -C 1I 2-4 2-4-7-0-3 
11 A%10< # 2."53744D-G1 1 138388D-C3 
1.2 	 Az~lC I 171 3Y7Qflf -nl
- 8 Qi5#-O3 
13 A%12< # 1,134947D-01 e221660-C2 
-IA- .---- A-.3C15.Siw335rQl) 4-62-342D-03 
.1 A!4l4< #' 2.435770D-02 3.Sb681D-C3 
-A.i5<-- ---- flA~tI.fl6Q2'i6D-o
,17 A%16< N/ 6. 200516D-03 3,4936360-03 
I - A 1149ZW=0-319i 4C 1 5-31-204D=-31 
19 A%18< N le 608336D-03 1*.64E55D-C3 
20 &Z 1s <- -S.&27&67.a6a=CA Ilzna0 4Pg -ca 
,21 A%20< # 4.163428D-C4 5.c53513D-C4 
22- AX2iC<.. -A. al6&867i2D_-.A 740- 0 4­
23 A22< # 6, 566303D-C 5 1.10641BC-C4 

A4-- ANPA C As fl"2,77ZPD-flrP -­.sszaaz 
25 A%24< A 4,E543420-C7 5.6240E1D-C7 
E 2.42 e, j =5 j'=j 	 j=J +2 
IA AO<(U 7.aEaaflb 01 1.41196Y6ra1 
-2-- -A-4-U-1.562 01 -7-m-245849 --02 
-3 AX 2< 1 1e461473D 02 -2.G667140 00 
.....- 3<S.7g3D-o -3-.14-l-74-90-­1 	 
5 AX 4< 9 go104835D 01 3,9O9381D 00 

A .A=4g-1682000 -- 2-a-D0-an2,8 
7 AX 6< / -4o3632350-01 7o7928480-03 

-48 ----- AL _ 4.<_ZfZ07 _5f--_O - 4.~4-7---n-3 
9 At 8< N - 2.570596D-01 -5.8?10190-03 
-1- ----t -~. 	 U817~75D-01 	 -9#.46252-Da03
 
11 	 A1 C< 1.666935D-01 -1e30374D-02 
1235070-0l-1-o.-7-2-4-0-560--02AXXI<~' 	 
13 	 A%12< 9 4cSa4 6 51D-0 2 7.0881840-03 
14--AV.--3< - -- --4-66-39-4-30-- 0483D 
135 AZ14< * 2o59S655D-02 4.296282D-03 
-6-- -- AZ454-4.. - -- _7L6620 . 4.4-2244-D--43 
17 " A%1E< II 6o433640D-03 3.523987D-03 
-1-8-07- A,14<--4 -.- 237 -24fO3 - 2-'-55S842D--0-3 
1s 6 8 3 14 6 D0 ­19 	 A18< # 1.6650440-03 0­
O-..--al -t S.5842.c go-- 100209D._-03 
21 A%20< N 4.287186D-04 6 01995D- 04 
".----- ---- 904-O044 -a-.s-oo.z-a--o-4Ax,24--1 -.-­
23 Ai22a< a 6.727315D-05 I * 117513D- 04 
2-4--~ -~ace4a42 tat 0 746 3-0 
;!s A224< a 4.412319D-07 5.330249D-07 
98 
J =j + 4 
i 9.S7aW 6 




























~.6-1 A r7 n-C 
2.g36778D-05 















































E2.44 OV,j =5 j J 
1 ArI< 7.166651D 01 
2 ----- A-4C A--*-O46600-04 
3 A% t< S 1.517044D 02 
4 - A--X --9 74 0-1-46-04 
5 A% 4< 4 8o761482D 01 
--	 -3-------tX- 00 
7 A% 6< 4 -1301659D 008 ---AX,,--7<--S----- 3 .514.-1 0"--0 
9 A% 8< N -3.367720D-'03 
!11 A%10< V 9.79,7163D-02 

1-2---AX11I #l 29224-060-02 
;13 A%12< # .33874140-02 
~t-- A X--4- -28402 
1l5 AXI4< V 2.735890D-02 
:145 ------ C--43ag1-o0­
117 Ax1e< 4 

1-8 A%34< a 
19 AZ1B< 9 

,21 A%20< 41 
,22------ AZ2-l- ­
23 AX22< # 
24-A---At23< t -­
25 A124< # 

E 2.46 	eVJ 
-A-O< 





















5 A% 4< 4 8o270560D 01 
-­6- A 54 -4 2-090 00 
*7 At 6< V -2112283D 00 
_-_ - A<----4--8-­ 940l 
9 A% 8< I# -2o4727100--0i 
AtSt-47-3530t42tO­ -­
11 AIO< * 
13 A%12< 
1-4------­ -­
i5 A%14< IA 
































24---. 	 -AOZC 
25 A%24< N 
4.543512D-04 
















3 9 2 7 0 05D
o OC 

--1 -1-4-7-5 8-10D-0-l 
-4*760037D-03 



































J' =j +4 
1.231p i 




























.. j -e 0- 05 
8'508443D-06 



































1. 720459D- 03 
I ­ 065i 9-O---3 
6 1544"67D- 04 
--3 043524D--04 
1.140107D-04 
















- s6 --- 36L~~-os 
'2.515618D-05 







E= 2.48 eV, 5 
r AX 0< N 6.7939960 01 
3 AX 2< # I1535988D 02 
4 At-3<--f--. .2.-72 451-90- 00 




-6--- A% .4' _ <a5< -6.16n75'D 00 
7 A% 6< N -2.834849D 00 





























A% S< R -4o643455D-01 
A. %,-54.05 
A%10< & -2.5054110-02 
AXI-4--.7-.2-.M  
A%12< # 5*637598D-02 
 
1 m<~x L--4 ag9-M--" 





























6 - - -- 1 600 72.0 
3.5691720-07 
J' =2=j 
A7" 01YO< W* 6.5483340 
~ ~C~.50 Q -lC -1 
3 A% 2< ' 1.508369D 02 
5 A% 4< N 7,033644D 01 
 
* 7 A% 6< 4 -3.451661D 00 
-A.- ­ -t-.3D_..... 2---7-I
 
9 A% 8< 4 -6.490833D-CI 
 
10- -......AXQ<A-s t.4z__ t. 
 
11 A%1O< -7,490211D-02 
 
-12 Atie11d5EA6n n 
 




















































































3 0 6154-52D-03 
-- 2-.63-034-8D-03 
1 o739279D-03 































































































































































E2.52 V,= 5 j'=+2 j '-j+4


f, A-O< a 6.28e61D 01 1 27274TD 01 i.220itD 01


a, AX-t-U ae-12tiOb- t 4*a03602D 00


AN 2< U 1.4639660 02 -4*1659020 00 5*0337910 00


-A ... AZ- - M-. S -44 D--0 3o 714567D- 01 --2-s.-t543-690a03


5 AX 14< i 6.373802D 01 3.442a65D 00 2e523223D-01


-!.--,-C - -- 30p33A OC -- 1.8227 950-ol ­
01&StE 
 
7 A% 6< & -3,QSE8SSD O0 -4o250773D-02 -69726897D-02


8 	 -AX---"L< AL --1--452--50-00 -2-4-2--2Zs-3D- 03 -2 P02n89D 2 
9 A% 8< * -8.001438D-01 -791820D-02 -99767289D-03


1.0..-	 .- S2f0r --- 0-2 9 00-0 0---9-< &. 8-70-O.tO- 4- 03 
11 A%1O< M -lo159579D-01 -6.832769D-02 1038;305D-02


1-4---AX1l< af -1. 8 164040D-02 atxag-6635-4a -5-.$0260-O­

13 A%12< 9 3o545668D-02 -1*664034D-02 5. 051977D--03


44. --- -	 ~2Ot02n D-13<- 4m5609290-0 -12577 89D'-OiL 

15 	 AZ14< # 3*031640D-02 50410419D-03 -2.- biI7OD- 04






17 AXle< U 7.658905D-03 3.67657560-03 -- 4806430-04


8 5 4 5 8 7D- 0 3.A---AL-z 3 	 -2903 --- 9587920 
.19 AXIS< # 1eg648210-03 1,777248D-03 2.506S70D-05


20 -- :.AX-1<---#-&-.8 730D-0A -1 -l.0074A -14AA,22D=-05­

21 A%20< # 4.S50266D-04 69359942D-04 3a 1939890- 05


22 - X-2< 0---26-0264q 4 - 0 0- -118


23 A%22< M 7.634447D-05 1o1750520-04 8.895167D-06


LA---.-AtZSC aU2-1tA2-0t -74 680- 07 S:51445-6


25 At-24< A 3.42008ID-07 49121195D-07 5.3963189D-07


E=2.54eV, j =5 = j +2 j'=j +4


------- At O< #d 6o02S658D 01 1 .1- -b I flwf wl


-2 .- -Ar-I<-- -2,-7-04A..-D---.OI -- 1-.-1-0-89-6--0 1


3 A% Z< 1.408511D 02 -4.1959'050 00 4.7336160 00


--4----.. 53.,,-t66281-0-C -3.v60132O-#t 3 * 94s0-03"


5 A% 4< U 5*729024D 01 3 255363D 00 2.328259D-0


- - A% 5< #-9a-0-7'&'d59D- -1--4-2 Z-30--0t - IA-18410-0­

7 At d< 9 -4.361957D 00 -4.8011340-02 -7,3t569D-02
S - - -- Ax--7<C&----z .±8A 4n--oL --.- 0-1-5S-O-00--03 - 08 ~-0 
9. AX< 9 -99194085D-01 -80794606D-02 -2,07-374D-'02


1-0-------G--& .=-8.9.2Z.9a0 S6304140nS 87'47Op


11 AXiO< if-lo486181D-01 -74387140-02 1.525042D-02


18--AXICIf -2o4719410-02 -O.-50400-1-90-02- 4AaaI-,4n-05Dfjo 
13 A%12< i 2o778445D-02. -1.9160920-02 6c640034D..03,


14.....AJ-- O' D -4-.-03200--04 -1 . .Peo









17 AlE< 0 7o915672D-03 3,-075 03D-03 -2.504893s. 04


28.I-XW --9 84T-47no- -- 70D57-36D-03 sg '94 n- 05


19 AX18< i 2,028051D-03 1.796396D-03 2.502883D-05


20-----AX-<--..4-.o02S92.6±--or3 -1.11920 Z,967D~5 
21 A%20< i 59091844D-04 6o4294280-04 3.237711D-:0. ! 
Z.. -A224C--- .5-,aa.8Ds - 3*4--386W44--24-1 7416a05 
23 A122< M -. 8366776-05 ll69770-04 8o9947180-06 
24----ncs_ - 4550p=D 06 O0-7 -.
-




E =2.56 eV,j=5 j' =j j? =j 2 
I At 4< * 5o7810370 01 lo150634D 01 

-2.... A 2,7?3340-0-1 -43-334D1< j A" 
3 AZ 2< g le346775D 02 -4o182455D 00 
'4-.--.. 3 m S37OD--O-O -- 3622230- 04 
S AX 4< ,! 5.118618D 01 3.065276D 00 
6A - S< . '9;6754490 O -- 2--03844-o01 
7 AX e< # -4o671953D 00 -50198927D-02 
-8 . A--?-4. t--<-2 -3&6473DO0 --. 1-50--O 
SA% 6< 0 -loCS908D 00 -99404547D-02 

11 A10< 0 -1o737799D-01 -7ogl70 lD-02 
IP----AX%14 #' - -75290-p -5.-7447414D-01 
'13 A%12< # 2. 179657D-02 -2.102715D-02 
1.4----- -AX---AL----.9 
-4-.-4oas-Ga44 s34­
15 A%14< A 3eO93882D-02 5o5612160-03 
1-6- - -- -A±SC-4-,63flr.42 4o 4--7--091D--O3 
3 7 3 8 17 A%16< # 8#175738D-03 o 8 5 7D-O 
44- 4--.- "-44 94,- -2-o-7.J4_-7 -9D-,03 
i9 A1S< *2092333D-03 I a 81"5623D-03 
2---------- AxI9<I#I nO-grz-D-3_ -1 229--O3 
21 A%20< A! 50 236468D-04 ,49:447D-04 
22_-------AXE-1-C S-t3125610-04- ._$o-2046OD04 
23 At22< I 8*0460630-06 1.190590-04 
,e96-06L -7-046-24&-04-
25 AS 24< 3.611021D-07 3e163970D0-07 
E 2.58eV, j =5 V5j' =j +2 
- .t < a so548s-66D 01 .0o02o D9-
, 01 
-2-#- .. 24827D6--,2-AX- 4 -1 -p ' 
 
'3 AS 2< 0 1,2824240 02 -4.1372890 O0 
-4 --A%--3-ff--.-Z404.84D --4----36D--:-76 
*5 A% 4< * 4o5535C7D 01 2.879718D 00, 
i------A: = A-1,01nz 2837 ~2--630640l-041--' 
 
7 AX 6< 9 -4a905204D 00 -5o46660D-02 
,--- Al. -- - ----- -04 .-. ---. 4- a8D-O­
9 A% 8< -lo076805D 00 -9.840106D-02 
410 -*-A -9g.~_'-sao-oa 
11 A%10< N-log24370D-01 -8.2314'57D-02 
l-t----X1IU 5&?OSJO-02 s&.ges4_<7_D.0t2a 
13 A%12< 1 o730286D-02 -2e2348.86D-02 
1 -AX4aS<-$.S204-200a2 -4-e64o# 
15 A%14< 9 3 .-119494D-02 5,59126D-03 





19 A%16< 2.1'57765D-03 I * 834994D- 03 
20-. Aa4SS.OS a£eO-- .!, "5,60,- 03 
21 A%20< 9. 5o3841190=-04 6.56,g9451-04 
2-2 -AX-24-W -§--3ZC7fl,7r-fl --3.240724, 1 
23 A%22< V 8.262536D-05 1.2112780-04 
AUAf 9,14209"-0~,6 --7-.4204-9--O7 











































































































































A% 2< # 
AX 3<.*# 
A% 4< 	 M 
 
A%-5<­
A.r 6-< 	 Af 
8---~%2Lr.ti§5---
P 















AIO< 9 -2aC574290-G1 
 






A%16< 	 # 
 
A*417-C 	 k 
A%18< A 
.A-%~1.23D ffQ <
AX20< 	 # 
 
AX22< 	 9 
 
AXP< 
A%24< 	 # 
 
E 2.70 eV, j.5 
I A% O< # 
3 
,a ct 4 as 
A% 2< # 
5 A% 4-< 


























6 A% 5 v.l-1AC'537A ti 
7 AX 6< A -5.343504D CO 
--8 A% 7< H -P.IP46lDf no 
9 At 8< # -1.181109D '0 
.11 AlO1< # 
1 P A%1l1< ;V 
13 A%12< 
15 At14< 
17 A%16< . 
1A A 5 l7,, AF 
19 A%1S< # 
2fl.AX1.SKAf 





















23 A%22< # 9.714526D-C5 1.2877350-C4 
24 A%23< 4 4.gV1314D-6 438920r79-AlD-lC.Z 
25 A%24< # 7.C?13300-C7 301202790-C7 
j'=j+2 	 J j+4 
1.03272D Cl' 9.37S90E5D0! 
-1 p7-l 1 85tCO 1-04ofan-rt* 




2.7O30 5D CO 1.79857l0-CI 
a.4O Z,064)l-I z 0a2C U97.59S1 DrCZ 




































































































































, )N,% 	 9$103 
E 2.80 	 eV, j =5 
A%- 0< 0' 
A2-X 4A-<- A­
3 	 At 2< # 
 
-... --AX 3-3 
5 A% 4< A( 
:-6- A_ 
7 	 A% 6< 
 
j' =3 	 jt= +2 




7o438480D 01 -3.196263D 00' 
 
3a4a31--C00 2-.r7 C,-7,D-t-Li 	 
I.090350D 01 1.5612',54D CO 
 
. .X _ _-tfit-lS 2*.1X DO--L 
-5,226431D CO 
 
,9 AN 8< 4 -1.117455D CC 
III A%1O< 
-2oC56229D-01 
13 A212< 4 1.471232D-02 
1t~Ata<ARanaao n2 
,15 AA14< # 3*591721D-02 



























E = 2.90 	 eV, j = 5 
A% O< 
3 A% 2< # 
 
---... A- -4<. 
 
5 	 A% 4< A 
 
r5 	 A 254 
1.161591D-02 
 























7 A% 6< 4 -5.043408D CO 
--­ r 




A'0 111C H -1eO82D-C1 -;-flCC,-lf... 
13 A%12< U 2,219473D-02 
15 A%14< N 3a9532480-C2 
1. .. . . ._,J . u<.2 
17 A%16< N 
is A 511'7< 
19 A'%18< v 





25 A%24< # 




























































-1. 9 70 65 D'-O 2 
 
59048848D-03 










-- 8P ifll-AOr 
1.427541D-04 
 



























































































E3.ooevj=5 j'j j'=j+ 2 j' =j±4 
1 AX 0< N 3.E63224D Cl b,24389D Cco 3e448312D r


2 AX l< &i 3.1704130 Cl ".3bSA 5Dg-lI Ca .taLS2Dz-.


3 A% 2< 0 5e2626b10 tl -2.6367E5D CO 1.426519D CO


4 A-X 3< 4 2.-50646D Cfl 2.*c9-1--09D- C -. 4.l542C0=-Ci 
5 AX 4< # 4-588634D-01 1,l11678iD CC 4,659236D-02 
AZ s<.1o4546 1z23.- -2.1676C-08D-C2;1 _-1 .716870-C2 
7 AX 6< # -4.&77IE20 C0 -4.68E331C-C2 -?. 589GD-c2 
a AX 7-- -2.22_7601D CC t . .4OrCJ- --- t-5-..DC2 
9 AX 8< # -9,496515D-Cl -8.972554C-C2 -1.124481D-C2


10 -A%. 9C ---- a-Se.7 ThDf- 1 - 9- 045-5BD = C2 - B--L12D--- 3


11 A%10< 9 -1o560280D-01 -7,e6380CD-C2 1.702702D-C2


12- --- "1 1 - 1, 76 -64.= 2 -5-. 7-8 &1 7-2D42 - & -57Jfr7-Sh-Dr3


13 A%12< II 3, 00530D-02 -1.7823320-C2 7 89g958D-(3


14 A %l13<-# .2.E!274-1-8r-=C2 9, P - I ______r


is A%14< P 4.3344000-C2 4,e46253C-03 -1.300552D-C4


16 A- At 2Sj4r2 S.2-A1f-2 2J.P f 6-0-3r.-CA
X15C< 




A%17< V a7,,J 4AAl 1_- 3 .--- ipsPP -r5

19 A%18< 0 3.79'826D-03 2.268115D-03 2.256187D-C5
20 ... A3't~guC#_ .1 .83 E1.D.-_l3 .. a ., .F'--A" . ___ n__ _ _ ­
21 A%20< 0 9.217473D-C4 8.1725480-C4 4.309831D-C5


22 A%2.< A. 4,O.SC9 570,--CA . a _ZtlC&Z32D---L


23 A%22< * 1.45539OO-C4 !.5035590-4 1.1625230-C5


Z4- - - AX-3_. f--f0-0lf-lC 5 2.t-7755 fiD-Ct 1t5 q&6_CD-C6 
25 A%24< M 3.032542D-06 5o2313S6C-(7 3.946043D-C7 
E 3.4o eV, j = 5 ji =j j'j+2 j' =j 4 
1 A% 0< A 3.S024180 0l 4.E499C40 CC 2.2551"e2D CCO 
2 ,%-.-- CA .3.Zl94s9aD C1 "A.4aas-C-ePA 9i7n o­

3 A% 2< , 3.e6386180 01 -2,147210D CO 9.4039050-Cl 

4 A%--C--.- A-83 3353D - I -2 .- P34506 jmSsfl-aCbr4-3

5 A% 4< 4 -7.345351D CO 8.243560D-Cl 2.2221640-C2

..---
-4241 C I -- 46569=J pSLD~l 
7 A% 6< C -4.505210D CC -3.6406680-2 -7*373937D-C2 
9 A% 8< N -6.9C400C-C1 -7.959827D-02 -I*0231120-C2


LO -. -A-% St<-C -= 2".A.8-.L-.D C.4. -8.24_9-.qLf l±C2 .9_4.42- f.4l-.G3 
11 AG10< N -7.1163130-C2 -7.297E30D-2 19.23546D-C2


12A %1 I -e 9-1 0~f49.541D,02 ~ 5~fC-2 -8.57812S6 =C3 
13 A%12< N 6.401069D-02 -1 .27436D-2 7.898091D-03 
1-- . A%-3-A-. 8.2723P4a7_D02 Z.3 - '- ' 4n-t 
15 A1,14< 6@605848D-C2 4C6Q9C1D-03 1o901703D-C5 
16 - A&-.. 4 .51.6.- -5.-2,S-4 . -TA4.CD--C 52 D.fGl4 
17 A316< N 2.281931D-C2 5.lfOleTD-C3 -3.59cglOD-C4 
- Afl ril3 SDrl aP3.-9-4A4-fl C-2 t1W2AY-Oi5 rC 4 
19 A%18< N 5.e38751D-03 2.7288720-03 1.7937340-C5 
2-0 AXI- 9-< A - Fa 92 29 33fl 02- - tttZ-flO -5-t&A2J7aDr-li 
21 A%20< 4 1.424361D-C3 9.S26000-C4 5e3409670-05 
22 - A121-< -. 6.34a8S5D-C4 4.-EB.,35D-C4 3.a-4-4S17D-C5 
23 AX22< & 2.392910D-C4 l*E5088D-C4 1*449745D-C5 
24 .... AX2MkJ 4..4I&713fLC-S 7a12185_D-.CE 1 .l.2.2.'a-.C.6 
25 A%24< # 989461OD-CE 1.'648504 -C6 3.46E5199D-C7 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS o105OF PooR Qum= 
E 3.80 eV, j = 5 j'=j 	 j'=j+2 J'=j+4 
1 AA O< N A*147GS5ID C1 4.e808C50 CC IoEqi-% CC 
2 A% IC< 3.q21002D 01 -4-.-gQ7A0350-CI --. 496JS7-02 
3 AN 2< 4 3.1966060 ol -1,9,6480D CO 7.E50555O-Cl 
4 A% 3< # -2.141221D CO 2-.fl.7.04D--C1 -4.34F1D-C2 
5 At 4< N -1,102129D Cl 7.8142160-Cl 1.394259D-C2 
5- - -A-X-5<-4.---1.* 02.C aL20...C-1 2-2.-467 484CD.C1 -L .o 4 13)--C2 
7 A% 6< # -4.3977680 00 -31,162334D-(.2 -7.373476D-C2 
BA A-% 7.< 49 -1..7-02- 18D CC -2.4Ds.J 2 -. SZ-qz-2gaa ,


9 A% 8< #' -5*1122t8D-01 -7.&281'56D-C2 -1*rn6870D-C2 

10 A- 9< -9--1 a 2334-93Dl -I8-.---SD--C2 g94-./2-12D-CC3 

11 AIO< P 40 82870-C3 -760S06l1D-C2 1.662r328D-C2 

G; 7 qt4 	 --- S.4075DC--312_. - AO- 1 QSn-,-2 -5. 6-36bf=-&S 2 
13 A%12< t I.n12233-Cl -1, 1855E6D- C2 ,,39805D-C3 
14 A-.L&3<_CC. 1s.t_41.62flr ---,1,7 -tC-'lQM'VVn­
15 AtI4< # 9,4722110-02 3.163880-C3 1.4544E40-C4 
16 ...... .5 .__ .1 Al5D_.C.2 ... a-46-o4-R -C-A - CO9P.o 7-- nf4 
1-7 A16< # 3.2433COD-C2 s.799904D-03 -4,1441823D-04 
19 	 AXIS< M 6 Z8C3C2D-C3 3.,238896D-03 1.08,7137D-05 
A-. 19_<_.. _ 1177& 34 .D2=-O2 
_,._4 :. l 4- "_.n-_._­
21 A120< t 2C7CG928D-C3 i.191684D-C3 6.46r13550-C5 
22 ....--A721 C _.a­_ £.8.ceD..4. Zn-aag4Z-rIAl.4A 1LD=-5 
23 A%22< !*.687619D-C4 2*272544D-04 1.796148D-CS 
2-4-------. __P 1128Ig4_D_-_5 n-f15 I=n7-nw 	 I apn iio-ca 
25 	 A%24< # 2.1573C90-CS 3.o71633D-C6 3.852401D-C7 
E 4.40 eV, j = 5 j'=j 	 j'=j+2 j'=j+4 
I A%' O0< a 4.5979180 01 5.374163D 0"0 -b7-- -T 
2-----t<~.34o -4.-7-24O60---" 2-1.071 320- 03 
3 AZ 2< 0 3e279998D 01 -1861407D 00 7.24178890-01 
24 - A-S -. A&fS 1-9-2-&-37D-01 - pA645D-p 2t 
5 A% 4< * -1o474350D 01 8,737444D-01 9.26;7613D-03 
_F.A%'-5 -! O7-97s5D 01 .- 2-,,e-6-06S D--,()- ---- q 55 -02 
7 A% 6< 0 -4362752D 00 -3*1145800-02 -7,85.983D-02 
8 .-- _ .-4g-.9-.- . "-A,,< aSZ.392.512 -.C 	 0 2- f75D-0 
9 AX 8< # -2.3105720-01 -8482748D-02 -le-05170ID-02 

10 *- A% 9-A---Ta54-2c95W-42 -. g,.Z09t-4D- 02 02e-ZZ-79r-02 
11 AXIO< f 1,o2984930-01 -8,588614D-02 19824026D-02 
:1-2- - -A44-f4 204 -5h.12-sl-6ADr 02a -040-80--a2 
13 	 A%12< 1.705511D-01 -1,293075D-02 9,634265D-03


15 A%14< A' 1,488476D-01 1,322586D-03 3.:362763D-04 
16 - -AL5-<. S-o9I-052-90tl 2 7- 54-1<12D 03 i.-3 .-14A0-0a04 
17 AXIe< 5a 0 3 .022142D-02 6, 925708D- -4-.993469D-04 
.- ..... 4SO - a 5 410--.2 .. 5*53-43.9-D- 03 s,,.-F7A5-7fSD7IA 
19 AXI< I1e317136D-02 4a100338D-03 -4.521874D006

2- -..AXlSC_< -- 6S 06&D- 2.3a 6 10w003 ,
 -7-694058n- 5 
21 	 A%20< 9 3*.327734D-03 1o537041Da03 803035680-05 

22 -,7"24D- - 4-	 -... O54,52 20-0-45--4 3D-OZ Z.-6-80-	 e-o 
23 A%22< k 6o368070D-04 3.056705D-04 2.435444D-05


... .a-2-<.t .. - -28-- A --3390-36D-OZ --1 -.8757 ag-06






E=5.0OeV,j=5 jI=j 	 j'=j+2 j'=j+4 
I A;C C< M 5,0687840 01 6.337935D- 00 1.658726b 00; 
2 At. 1< -4 5,.+2 43L..0-1 -t-.69280D -40 
3 AX 2< 5 3.773887D 01 -l.772304D 00 7.414283D-01

4 	 A--3<-U4-774.924D-00 -- 6865056D--01 -2..sZ.aS 3---O2 
5 A% 4< 9 -lo768639D 01 1.0648"81D 00 7,767004D-03

6---- -AX- flZ-7 .--0Lat - 2 8520D"-01 ----.fl -1I 0--'-O 2-..	 2 

7 	 A% f< * -4z264?17D 00 -39519436D-02 -8619754D-02 
A%.-7< /-.024374D--OC
 - 5-7-a1-25D-02_ rM 
A% e< M lo139577D-01 -go773388D-02 -1.134007D-02 
10 At-;< # a.2438o2D- -1-83136[-01- .4.2rC52"750-02 
11 AX1O< # 2ogl4311D-01 -1007779D-01 2.0461570-02 
t- AX-1---- -244-5Z 0-01 -6. 8348-91D-02 - .2032-1--02 
13 A%12< N 2,616392D-01 -1.6722650-02 2#220187D-02. 
14 AZ1:1< *.2.-3843-600De 3.9-a34-o 1-49SRO-1-03 
15 AX14< 0 2al64231D-0l -1.2525C7D-03 5,523842D-04 
4
16 AX ---. 56* t.6-94-8570-03 -,4ppgcpSD-0 
17 AXl5< ! 7o218867D-02 8.144451D-03 -588a0140-OrA

1-8 -.-- ---- ,7-5a--I.--aa - 6a67-2-9-oD- 03 -. aO-aa -l.A4 
ig AX18< 1,9187710-02 540821190-03 -2,591429D-05

20-------Az15&<.-3-a3-1az --3-2--6a---O. -8449Da 
21 A%20< # 4o948196D-03 10 941398D-03 lo033339D-04 
22 --A"2-< N. 2-341-6-OD--3 9g8216-690-04 _7,1.14AD:- 5 
23 A%22< 9996854D-04 4-. 036901 D-.04 3.228247D-05 
24 ..--.-3@--- 1777-oD-0 --&4.-S45-6--0S .3Za8S43-4Y6 
25 AX24< A 8e*s59D-05 1o 827368D-05 1.171323D-06 
E 6.00 eV,j = 5 j =j 	 j,=j +2 j' =j +4 
1 	 AX O< # 5,854844D 01 8.275224D 00 1.7749912Dt500


2 AX 1-- -V- -6,0.6&14-t"I -a-.-,--n--*o0 ­
3 AZ 2< # 5.087799D 01 -1.429830D O0 8.448616D-01

4 -- -- L - 1*-3523410-02 4-.Z9-91-60----2 
5 A% 4< * -2o14-04-1D 01 1.551328D 00 8eE46772D-03

.....A c--	 1 01 -4-2-2-59 94D-0-1 -- 2--5-572-31-0-0-2 
7 A% 6< 9 --3o673333D 00 -5129112D-02 -lo018074D-01 
-- -- - ----- -04 T-.426fD--2 81-4-7-7-26Dn02 -1-7A5A2Cfl02 
9 A% 8< # 9o246071D-01 1.29C45701 -1.312085D-02 
02-51-0 40 -01 	 _. 7ckA-D 
 02
10 AX---< --- S-.g -1 .4-4 651-- - Jl* 

11 A10< M 6*713311D-01 -1.341221D-01 2.480606D002


12- ---. X1 . 5;-06 4D-4- -8.3af32-12D-02 --.-- 2- 0


13 A1 2< V 4o719748D-01 -2o796030D'- 02 1429538D-02 

14--------AX4--M--- 3-.-6901 -1-o-0443-8-9D-02 -159o-03


15 A%14< V 3.6002120-01 -7, 327538D- 03 9*929440D-04


I-6 	 - AX1S<-5 - --- -. aa~- 1 O0S264260)- L2 ~-5,.0413a8o--4 
17 AlE< * 1o 14042D-01 1 a 0400670-02 -7.465341D-04 
48e- --- AX37--C N' A. - I 6' O -a.83a-9&1D--03 -34-3Cq&'7fZL.Q4 
19 A%18< 0 3.205736D-02 6*9965230-03 -7e55C4250-05 
20 .... l '--1.D0-2 -zO-5O flA-_-194- 4-6I-.A4-I O 
21 A%20< # 8.505924D-03 2o753613D-03 1o411710-04 
22 A% 2 1-< --- 1-, 2-35-96--0 3* - .-4-"1.2.3380 0. -1-,204 O-ODQ- GA 
23 A%22< .4 1. 831457D-03 6 * 140775D- 04 4.9151420-05 
2--- --6 44O,6D=O -1 .- 0 6059a0--0, - -70,46 l13m,-0­




E 7.00 eV, j =5 j' =j =J + J' =j 4 
1 AY 0< 0 6.6r373810 01 1*04599'3D 01' 1.97261--07"


-2 - A%- 1<-4-"6949S4-34L -0 1 ;.z:282ic Zfl, 2.247?4133el


3 AX 2< 6 6*7gllD 01 -6e263917D-01 1.006329D 00


4 .At-3< 3179s370± O-l0 an034-­7T5t9D 
5 A% 4< N -2 0 377697D 01 2,230527D 00 l3711'31D-'a2 
6.. to4_4S.fl040A1-5--_5.25123B 01 -2-w90"86809--0 2 
7 A% e< N -2 9 316366D 00 -7o837947D-02 -1&1944820-01 
8 AX *S.23076_4bD_00 1.05-23559- 01- -4r-54e80&..-7-< 
9 A% a< N 2O109314D 00 -1*719150D01 -1o518773D-02 
1,0 AV,-- g<- t Aza0r-3 f2-lD.0 -. GSocc. 01 r-. 
.11 A%1O< 1*219401D 00 -l.757507D-01 2*960268D-02 
1-2- ....... A - 9 556E 02 -E4-76-0 
13 0 7a660801D-01 -4.441202D-02 1 .783769D-02-A%12< 
 
14 -AX1-3<-AZis-aaQ2a4 1.o7w100 3 
15 A%14< U 5o4414480-01 -l563396D-02 1*550221D-03 
16- 1 is-­1.zili10D- 02 -5-q-96&32--4 
47 A%16< N 12770408D-01 1.295696D-02 -9.142988D-04 
1-a- - 1.4-7-
 4.509426D 04i3s1-e9-0-2 
19 Ai8< 4.861497D-02 9.269878D-03 -1.4312720-04

20 ' ---A -< -2-5485D-0-2 6.Zo42Z9 0a 1.P13569 04 
21 A%20< 0 1o319164D-02 3,747105D-03 19838494D-04 
22- -A%*-4 -0 .6.50559504-3 
-1,.976;3:7,D 03 1391500 
23 A%22< A 2.566005D-03 8*872945D-04 7.087578D-05 
24 -.- Aas4063oa 
- 4wZ945O09 at -i.42-ae-i9e--o 
25 AX24C A 3.341998D-04 7.297762D-05 5e355240D-06 
E 8.00 eV, j =5 i' =j j' =j +a j"=j +4 
1 A% O< 0 7.4227280 01 1.2815426 01, 2 fIW297Cr 
3 AS 2< 9 8.762848D 01 8*069632D-01 1.21,26930 00 
~ ~99772top 8.79079gED 01 -1,ao786oc-ot 
5 A% 4< N-2o4242060 01 3 o92440D OC 2.293337D-02 
_6" A%5< 6Z -1,9599730 -i --63903029 01. n.z4gc2D 0-2 
7 At 6< N -31967080-02 -21*153058D- 01 -l.382564D-01 
9 AX 8< N 3.726317D OC -2.215879D-01 -1.7475310-02 
11 A%10< i 1g9600620 00 -2*226484D-01 3o45a8333D-02 
12 AiC --- Be 0G7C4-. +-46- 0 --- 1----­
:13 AX12< A l.152712D 00 -6 .479650D-02 2.1733000-02 
-1-4". '-3< - ' 2.74"&5"6"5-02 3.34S22- 0 0-.2­
15 A%14< 9 7o706761D-01 -2.591348D-02 2.2355926-03 
4-6-- '2<--5-0- o 95'5--e---i 0jgzcac_ 02 

17 AZ16< # 2.4a5337D-01 15832160-02 -1*091225D-0 
is A%17( 1.213476 01 1-4226ZZD 02 -5010C* 
19 A%16< # 6.8980986-02 1.191071D-02 -2.29.5945D-04 
40-ni--------44o--
-0.0724490 02 1.3Z40CC0 04 
21 A%20< 0 1o905398-02 4,9288370-03 2.3118100-04 
22 AXi2 -- 951"--ea 2*64612290 10244V70 04 
23 AX22< * 4.4209090-03 1.227082D-03 9.771955D-05 
24 AX2aC 0 1.6190951D 02 3.60527S0- 04 pEjSpgz3959oz 





E=9.00eV, j=5 j'=j j'=j +2 
I A% O< # 8o218876"Y01 1.5226810 Of 
3 AZ 2< S 1.a92890 02 2.9559590 00 





S A% 4< # -2o2540a3a 
 01 4.120963D 00 

&6----AZ SC At 3.723 
 e-­ 7....23Z0 0 

7 A 6< N 
 3o305659D 00 -16045e5D-01 

8 -A%--?-<6-w9-29-3-DO-0e 
 1.56C00-TD 01 

9 A% 8< 5814464Dw 00 -2.750165D-01 

-
1-0 -- A -9<--- 41--- 3-20- 0 
11 AX1O< N 29910389D 00 -2.714083D-01;
12 g.;.
2,32.9ccDGT op. "-- l7300 




15 AX14< N 1041208D 00 -3*1645130-02 

-1.-773 ,*'---3-3-0-4 8-.--02 
 
17 A%16< # 
 3.333184D-0 1.4904940D-02 

8 A-:.7(,; oTozs3 01 ---­7-4-44-1-D--,2 

19 Al18< N 9Z.26048D-02 1.492749D-02 

0--~~~~~
 Q~3J .022507D 0
~ 9f 
21 A%20< N 2.613317D-02 6a3045530- 03 
a-a Az2ci -1n~e1jop~ 3.437181D Oa 
23 AX22< , 69210333D-03 1.63645SD-03 
 
2S A124< # 7.649930D-04 1e7216460-04 
E 10.00 eV, j 5 j'=j j'=j+2 
1 A% O< 5 9.0314010 01 1.7629150 1 
2-- A-I--1-w-.18 02 -1.3944C50 31 
3 A% 2< # 1.327458D 02 5.8235310 00 
-4-- -A-~E*+re~qO9-0-1 2 .607230 00 
5 A% 4< N -183S486D 01 
 "5o29l8000 00 
6A% 
 SvA9445lt30159 010l71 

7 
 A% 6< I 7.7932210 00 -2.114997D-01 

S<. .-1 ,532 i.8-"--8­
9 
 AX 8< 4 8.400865D 00 -3*281616D-01 

11 
 AX10< 0 4.082775D O0 -3.182678D-01 

t2 Ax1i( flfl244t 0 .46-52O8B -0­





15 A%14< 4 1.357174D 00, -5,,010503D-02 

1-6-A%1( At071-ngg-p4 2.4025620t,0-2 

17 A%16< # 
 4.318680D-01 2.263469D-02 

19 AX18< N 
 1.215588D-01 l.832882D-02 

At .5Z303 0 1.267FP400 "2 
21 A%20< # 3.446533D-02 7.87S641D-03 
22----- .. 2.1 < 1,724300--2 -- 4.3356 0 
23 A%22< 8 8.346003D-03 2.1179070-03 
24 AtJ t3l23tD0 .25g99sn 0-4 










































































-i--r 7 - 4 -l---­
5o772216D-02


--. 592069D 0-&­

-1.714702D-01 

26cc 1 

-2.266166D-02 

4.4377870-02


--2 087-20-1-00-o-2


3.0311600-02


4.7745200-q
 
4004918--03


-S-rtQ-7 3206--0


-1.467909D-03


-4*612311D-04


1.*4CCC30 04 
3.391980D-04 

2o80650 0,4 

1,6758C0-04


5..24e2300 oz
 
2.0058260-05


